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Abstract

Disenchantment with the Washington Consensus has led to an emphasis on growth

diagnostics. In the case of Brazil, the literature suggests three main factors impeding

growth: low domestic savings, a shortage of skilled workers, and a lack of investment in the

country�s transportation infrastructure. The unique contribution of this study is to show

the inter-temporal implications of relaxing these constraints. We �t a multi-sector Ramsey

model to Brazilian data, validate its �t to times data, and provide empirical insights into the

economy�s structural transformation to long-run equilibrium. Then, the sensitivity of these

results to relaxing each of these three constraints is investigated in a manner that yields the

same long-run level of wellbeing. Analytical concepts adapted from static trade theory are

used to provide a detailed explanation of how the economy responds in transition growth to

the relaxation of these impediments. Addressing these factors clearly bene�ts the economy,

but they do not launch the economy to a substantially higher growth path.

In order to enhance energy security and independence, Brazil has supported the

production and use of ethanol. Brazil�s leadership in this market reveals complex inter-link-

ages between ethanol, sugarcane, sugar and fossil fuels. These sectors have been growing an

average of 14% per year, while the country�s growth rates have been very modest. This

paper presents a theoretical framework for understanding the interaction between Brazil�s

economic growth and the evolution of these sectors as the economy transitions toward long-

run equilibrium. Then, the sensitivity of these results is analyzed under two simulations; �

rst, a reduction of the cost of �nancial intermediation (which the literature identi�es as

one of the factors a¤ecting Brazil�s growth), and second, an increase in ethanol prices by

2.6%, based on the expectation that biofuels�world demand is increasing.
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Chapter 1

Brazilian constraints to growth

under an inter-temporal general

equilibrium analysis

1.1 Introduction

A World Bank review (2005) of economic reform experience �nds many countries, and

Brazil in particular, experienced less growth in the 1990s than prior decades despite the

dismantling of state-led populist and protectionist policy regimes, while many high growth

countries, like China and India - though they increased their reliance on market forces -

pursued highly unconventional policies. Disenchantment with the traditional guidelines pro-

vided by the Washington Consensus has led to an emphasis on growth diagnostics as a �rst

step to guide the focus of policy makers on the most daunting constraints to growth. Rodrik

(2006) suggests that growth strategies are likely to di¤er according to domestic opportu-

nities and constraints. Therefore, policy reforms need to be country speci�c, selective and

focus on the binding constraints to growth rather than on a laundry-list à la the Consensus

(Rodrik, 2006).

The relatively recent literature in this area, such as Hausmann et al. (HRV from now

on) (2005) and Blyde et al. (2008), has identi�ed possible impediments to growth for the

1



case of Brazil, but a model of the economy has not been developed to more fully explore

their possible e¤ects on structural transformation and growth. This paper contributes to

this literature by �tting a multi-sector Ramsey model to Brazilian data, validating its �t

over a period of years, and then focuses on the possible constraints identi�ed by HRV and

Blyde et al. to empirically assess their e¤ects on transition growth to long-run equilibrium.

This analysis is used to explain the economic forces causing di¤erences in the evolution of

sectoral shares in GDP, and the evolution of factor payments to skill and unskilled labor,

remuneration to capital stock and rental incomes from the agricultural sector.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the following section provides the context

and rational for the choice of the impediments to growth of the Brazilian economy. These

include the cost of domestic �nancial intervention, the shortage of skilled workers, and

the infrastructural costs imposed on the economy from the lack of investment in transport

infrastructure. A snapshot of the economy is also provided in a way which helps motivate

our speci�cation of the multi-sector Ramsey model.

Second, the model is presented where intra and inter-temporal equilibrium is charac-

terized and special features of the model are highlighted. In this section we brie�y discuss

our growth accounting exercise, the �tting the model to data, and the numerical methods

employed to solve the model. In appendix A a derivation of the inter-temporal equations

can be found and in appendix B and C the model�s forecast is contrasted to data, where

a validation exercise is added to assess the models �t to the data both backward and for-

ward from the point the model is �t to the economy�s transition path, there it is shown

that the model �ts the data surprisingly well, and we �nd that the country�s potential to

increase real income per capita from transition growth is indeed limited. In appendix D the

mathematica code1 used to solve the system of equations of the model is added.

1Mathematica is a high-performance computational software program used in scienti�c �elds and other

areas of technical computing.
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Third, the base model results are analyzed for the overall economy and the major eco-

nomic forces of transition growth are explained. Last, the three possible constraints to

growth are analyzed by adjusting the model�s parameters, solving and comparing results to

the base model. This analysis is performed in a way that interventions to relax the con-

straints to growth yield the same long-run level of utility of the representative household.

In this way, the representative household is, in principle, indi¤erent to the magnitude or

source of the shock chosen. We also report the results from a simultaneous relaxation of

each of the three constraints, which shows a greater e¤ect in GDP per worker than the sum

of individual reforms.

In each case we �nd that transition growth accelerates to a higher long-run equilibrium

so that indeed, the three impediments analyzed constrain growth. However, they do not

launch the economy to a substantially higher growth path, so it seems that other more

fundamental constraints appear to remain that serve to lower the economy�s productivity

of its evolving capital stock.

1.2 Background

During the period 1930-80, Brazil ranked among the countries with highest growth in

GDP per capita in the world. During most of this period, she pursued import substitution

- industrialization policies. The e¤ects of the second petroleum price shock and a sharp

increase in international interest rates in the 1980s led to historically low rates of growth in

real GDP, and annual in�ation rates of over 200 percent during the 1990s (�gure 1-1). Since

1990, Brazil experienced much lower and more volatile growth, with its long-term annual

growth in real GDP (ten-year moving average) �uctuating in the 2 to 3 percent range, well

below the 6 to 10 percent range that prevailed in 1950-80.

Government reacted to this down turn by embarking on many reforms appearing on the

Washington Consensus list, including trade liberalization and changes in �scal and social
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policies. Nevertheless, these reforms have not returned the country to her previous long-

run trend rates of growth, nor to growth rates attained by other Latin American countries.

(Blyde et al., 2008). For example, her average annual rates of growth in real GDP per

capita of 1.68 percent over the 1990-99 period, and 0.08 during the 2000-06 period pale

in comparison to that of Chile (3.1 and 4.7 percent) and Mexico (1.8 and 1.7 percent),

respectively.

Figure 1-1: Real GDP growth in percent, 1950-2005

HRV, argue that Brazil has eliminated some policies distorting her economy, but she

has not addressed the binding constraints. Following Rodrik�s growth diagnostic approach,

HRV suggest two key constraints that slow the rate of capital deepening, and a¤ect the

productivity of labor. They conclude that a low rate of domestic savings (17 percent of

GDP compared to 30 percent for countries in East Asia) and a low stock of human capital

(only 20 percent of the labor force is skilled) are likely major causes of the country�s poor

growth performance.

The �rst constraint may seem surprising since the country has the highest real interest

rates (returns on capital) in the world (�gure 1-2). But according to HRV, the relatively low
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rate of domestic savings re�ect disincentives to save that are linked to the high tax burden

on capital income (taxing �nancial transactions). The high taxes and low savings re�ect

a high level of current spending and transfers. For example, social security expenditures

stand at 8.5 percent of GDP, but the transfers are mostly spent on middle class public

sector employees (Rodrik 2006).

Figure 1-2: Real Interest Rates vs GDP per capita, 2005

At the same time, the country faces a highly inelastic supply of external savings due to

the fact that the country�s external debt burden is relatively high (debt service ratio is 45

percent of Brazil�s exports of goods and services, ranked the highest of any other country

by WDI) . Hence lack of growth in the country�s stock of capital precludes the capital

deepening e¤ects that lead to growth in output and factor payments.

Turning to the second concern, HRV point out that the country�s stock of skilled labor

is in relatively short supply compared to other countries of the region. High returns to

education together with a low level of human capital are suggestive that the supply of

skilled labor is an impediment to growth (HRV, 2005).

The data presented in �gure 1-3, shows Brazil to be an outlier in the context of other

Latin American countries for the period 1996-1997.
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Figure 1-3: Returns to education and years of schooling.

Following HRV�s growth diagnostics, Blyde et al. (2008) adds a third binding constraint,

inadequate transportation infrastructure. They show that the slowdown in economic growth

coincided with a signi�cant drop in the pace of expansion in infrastructure stock and that

political reforms (over the 1990s) clearly failed to reverse this process, except for telecom-

munications (table 1.1).

The most signi�cant slowdown occurred in the expansion of the road network. in 2006,

the National Confederation of Transport (CNT) assessed the quality of paved roads in

Brazil, and classifying 25 percent as good, 38 percent as inadequate and 37 percent as very

bad.

After reaching 5.4 percent of GDP in 1971-80 (measured in constant 1980 prices), the

rate of infrastructure investment dropped by a third in the following decade, and then by

an additional 50 percent by the mid-1990s (see table 1.1).

This contraction in infrastructure investment re�ected the retrenchment in public in-

vestment, including both the government and its state controlled companies and the failure

of the privatization cum regulatory reform to reverse this decline.
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Table 1.1: Investment breakdown (as percent of GDP, in constant 1980 prices)

Year 19711980 19811989 199094 199596 199798 1999 2000

Total 23.5 18 14.9 17 16.4 16.1 16.5

Residential Buiding 4.95 4.71 4.03 3.99 4.24 3.97 3.6

Petroleum 0.95 0.88 0.39 0.35 0.36 0.45 0.51
Public Sector
(excludes Transport)

3 1.43 1.86 1.65 1.68 1.1 1.2

Infrastructure 5.42 3.62 2.16 1.79 2.77 2.7 2.58

   Electricity 2.13 1.47 0.85 0.52 0.79 0.77 0.67

   Telecommunication 0.8 0.43 0.5 0.66 0.98 1.17 1.07

   Transport 2.03 1.48 0.69 0.48 0.68 0.56 0.63

   Sanitation 0.46 0.24 0.07 0.13 0.32 0.2 0.21

Others 9.18 7.36 6.46 9.22 7.35 7.88 8.61
Source: Bielschowsky (2002: 2529)

According to an analysis by Calderón and Servén (2003), 35 percent of the increase in

the gap of GDP per worker between Brazil and East Asia since the early 1980s resulted from

the country�s slower accumulation of infrastructure capital. In another study (Calderón and

Servén, 2004), they estimate that if the stocks and quality of Brazilian infrastructure rose

to the level of Costa Rica, Brazil�s annual GDP growth rate would rise by 2.9 percentage

points.

Calderón and Servén (2004) and Ferreira (2005) show that these three factors appear

to impede growth, but their approach fails to provide insights into the structural dynamics

of this process. The interest here is to understand the forces of structural transformation

across multiple sectors of an economy in the process of capital deepening and on how the

relaxing of possible constraints to growth are likely to play out over time. Important to

obtaining these insights is the extent to which the economy is disaggregated into sectors,

and the forward and backward market linkages that infrastructure may cause on the costs of

intermediate inputs, as emphasized by Hirschman (1985), and most recently by Jones(2007).

Hirschman introduces intermediate inputs into a Solow economy and shows the multiplier

e¤ects of a shock to productivity far exceed the same shock without intermediates.

Another possible disaggregation is to account for capital stock as a composite of the

output of all sectors of the economy. Roe et al. (2010) show that this modi�cation is
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important because the data indicate that a country�s capital stock is comprised of outputs

from virtually every sector of an economy. In transition growth, prices evolve in a way that

can a¤ect the price of capital stock di¤erently than if a single sector is assumed to be the

sole supplier.

A snapshot of the economy, aggregated to the level of the model presented in the next

section, appears in table 1.2. The model has capitalized on available input-output data from

the Market and Trade Economics Division(ERS, USDA)2, and from the Center for Global

Trade Analysis (GTAP) database (2010), and the data are organized into a social accounting

matrix (SAM) for the year 2001 (table 1.2). Brie�y, agriculture net output accounts for 12

percent of the country�s GDP, employs about 20 percent of the work force, but only accounts

for 6 percent of total wage payments. The dominant share of this labor is unskilled which

is de�ned according to ILO�s occupation 4�9 (tradespersons, clerks, salespersons, machine

operators, laborers, and farm workers) and skill workers are those in ILO occupations 1�3

(managers, professionals, and para-professionals).

Brazil has the third most advanced industrial sector in The Americas, accounting for 20

percent of the country�s GDP, and employs 17 percent of the total wage payments. About

15 percent of workers are classi�ed as unskilled and 2 percent skilled. The country spends

82 percent of the income, and therefore saves 18 percent. The country�s service sector

accounts for the remaining 68 percent of GDP. This sector employs about 74 percent of the

total wage payments, where approximately 42 percent is unskilled and 32 percent is skilled.

Labor is the main source of factor income with 36 percent of total factor income accruing to

unskilled labor and 20 percent to skilled labor. Capital accounts for the next major share of

income, equaling about 43 percent with most of the reminder of domestic income accruing

to land.

2Market and Trade Economics Division, Economic Research Service, United States Department of Agri-

culture.
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Intermediate inputs account for 64 percent of manufactures gross output, and 60, 59 and

29 percent of gross output for agriculture, transportation and service sector, respectively.

While own output accounts for the largest share of each sector�s gross output, (except in the

case of transportation), the service sector has the second largest share as an intermediate in

each sector�s gross output. In table 1.3 the relative sector factor intensities are also reported,

showing that agriculture is capital intensive, transportation is unskilled labor intensive and

the service sector is skill labor intensive. Factor intensities are important because they

a¤ect the evolution of �rm level costs in transition growth and consequently di¤erences in

sectoral output.
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1.3 The model

The modeled environment is a small open economy that produces four goods, industry

or manufacture (Qm), agriculture (Qa), transportation (Qt) and service sector (Qs), they

are also employed as intermediates. Industry and agriculture are traded in domestic and

international markets while transportation and the service good are only traded in the

domestic economy. Any surplus or de�cit of the traded goods is exported or imported at

the given world prices. Households are endowed with the economy�s resources which include

skill labor (Ls), unskilled labor (Lu) and capital (K),that evolve over time, and land which

remains constant Ha. Each of the four goods is produced by perfectly competitive �rms.

Firms employ primary and intermediate factors of production. The industry, the agriculture

and the service good are reinvested to increase the economy�s stock of capital. The two

types of labor and capital are employed in the production of all four goods. Land is speci�c

to agriculture and it is traded among �rms within each of these sectors so that clearing

of the land market yields a positive rental rate each period. Labor services are not traded

internationally and domestic residents own the entire stock of capital. Households exchange

labor L = Ls+Lu, capital and land for wages wu (unskilled),and ws (skilled), capital rents

r, and land rents �a per-unit returns.

1.3.1 Behavior of households and �rms

Households

Households are represented by the in�nitely-lived Ramsey consumer that receives utility

u : R4++ ! R+ from the sequence fqm; qa; qt; qsgt2[0;1) expressed as a weighted sum of all

future �ows of utility Z
t2[0;1)

u(qm; qa; qt; qs)e
(n��)tdt

which it discounts at rate � > 0: The function u(�) is increasing and strictly concave in qj ;

is everywhere continuous, and twice di¤erentiable, and it is homothetic. The number of
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households�members is assumed to be proportional to the number of workers, to grow at

the exogenously given positive rate n.

The household�s intra-temporal problem is to choose (qm; qa; qt; qs) to minimize the cost

� of composite consumption q per worker

� = E (pm; pa; pt; ps) q � min
qm;qa;qt;qs

8<: X
j=qm;qa;qt;qs

pjqj j q � u(qm; qa; qt; qs)

9=;
where (pm; pa; pt; ps) are the respective prices of each good.

At each instant in time, E (pm; pa; pt; ps) represents the price (cost) of aggregate con-

sumption q: Shephard�s lemma gives the Hicksian demand,

qj = q
j (pm; pa; pt; ps) q j = m;a; t; s

which is homogeneous of degree zero in prices pj .

The representative household�s budget constraint expressed in per worker terms is given

by

_k =
1

pk
(wulu + wsls + kr

k(1� �) + �aHa � E (pm; pa; pt; ps) q)� k (n+ �) + T

where pk; de�ned below, is the price of a unit of capital stock k; and � � 0 is a tax on

capital, the reasons for which we point out later. At the end of each period the tax

revenue T is returned to the household in lump sum. This constraint is derived based on

the assumption that the noarbitrage condition between the returns received by households

from loans and returns to capital is satis�ed, as well as the noarbitrage condition between

a unit of composite capital k, and a unit of land

r =
rk(1� �)

pk
� � + _pk

pk
=
�a
pLa

+
_pLa
pLa

+ n

where phj = pLj=pk is the price of the j � th sector�s speci�c resource per worker, pLj ;

relative to the unit of capital pk;where j = a; c; "; g: This condition assures that capital

and land prices adjust throughout transition growth so that agents have no incentive to

exchange one asset for another at any point in time.

12



Household�s problem of maximizing the discounted present value of utility subject to

the budget constraint and a transversality condition, leads to the Eurler condition

_�

�
=
1

�

�
rk(1� �)

pk
� � � �� (1� �) _ps

ps
+
_pk
pk

�
where here we assume unitary inter-temporal elasticity of substitution so that � = 1: Since

below our variables are expressed in e¤ective labor units, it is convenient to express this

condition in e¤ective units as well, which results in the condition, for � = 1;
�
�̂

�̂
=
rk(1� �)

pk
� � � �� x+ _pk

pk

Composite capital

Recognizing that a country�s stock of capital is composed of more than manufactured

goods, capital is modeled as a composite of the output of industrial, agriculture and service

goods. These goods are presumed to be combined in a least cost manner to produce a unit

of capital stock at each t: Following Roe et al. (2010), the problem is

pk = c
k (pm; pa; ps) � min

ymk;yak;ysk

0@ X
j=m;a;s

pj ŷjk j 1 � F (ŷmk; ŷak; ŷsk)

1A
where for purposes here F (�) is a neoclassical Cobb-Douglas function that is CRS in its

arguments. Thus, at each instant in time, we have the result that the total cost of capital

provision from savings
�
k̂ + k̂ (x+ n+ �) is

pk

"
�
k̂ + k̂ (x+ n+ �)

#
where Shephard�s lemma applied to ck (pm; pa; ps) retrieves ymk; yak; ysk: Finally, note that

_pk
pk
= �sk

_ps
ps

where �sk is the cost share of ysk in the total cost of producing an increment of capital

stock in each t: Thus, the Euler condition can be restated as
�
�̂

�̂
=

rk(1� �)
ck (pm; pa; ps)

� � � �� x+ �sk
_ps
ps

13



Firms

Firms in each sector are atomistic and identical. Firms producing industrial, trans-

portation and service goods employ technology f j : R3++ ! R+ de�ned as

min

�
j(A (t) luj ; A (t) lsj ; kj);

ŷmj
�mj

;
ŷaj
�aj

;
ŷtj
�tj
;
ŷsj
�sj

�
j = m; t; s

where A (t) = ext and x is the Harrod rate of growth in e¤ective labor services, luj ;

and lsj denote the quantity of skilled and unskilled workers, respectively, �mj are input-

output coe¢ cients and yij denotes the amount of the i � th sector output employed as an

intermediate input in sector j.The corresponding sectoral total cost functions, expressed in

units per e¤ective economy-wide worker, are given by:

TCj =

0@Cj(ŵu; ŵs; rk) + X
i=m;a;t;s

pi�ij

1A ŷj j = m; t; s:

where ŷj is sector j0s gross output per e¤ective worker.

Agricultural technologies is represented by the production functions fa : R1++ ! R+,

de�ned as

min

�
fa(A (t) lua; A (t) lsa; ka;B (t)ha);

ŷma
�ma

;
ŷaa
�aa

;
ŷta
�ta
;
ŷsa
�sa

�
Given land H �xed, and given fa is linearly homogeneous in all inputs, the sectoral

aggregate technology, denoted F a(A (t)Lua; A (t)Lsa;Ka;B (t)Ha); exhibits decreasing re-

turns to scale in inputs Lua; Lsa; and Ka:

The corresponding value added functions (in units per e¤ective worker) for these sectors

are given by

�a(pva; ŵu; ŵs; r
k)ha � max

lua;lsa;ka

8><>: pvaF
a(lua; lsa; k̂a;ha)�

ŵulua � ŵslsa � k̂rk � �aha

9>=>;
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where pva is the value added price of output, and ha is clearly speci�c to the sector,

and hence, is not treated as a choice variable at the sector level: By Hotelling�s lemma, this

sector�s partial equilibrium supply function is given by

ya(pva; ŵu; ŵs; r
k)Ha = �

a
pa(pva; ŵu; ŵs; r

k)Ha

A perfectly competitive land market among producers implies that the shadow price

�a(pa; wu; ws; r) is also the land rental price that causes the land market to clear among

individual producers. Thus, �rms in this sector make zero pro�ts since, in equilibrium, the

value of output is exhausted by payments to factors,

pvaŷa = ŵulua + ŵslsa + r
kk̂a + �

a(pva; ŵu; ŵs; r
k)ha

1.3.2 Equilibrium characterization

Restricting analysis to the case where all sectors are open, i.e. Yj > 0 j = m;a; t; s; a

competitive equilibrium is de�ned by the positive prices fŵu; ŵs; rk; pt; psgt2[0;1)of inputs

and output, household consumption plans


h � fq�m; q�a; q�t ; q�sgt2[0;1)

and production plans


m � fŷ�m; ŷ�a; ŷ�t ; ŷ�s ; k̂�m; k̂�a; k̂�t ; k̂�s ; l�um; l�ua; l�ut;

l�us; l
�
sm; l

�
sa; l

�
st; l

�
ss; gt2[0;1)

given initial resource endowments {k̂(0); Lu(0); Ls(0);H} such that the discounted present

value of household utility is maximized, �rms maximize pro�t subject to their technology

at each instant of time t, and markets clear for all inputs and the outputs. In addition,

the no-arbitrage condition between the values of capital and land, and the transversality

condition are satis�ed.
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Intra-temporal equilibrium

Given the endogenous sequence fk̂; �̂g
t2[0;1)

,intra-temporal equilibrium is given by the

sequence of positive values 
 � fŵu; ŵs; rk; ŷm; ŷt; ŷs; pt; pcgt2[0;1) satisfying the following

eight equations for each t:

� Zero pro�t conditions in sector m; t; s

Cm
�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�

= pvm (pt; ps)

Ct
�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�

= pvs (pt; ps)

Cs
�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�

= pvz (pt; ps)

where pvj is the value added price of sector j; pvj (pt; ps) = pj �
P
i pi�ij ; i = m;a; t; s;

where we suppress the exogenous prices pm; pa in pvj (pt; ps) ;

� Unskilled labor market clearing,

X
j2m;t;s

Cjŵu

�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
ŷj � �aŵu

�
pva (pt; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
ha = `u

� Skilled labor market clearing,

X
j2m;t;s

Cjŵs

�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
ŷj � �aŵs

�
pva (pt; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
ha = `s

� Capital market clearing,

X
j2m;t;s

Cj
rk

�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
ŷj � �ark

�
pva (pt; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
ha = k̂

� Clearing of the domestic market for transportation good including the intermediate

demands,

�t�̂

pt
= yt �

X
j�m;a;t;s

�tj ŷj
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� Clearing of the domestic market for service home good including the intermediate

demands,

�s�̂

ps
= ys �

X
j�m;a;t;s

�sj ŷj � ŷsk

"
�
k̂ + k̂ (x+ n+ �)

#

where `u is the unskilled share of the total work force which remains constant because

both labor categories grow at the same rate.

Inter-temporal equilibrium

Inter-temporal equilibrium can be reduced to three �rst order and autonomous di¤eren-

tial equations that express closed form functions of
�
k̂; _ps; _pc in terms of the level equivalents.

These variables can be obtained from the following equations:

� Euler equation

E (pt; ps; _ps) �
�
�̂ = �̂

�
~r(pt; ps)(1� �)
ck (pm; pa; ps)

� � � �� x+ �sk
_ps
ps

�

� Budget Constraint

~K
�
pt; ps; k̂

�
�

�
k̂ =

1

ck (pm; pa; ps)
[ ~wu (pt; ps) `u + ~ws (pt; ps) (`s)+

k̂~r(pt; ps)(1� �) + ~�a (pt; ps)Ha � E (pm; pa; pt; ps) q]� k̂ (n+ � + x) + T

where

~�a (pt; ps) � �a(pva (pt; ps) p; ~wu (pt; ps) ; ~ws (pt; ps) ; ~r(pt; ps))

� Service good market clearing

�̂ =
ps
�s
[ys �

X
j�m;t;s

�sj ~y
j
�
pt; ps; k̂

�
� �sa~ya (pt; ps)�

~ysk (pt; ps)

 
�
k̂ + k̂ (x+ n+ �)

!
]
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� and transportation market clearing

�̂=
pt
�t
(~yt(pt; ps; k̂)�

X
j�m;t;s

�tj ~y
s
j (pt; ps; k̂)� �ta~ysa(pt; ps)

These equations are linear in variables _ps;
�
k̂ and

�
�̂: The equations are easily rearranged

to yield one closed-form di¤erential equation for each dot variable as a function of their

corresponding level variables. To solve for the steady state, (if it exists) we set _ps;
�
k̂ ,and

�
�̂ to zero, and solve empirically for the endogenous level variables pssc ; p

ss
s ; k̂

ss. Given these

values, the intra-temporal system permits the determination of the steady state values of

the remaining endogenous variables, 
ss; and consequently, 
hss and 

m
ss:

The time elimination method3 is used to obtain values for the sequence fpc; ps; k̂gt2[0;1)
:

The dimensionality of the model permits the calculation of the remaining endogenous

variables

n

;
h;
m

o
t2[0;1)

1.3.3 Comparative statics

The comparative static properties of the model are similar to properties discussed in

the simpler model presented by Roe et al. (2010), Chapter 5,and are thus brie�y stated.

The intra-temporal conditions admit to a comparative static analysis along the lines of the

Stopler-Samuelson (Sto-Sa) and Rybcyznski (Ry) theorems of the static 2x2 model of a

small open economy4. The reduced form factor rental rate equations obtained from solving

the zero pro�t conditions are homogenous of degree one in output prices, and hence Sto-

Sa-like results can be obtained. That is, Sto-Sa-like in the sense that if the price of a �nal

3See Chapter 9, Roe et al.

4See Woodland (1982) for the statement and proof of these theorems when the 2x2 model is expressed

in dual form or Feenstra (2004).
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good that employs a factor intensively rises, it is not necessarily the case that the rental

rate of this factor will rise in greater proportion to the increase in price.

The supply functions are homogeneous of degree zero in prices and of degree one in

factor endowments. Consequently, Ry-like qualitative results can be obtained. When capital

deepening occurs, as in the case of our empirical results, the unit cost of capital declines,

while the marginal product of labor increases in all sectors, but relatively more so in sectors

that are most capital intensive (agriculture in our case, see table 1.3). This sector then

will experience a growth in output while the sector employing labor most intensively will

experience a decline in output. However, the proportional change in output may be less

than the proportional change in capital stock.

In the case of home good sectors where the domestic markets must clear, capital deep-

ening along with growth in total factor income will cause an increase in the price of home

goods that is necessary in order for these sectors to compete for resources that would other-

wise be pulled into the traded good sectors. This e¤ect can be viewed as having Sto-Sa-like

e¤ects on factor rental rates.

We rely on the well known properties of the indirect pro�t function �a (�) to explain

the supply and factor demand behavior of the sector employing a sector speci�c resource.

Overall, this logic forms the basis of our explanation below of the model�s solution showing

the structural transformation as the economy approaches long-run equilibrium.

1.3.4 Fitting the model to data

Growth accounting allows for the breakdown of observed growth in GDP into compo-

nents associated with changes in factor inputs and in production technologies. This step

is necessary to estimate the economy�s parameters and initial conditions. First, based on

perpetual inventory method, yields an estimate of the country�s capital stock K(0) for the

base year, 2001.

From an estimate of Solow�s residual we obtain an estimate of the Harrod rate of factor
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productivity growth x, and trivially, the rate of growth of the labor force n. The rate of

time preference parameter � is set to 0:04; a value that falls within the range commonly

found in the literature5.The estimated values are described in table 1.4.

Table 1.4: Parameters and initial conditions

δ τ ρ θ x n
0.04 0.115 0.05 1.00 0.0014 0.0194

Source: Author estimates and calculations using WDI, ERS and GTAP
1,894,160

K(0) in 2001 const USD

This exercise also provides insights to the economy�s historical growth performance and

it can be used to suggest �how far�the economy is from its long-run equilibrium. We can

see from the growth accounting results, and the premise that the economy in the long-run

behaves according to our Ramsey model, that Brazil in the year 2001 is not far from its

long-run equilibrium or steady state (SS) (table 1.5). Therefore, we might expect a solution

to our model to predict that the change in the economy�s variables will be relatively small

over the transition path.

Table 1.5: Contributions to GDP growth.

Capital change Contribution
Labor change Contribution
Technical change Contribution

Contribution at t<SS Contribution at SS
0.4932
0.3520
0.1548

0.4225
0.5316
0.0459

We assume Cobb-Douglas functional forms for all of the model�s production functions,

the household utility function as well as the composite capital function. Data reported in

table 1.2 are used to estimate the parameters of these functions, including the input-output

coe¢ cients for intermediate inputs. Together, with the growth accounting data and the rate

of work force growth, the model is �t to these data so as to reproduce the social accounting

matrix values as though they re�ect the economy at this point on the transition path for

the year 2001 with initial conditions given by these data. To provide con�dence that the

5See Agénor, Pierre (2005).
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model captures the key structural features of the Brazilian economy, a validation exercise

is conducted. We solve the model backwards and forward from the 2001 base year, and

contrast model forecast with time series data of total and sector GDP taken from WDI over

the 1995- to 2005 period. This exercise suggests the model �ts the data well. See appendix

B and C for a discussion of the results.

1.4 Base model results

1.4.1 An economy-wide overview

The main results are presented in four tables; table 1.6 to table 1.9. The model predicts

a GDP rate of growth of 2.48 percent for the year 2005 (in constant 2001 USD), which is

close to the 2.3 percent reported in the WDI for that year and close to the average annual

rate over the 2000-05 period of 2.56 percent. The economy approaches the mid-point to long

run equilibrium in 2011, where the long-run rate of growth in GDP per worker is around

0.27 percent per annum in constant 2001 USD.

Gross Domestic Product per worker increases over the �fty year period 2001-51, from

5,297 to 6,606 constant 2001 USD (table 1.6, col. 1). This increase suggests the country�s

potential to increase households�real income from transition growth is limited with about

79 years required for the country to double GDP per capita, assuming the average annual

rate of population growth remains at the 2001-06 average of 1.4 percent per annum. GDP

doubles in 30 years. This result stands in contrast to that of other OECD countries where

the doubling of income per capita ranges from 25 to 30 years.

The modeled economy�s relatively weak potential to increase real income from transition

growth is arguably embodied in the Brazilian data used to estimate the parameters of

the economy�s primitives, such as the parameters of sector technologies and household�s

incentives to save, which together, tend to constrain or limit the country�s potential to

grow from capital deepening. We return to this discussion later.
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The source of income earnings are aggregated into labor (skill and unskilled), capital

and land. Over the 2001-11 period, per worker earnings from unskilled and skilled labor

increase each by about 4.8 percent, the stock of capital per worker increases by 8.7 percent.

At the same time, land rents per farm worker increase by 6.24 percent (table 1.6). GDP

growth rates are higher in the earlier periods of transition than in the long run, where

GDP�s rate of growth converges to the rate of factor productivity and work force growth,

x+n.

Table 1.6: Evolution of GDP, factor earnings per worker and savings to GDP in constant

2001 USD, model results.

GDP/wkr
Period

growth rate K/wkr U.wage/wkru S.wage/wkrs K earnings/wkr Ag earnigns/farm wkr Exp/wkr Sav/GDP
1991 5297 19900 2354 5857 2270 601 3632 0.314
2001 5791 9.33% 23607 2565 6399 2483 678 4115 0.289
2011 6072 4.87% 25675 2686 6707 2605 720 4386 0.278
2021 6255 3.00% 26898 2764 6907 2684 746 4552 0.272
2031 6390 2.16% 27701 2823 7056 2742 765 4667 0.270
2041 6503 1.77% 28299 2872 7180 2791 779 4758 0.268
2051 6606 1.58% 28800 2918 7293 2835 792 4837 0.268

Factor shares in GDP remain largely unchanged over time. Labor employment accounted

for about 56.3 percent of total income in 2001 compared to 55.9 percent by 2051, while

returns to capital assets remained virtually unchanged, accounting for 42.9 percent in 2001

and 43 percent in 2051. Land rental payments increased from 0.9 to 1.1 percent of GDP

over the 2001-51 period.

The change in structure of the economy is relatively modest. Over the half-life period,

industry and service�s shares in GDP decline from 0.18 to 0.17 for industry and from 0.67

to 0.66 for services; the agricultural sector increases by 19 percent, albeit from a relatively

small share of the total economy.

The transportation component of services has a more modest increase of about 1.6

percent (table 1.7, �rst four columns). Over the half-life period, households�expenditures

per worker increase around 7 percent while savings to GDP decline by about 4 percent

(table 1.6).
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Corresponding to this transition are the changes in the share of the economy�s labor

force and capital employed in the four sectors (table 1.7). The share of the unskilled and

skill labor force in the agriculture and service sectors rise, and declines in the industrial

sector while remains constant in the transport sector.

Table 1.7: Change in the economy structure and resource allocation, model results.

Year Industry Ag. Transport Service Industry Ag. Transport Service Industry Ag. Transport Service Industry Ag. TransportService
1991 0.203 0.109 0.020 0.676 0.205 0.054 0.032 0.528 0.013 0.002 0.002 0.162 0.258 0.111 0.007 0.624
2001 0.183 0.128 0.021 0.668 0.194 0.061 0.034 0.531 0.013 0.003 0.003 0.163 0.242 0.126 0.008 0.625
2011 0.174 0.138 0.021 0.664 0.188 0.065 0.035 0.532 0.012 0.003 0.003 0.163 0.234 0.133 0.008 0.625
2021 0.169 0.142 0.021 0.663 0.185 0.066 0.035 0.532 0.012 0.003 0.003 0.163 0.231 0.136 0.008 0.625
2031 0.167 0.145 0.021 0.662 0.184 0.067 0.036 0.533 0.012 0.003 0.003 0.163 0.229 0.138 0.008 0.625
2041 0.166 0.146 0.021 0.662 0.183 0.068 0.036 0.533 0.012 0.003 0.003 0.163 0.228 0.139 0.008 0.625
2051 0.165 0.146 0.021 0.661 0.183 0.068 0.036 0.533 0.012 0.003 0.003 0.163 0.228 0.139 0.008 0.625

Sector Share in GDP Unskilled Labor Share in Skilled Labor Share in Capital Share in

1.4.2 Major economic forces of transition growth

The basic economics of these changes can be explained as follows. As capital deepening

occurs, the most capital intensive sector of the economy experiences a Ry-like e¤ect (in this

case agriculture), which increases the productivity of labor in this sector relative to the

labor intensive sectors of the economy (transportation and service for unskilled and skilled

labor respectively).

The rise in the productivity of labor in agriculture due to capital deepening, all else

constant, causes this sector to increase the quantity of labor demanded which can only be

obtained by an increase in the wage rate. Labor intensive sectors thus experience a rise in

production costs in spite of the decline in the rental rate of capital.

The rise in factor income, since wages and the stock of capital have increased, augments

the quantity demanded of all �nal goods, as well as the quantity of intermediate inputs

employed in the capital intensive sector. In order for the domestic non-traded good markets

to clear, the price of these goods must rise to compete for the resources that would otherwise

be employed in the capital intensive sector (table 1.8).
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Table 1.8: Evolution of prices, model results.

Year

Price of
the

Transport
good

Price of
the

Service
good

Industry Agriculture Transport Service

1991 0.976 0.989 0.366 0.402 0.386 0.700
2001 1.000 1.000 0.363 0.400 0.405 0.709
2011 1.011 1.005 0.362 0.399 0.414 0.713
2021 1.016 1.007 0.362 0.399 0.418 0.715
2031 1.018 1.009 0.362 0.399 0.420 0.716
2041 1.019 1.009 0.362 0.399 0.421 0.716
2051 1.020 1.009 0.362 0.399 0.422 0.716

Value Added price of

If a sector produces a traded good at a given world price, and the net e¤ect of the rise

in wages and decline in the capital rental rate cause a rise in the cost of production. Labor

or capital or both may depart the sector and the sector�s demand for intermediate inputs

may decline with the decline in its output (the industry sector in this case).

In the presence of capital deepening, the capital intensity of agriculture causes this sector

to increase output relative to other sectors of the economy. Agricultural output grows in the

range of 3.4 to 2.7 percent per annum over the half-life period due to the large contribution

from growth in the employment of capital services (table 1.9).

Service sector output growth is in the range of 2.5 to 2.2 percent (2001-2011), while

the transportation sector�s output growth is between 2.5 to 2.3 percent. Industrial sector

output grows at the relatively constant and more modest rate of about 2 percent per year.

Notice that the rate of growth in total gross output of all four sectors converge to their

long-run growth rates from above (table 1.9).

As the agriculture sector employs a larger share of capital services, about 12.6 percent

(table 1.7, column 14), �rms in the transportation and service sector compete for unskilled

and skilled labor. As mentioned above, the market price for these sectors must increase

for markets to clear. The real price of the transportation and services goods increase about

1.09 and 0.5 percent respectively, over the period (table 1.8 ). The increase is greater in

the transportation sector than in the service sector because the agricultural sector uses

unskilled labor more intensively than skilled labor, and therefore the transportation sector
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must increase its price by a larger amount than the service sector in order to compete for

this resource.

Table 1.9: Growth in sector output and the percentage point contributions of prices,

factors of production and technological change, model results.

Industry

Year Gross
Output

Value added
price wrt p3

Value added
price wrt p4

Capital
Stock

Effective
Labor

1991 0.0244 0.0586 0.0445 0.2019 0.0745
2001 0.0218 0.0277 0.0206 0.1507 0.0806
2011 0.0211 0.0133 0.0098 0.1280 0.0839
2021 0.0209 0.0064 0.0047 0.1175 0.0855
2031 0.0209 0.0031 0.0022 0.1125 0.0863
2041 0.0209 0.0015 0.0011 0.1101 0.0867
2051 0.0209 0.0007 0.0005 0.1090 0.0869

Agriculture

Year Gross
Output

Value added
price

Unsk. Wage
effect

Skil.
Wage
effect

Interest
rate Effect

Technical
change
effect

1991 0.0516 0.0072 0.0336 0.0036 0.0752 0.0209
2001 0.0341 0.0032 0.0145 0.0016 0.0325 0.0209
2011 0.0269 0.0015 0.0066 0.0007 0.0149 0.0209
2021 0.0237 0.0007 0.0031 0.0003 0.0070 0.0209
2031 0.0222 0.0003 0.0015 0.0002 0.0033 0.0209
2041 0.0215 0.0002 0.0007 0.0001 0.0016 0.0209
2051 0.0212 0.0001 0.0003 0.0000 0.0008 0.0209

Transportation

Year Gross
Output

Value added
price wrt p3

Value added
price wrt p4

Capital
Stock

Effective
Labor

1991 0.0323 0.8161 0.0980 1.3384 0.6527
2001 0.0258 0.3345 0.0383 0.8925 0.6221
2011 0.0231 0.1499 0.0168 0.7190 0.6090
2021 0.0219 0.0698 0.0077 0.6432 0.6030
2031 0.0214 0.0331 0.0037 0.6083 0.6002
2041 0.0211 0.0158 0.0017 0.5919 0.5989
2051 0.0210 0.0076 0.0008 0.5840 0.5982

Service

Year Gross
Output

Value added
price wrt p3

Value added
price wrt p4

Capital
Stock

Effective
Labor

1991 0.0304 0.0090 0.0167 0.0035 0.0192
2001 0.0250 0.0038 0.0071 0.0025 0.0192
2011 0.0227 0.0017 0.0033 0.0020 0.0192
2021 0.0217 0.0008 0.0015 0.0018 0.0192
2031 0.0213 0.0004 0.0007 0.0017 0.0192
2041 0.0211 0.0002 0.0003 0.0017 0.0192
2051 0.0209 0.0001 0.0002 0.0017 0.0192

The increase in the price of the transportation good has multiple e¤ects. First, on the

sector�s growth rate, which initially is in the range of 2.58 percent (table 1.9, column 1) and
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declines to 2.31 percent, as the price approaches long-run equilibrium. Second, the price

rise has Sto-Sa like e¤ects on factor rental rates, so the rate of return of the unskilled labor

increases. This increase contributes to the rise on the unskilled wage rate as the share of

workers employed in the transportation sector increase by 2.4 percent over the period (table

1.7, column 7).

Similarly, the increase in the price of the service good has multiple e¤ects. First, the

sector�s growth rate is initially in the range of 2.5 percent (table 1.7, column 1) and declines

to 2.2 percent, as the price approaches long-run equilibrium. Second, the price rise has

Sto-Sa like e¤ects, so the rate of return of the skilled labor increases, this contributes to

the increase in the skilled wage rate as the share of workers employed in the service sector

increase by 0.1 percent over the period (table 1.7, column 11).

Another e¤ect of the rise in both prices is divided into the direct and the indirect e¤ect

on the internal terms of trade. The direct e¤ect is the rise in price of the transportation and

service good relative to unchanging prices of the industrial and agricultural goods provide

producers an incentive to increase their production of transportation and services goods

in spite of the rise in production costs. The indirect e¤ect is the increase in the price

of the transportation and services good employed as an intermediate factor of production

in industry and agriculture. This indirect e¤ect increases the cost of industrial sector

production relative to agriculture since these intermediate inputs account for 17.2 percent

of the industry gross value compared to 16.1 percent of agricultural gross value (table 1.3).

While the decline in terms of trade are small (table 1.8), owning to the fact that the

country is close to its long-run equilibrium, the rise in the price of the transportation and

service good helps to pull resources out of traded good production. An implication is that

policies directed to increase e¢ ciency of the home goods production will tend to release

resources for the production of traded goods, with industry the major bene�ciary due to its

dependency on services as an intermediate input (table 1.3).

The competition for resources from the agricultural sector causes the share of the econ-
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omy�s labor force (unskilled and skilled) employed in manufacturing to decline by 2.9 percent

and 3 percent respectively. However, due to the relatively high rate of growth of the labor

force, 2.4 per cent per annum, the number of workers employed in the industrial sector

increases. Similarly, while manufacture�s share of capital service employed declines by 3.1

percent from 2001-2011 (table 1.7, column 13), the level of capital employed increases, i.e.,

there is a substitution of capital for labor such that the total capital employed in the sector

increases.

The growth in labor supply has a positive e¤ect on the transportation and service sectors�

growth in output (table 1.9, column 5). The Ry-like e¤ects of growth in capital stock

a¤ect the transportation sectors�production negatively due to the increased competition

for agricultural sector�s unskilled labor, whose marginal product rises with capital deepening

(table 1.9, column 3). The growth in capital stock has a positive e¤ect on the service sector,

since it is the sector that absorbs the skilled labor that the industry sector releases as it

contracts, and that the agriculture and transportation sectors cannot pro�tably absorb at

the prevailing wage rates.

The rise in both wage rates have a dampening e¤ect on the growth of the agriculture

output, the unskilled and skilled wage e¤ect is in the range of -3.4 to -1.45 percent and

-0.36 to -0.16 percent per annum respectively, in the early stages of growth (table 1.9,

column 3 and 4) while the decline in the cost of capital services has a positive e¤ect in the

range of 7.52 to 3.25 percent, for the same period. As the economy approaches its long-run

equilibrium, the growth in agriculture�s gross output approaches the steady state rate of

growth from above and converges to 2.09 percent per annum (table 1.9). Given that the

agricultural sector grows more rapidly than the manufacture sector, Brazil exports more

agricultural products and imports more manufacture goods. As a result, a larger share of

GDP is traded.
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1.5 Simulation Results

We next explore the potential to increase per capita income from transition growth ex-

hibited by the base solution by considering, in sequence, three possible sources of constraints

to growth according to HRV and Blyde et al.

We consider a decrease in the cost of domestic �nancial intermediation, an increase in

the share of skill labor, and an increase in productivity in the use of intermediate factors

of production associated with the transportation sector of the economy. We analyze these

constraints as though they were relaxed in 2001.

The magnitude of each shock is chosen to yield the same identical value of long-run

household utility. In this way, each shock is neutral in the sense that in the long-run,

the representative agent, while being made better o¤ than the base solution, is indi¤erent

between the three shocks considered.

1.5.1 E¤ects of a decrease in the cost of domestic �nancial intermediation

The net interest margin is reported to be 11.5 percent in Brazil (Caprio and Levine,

2001), which it is signi�cantly higher than the averages for other Latin American and upper

middle income grouping of countries. In order to analyze the e¤ect of this tax in domestic

�nancial intermediation on economic growth, the net interest margin of the base model is

reduced to the tax level of OECD countries, which it is reported to be 3.97 percent (Beck,

2000). Therefore, the domestic �nancial intermediation cost is reduced by 65 percent. The

results of this simulation relative to the base solution are reported in table 1.10 and 1.11.

A reduction of the cost of domestic �nancial intermediation decreases the gap between

the interest rate that households receive and �rms pay for capital. Now, households have

an incentive to save more and therefore to forego real expenditure�s relative to the base

solution (table 1.10, column 7) in order to increase their holding of capital assets during

the half-life to long-run equilibrium.
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Table 1.10: E¤ects of a reduction on capital costs relative to the baseline on GDP and

factor earnings.

GDP
Growth in GDP

(Simulation  Base) Uwage Payments Swage Payments Returns to K Land Rents Real Exp.
2001 1,000 0,999 1,001 1,000 1,000 0,933
2011 1,038 4,01% 1,036 1,038 1,039 1,052 0,988
2021 1,056 1,75% 1,052 1,055 1,057 1,075 1,014
2031 1,064 0,82% 1,060 1,064 1,066 1,086 1,026
2041 1,069 0,40% 1,064 1,068 1,070 1,092 1,032
2051 1,071 0,20% 1,066 1,070 1,072 1,094 1,036

Another e¤ect of lowering the cost of �nancial intermediation is that gives rise to a

growth rate in GDP that is 4 percentage points higher than the base in 20116, and 1.75

percentage points higher in 2021 (table 1.10 and �gure 1-4). In the long run, the economy

converges to a higher level of GDP but the rate of growth converges to the same rate as the

base, x+n, in �gure 1-4 both lines converge to x+n in the long run. Consequently, growth

rates are higher in the earlier periods of transition than the base.

Figure 1-4: GDP growth rates comparison

The e¤ects on sector transformation vary by sector due to their di¤erences in factor

intensities, so the capital intensive sector ( agriculture in this case) experiences a Ry-like

e¤ect, increasing output compared to the base line results, and its share in GDP raises 3.8

6Looking at �gure 1-4 the 4 percentage points di¤erence comes from comparing both lines over the 2011

year, simulation�s growth rate in 2011 is 8.8 and in the base model is 4.8 therefore 8:8� 4:8 = 4 percentage

point di¤erence.
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percent by 2011 compared to the base as can be seen in table 1.10. At the same time,

since the agricultural sector is the most capital intensive, capital deepening increases the

remuneration to land in this sector (column 6) causing rents to rise by about 5.2 percent

relative to the base solution in 2011, and by 9.4 percent in 2051. Agriculture�s gross output

rises signi�cantly, from 12 percent per annum in 2011, and 23 percent of base values by

2051 (multiplying column one of table 1.10 and column 2 of table 1.11).

Capital deepening also increases the productivity of labor even more than in the base so-

lution. Both types of labors�payments increase by the same amount, around 3.7 percent by

2001 and 6.8 percent by 2051 with respect to the base solution. Agriculture�s increased com-

petition for resources comes at the expense of the relatively labor intensive sectors, service

and transportation, which experience a rise in production costs. The rise in factor income,

since wages and the stock of capital have increased, augments the quantity demanded of all

�nal goods, as well as the quantity of intermediate inputs employed in agriculture. In order

for the domestic non-traded good markets to clear, the price of these goods must rise to

compete for the resources that would otherwise be employed in the capital intensive sector.

In this case, the sector that cannot increase its price (industry) is less able to compete for

these resources relative to the base solution.

The rise of these prices have several e¤ects as explained in the base line results; one of

the e¤ects is the incentives for service and transport sector �rms to compete for resources

so that markets clear.

Another e¤ect is the change in the terms of trade. The terms of trade faced by the other

sectors are more negative than base. Therefore the cost of the industrial sector production

increased, and even more relative to agriculture since transportation and services account

for 17.2 percent of the industry gross value as intermediate inputs compared to 16.1 percent

of agricultural gross value (table 1.3).

The competition for resources from the agricultural sector causes the share of the econ-

omy�s labor force (unskilled and skilled) employed in manufacturing to decline with respect
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to the base by 4 percent in 2001 and by 7 percent in the long run. The share of industry

in GDP declines from the base line results around 6.4 percent in 2011 to 1 percent in 2051

(table 1.11) compared to the base.

Table 1.11: E¤ects of a reduction on capital costs for each sector relative to base.

Year Industry Ag T Service Industry Ag T Service Industry Ag T Service Industry Ag T Service
2001 1.001 0.999 0.933 1.002 1.000 1.000 0.970 1.002 0.999 0.999 0.969 1.001 0.999 0.999 0.969 1.001
2011 0.937 1.080 0.940 0.996 0.966 1.066 0.997 1.004 0.963 1.063 0.995 1.002 0.962 1.063 0.994 1.001
2021 0.902 1.118 0.943 0.993 0.948 1.097 1.010 1.005 0.945 1.094 1.007 1.002 0.943 1.092 1.005 1.001
2031 0.883 1.136 0.945 0.992 0.939 1.112 1.016 1.006 0.936 1.108 1.012 1.003 0.934 1.106 1.010 1.001
2041 0.874 1.144 0.946 0.991 0.934 1.120 1.019 1.006 0.931 1.116 1.015 1.003 0.929 1.113 1.013 1.001
2051 0.869 1.149 0.946 0.991 0.932 1.123 1.020 1.006 0.929 1.119 1.016 1.003 0.927 1.117 1.014 1.001

Sector Share in GDP Unskilled Labor Share in Skilled Labor Share in Capital Share in

As a result of these adjustments, the agriculture sector�s share of unskilled and skill labor

employed are 6.6 and 6.3 percent higher respectively, than that in the baseline solution for

2011 and 12.3 and 11.9 percent higher than the baseline in the long-run. Since the rental

rate �rms pay for capital is less than base at each t, this sector increases the use of capital

by 6.3 percent above that of the base solution in year 2011, and reaching 11.7 percent by

2051.

The capital share in the transportation and service sector is less now compared to

the baseline, but the trend is increasing over time. The share of labor employed in the

both home-good sectors is higher than that of the base. We thus see the reduction in

domestic cost of �nancial intermediation as causing the agricultural sector to compete for

resources formerly employed in the industrial sector as opposed to those employed in the

transportation or service sector (table 1.11).

1.5.2 E¤ects of an increase in the skill labor�s share on the economy

The share of skill labor is 18.06 percent of the work force. A positive shock of 16.3

percent to this share (to 21 percent) yields the same long-run level of utility as the 65

percent shock to the tax on capital considered in the preceding simulation.
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The increase (decrease) in the skilled (unskilled) labor force is assumed to happen im-

mediately in 2001, but the cost of educating and training is charged to the household over

a period of 50 years. Thus it is assumed that the government borrows the necessary invest-

ment from abroad and remits payment on principle with interest over a �fty year period.

Table 1.12 reports the results of this simulation relative to the base solution. Increasing

the supply of the skill labor force gives rise to a growth rate in GDP that is 1.2 percentage

points higher than the base in 2011, and 1.1 percentage points higher in 2021 (table 1.12).

From table 1.12 we see that unskilled wage payments and returns to capital are the primary

factors of production that contribute to growth.

Table 1.12: E¤ect of an increase in labor productivity on GDP and factor earnings relative

to base.

GDP GDP growth Uwage payments Swage payments Returns to K Land rents Real Exp.
2001 1,003 1,042 0,859 1,003 0,994 0,995
2011 1,011 1,178 1,050 0,866 1,012 1,009 1,007
2021 1,015 1,126 1,054 0,870 1,015 1,015 1,012
2031 1,017 1,081 1,056 0,871 1,017 1,019 1,015
2041 1,017 1,047 1,057 0,872 1,018 1,020 1,016
2051 1,018 1,025 1,057 0,872 1,018 1,021 1,017

Increasing the skill labor force amounts to increasing the supply of a relatively scarce

resource and decreasing the supply of a relatively abundant resource (unskilled labor), so

that the total bundle of labor services provided to the economy occur at a lower total

resource cost, all else constant, at each instant in time. This change in factor abundance

should increase the productivity of the country�s stock of capital at each instant in time

relative to the base solution.

Sectoral e¤ects vary depending upon the share of total cost accounted for by skilled

compared to unskilled workers. Consequently, the relatively high unskilled labor intensity

of transportation sector is found to experience a higher evolution of its price relative to the

base while the price of the service sector, where skilled labor accounts for a relatively large

share of unit cost, experiences a lower evolution of its price compared to the base.
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More speci�cally, skill wage payments per skill worker decrease with respect to the base

solution by 4 percent while the unskilled wages per unskilled worker raise by 5 percent in

2011 (table 1.12). Due to the decline in the skill labor wage rate, the unit costs of the

service sector (relative to base) falls, allowing the market for this good to clear at a lower

price at each t relative to the base, while, as suggested above, the reverse applies to the

transport sector. The magnitude of these changes is reported in table 1.13, where it can be

seen that the skill labor and capital share in the transportation sector increases compared

to the base. Since now there is less unskilled labor, the share of this resource for each sector

is less than the base solution while the skill labor shares have increase for all sectors.

Table 1.13: E¤ect of an increase in labor productivity on output per worker for each

sector relative to base.

Year Industry Ag T Service Industry Ag T Service Industry Ag T Service Industry Ag T Service
2001 1.033 0.957 0.991 1.021 0.992 0.937 0.973 0.956 1.203 1.137 1.180 1.160 1.031 0.973 1.011 0.993
2011 1.023 0.974 0.992 1.019 0.987 0.950 0.979 0.957 1.196 1.152 1.187 1.160 1.024 0.987 1.016 0.993
2021 1.018 0.982 0.992 1.019 0.984 0.956 0.981 0.957 1.193 1.159 1.189 1.160 1.021 0.993 1.019 0.994
2031 1.015 0.986 0.993 1.018 0.982 0.959 0.982 0.957 1.191 1.162 1.191 1.160 1.020 0.995 1.020 0.994
2041 1.014 0.987 0.993 1.018 0.982 0.960 0.983 0.957 1.190 1.164 1.191 1.160 1.019 0.997 1.020 0.994
2051 1.013 0.988 0.993 1.018 0.981 0.961 0.983 0.957 1.190 1.165 1.192 1.160 1.019 0.997 1.020 0.994

Skilled Labor Share in Capital Share inSector Share in GDP Unskilled Labor Share in

The change in skills tends to lower the cost of intermediates employed by all sectors,

and makes the production of capital less costly compared to the baseline solution, and

therefore the returns to capital rise (table 1.12). Now, the agricultural sector faces increased

competition for resources employed in the service sector, as �rms in this sector bene�t from

the Ry-like e¤ect of an increase in skilled workers.

Gross output per worker in the agricultural sector declines by about 2 percent relative to

the baseline in 2011 (multiplying sector share in GDP from table 1.13 by the �rst column of

table 1.12). Thereafter, this di¤erence decreases due to capital deepening, although output

levels never reach their base values. For the same comparison, the service sector output

increases by 3 percent of its base line levels, and maintains this di¤erence over the long run.
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In the case of industry, the gross output per worker increases by 3.4 percent compared to

the base in 2011.

The change in skilled labor raises total factor income (GDP), but not in a uniform

manner over all factors. With respect to the base for each t, the share of returns to capital

and land in GDP rises. Total labor payments also increase over the base, but their share

in GDP remains virtually unchanged (as the increased of the unskilled share compensates

the decrease of the skills). Consequently, the rise in skilled labor has also increased the

productivity of capital, thus raising its share in GDP (table 1.13).

1.5.3 E¤ects of an increase in the transportation sector productivity as

an intermediate input on the economy

A 45 percent increase in e¢ ciency in transport provision is required to yield the same

long-run level of utility as a decrease of 65 percent yields in the decrease in �nancial cost.

The increase in e¢ ciency is assumed to happen immediately in 2001, but the cost of con-

structing new roads and improving their quality is charged to the household over a period

of 50 years. The results are reported in table 1.14 and 1.15.

Table 1.14: E¤ect of an increase in transport sector productivity on GDP and factor

earnings relative to base.

GDP GDP growth Uwage payments Swage payments Returns to K Land rents Real Exp.
2001 1,019 1,014 1,022 1,023 1,014 1,012
2011 1,027 1,162 1,021 1,029 1,030 1,024 1,023
2021 1,030 1,118 1,024 1,033 1,034 1,028 1,028
2031 1,032 1,078 1,026 1,034 1,036 1,031 1,030
2041 1,033 1,046 1,026 1,035 1,037 1,032 1,032
2051 1,033 1,025 1,027 1,036 1,037 1,032 1,032

Table 1.14 reports the results of this simulation relative to the base solution. Increasing

e¢ ciency in transport provision gives rise to a growth rate in GDP that is 1.2 percentage

points higher than the base in 2011, and 1.1 percentage points higher in 2021 (table 1.14).

From table 1.14 we see all primary factors of production contribute to growth.
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This change amounts to increasing the productivity of the transportation sector, so

that the total bundle of transportation services provided to the economy occur at a lower

total resource cost, all else constant, at each instant in time relative to the base solution.

Sectoral e¤ects vary depending upon the share of total cost accounted for by transportation

as an intermediate input. Since transportation is made more e¢ cient, it experiences a lower

evolution of its price compared to the base, while the services sector is found to experience

a higher evolution of its price relative to the base.

In spite of the rise in the price of services, the manufacturing and agriculture sectors

experience less negative internal terms of trade in transition growth relative to the base.

This increase in e¢ ciency is "spread broadly" to gains in all factor payments (table 1.14),

which in turn leads to increased expenditures and an increase in savings.

The improvement in transport infrastructure allows �rms in other sectors to obtain the

same level of transport services at lower cost thus causing some resources employed by

transport �rms in the base solution to be employed in other sectors of the economy. Since

this sector is relatively unskilled labor intensive, a relatively larger amount of this resource

is released to other sectors at each instant in time. However, as the other sectors�output

expands, relative to base, the demand for transport services also grows and exceeds the

level demanded relative to the base (table 1.15).

Table 1.15: E¤ect of an increase in transport sector productivity on output per worker for

each sector relative to base.

Year Industry Ag T Service Industry Ag T Service Industry Ag T Service Industry Ag T Service
2001 1.013 0.979 1.051 0.991 1.012 1.005 0.738 1.012 1.004 0.997 0.732 1.004 1.003 0.996 0.732 1.003
2011 1.003 0.994 1.052 0.990 1.006 1.017 0.743 1.013 0.998 1.009 0.737 1.004 0.996 1.008 0.736 1.003
2021 0.998 1.001 1.052 0.989 1.003 1.023 0.745 1.013 0.994 1.015 0.739 1.004 0.993 1.013 0.738 1.003
2031 0.995 1.004 1.052 0.989 1.001 1.026 0.747 1.013 0.993 1.017 0.740 1.005 0.991 1.016 0.739 1.003
2041 0.994 1.005 1.052 0.989 1.001 1.027 0.747 1.013 0.992 1.019 0.741 1.005 0.991 1.017 0.740 1.003
2051 0.993 1.006 1.052 0.988 1.000 1.028 0.747 1.013 0.992 1.019 0.741 1.005 0.990 1.018 0.740 1.003

Sector Share in GDP Unskilled Labor Share in Skilled Labor Share in Capital Share in

In early periods of transition, the resources released from the transport sector are mostly

absorbed by the industrial sector. The e¤ect on agriculture is non-monotonic. In the early
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periods of transition, agricultural �rms experience an increase in cost from the rise in wages

that dominate the cost of savings from a decline in the rental rate of capital. As the rise in

wage payments moderate over time, the cost saving from the decline in the cost of capital

dominate, relative to the base solution, causing output to rise above base line values. These

adjustments cause a larger share of GDP to be traded (measured as the value of exports

plus imports divided by GDP).

In terms of the value of output shares in GDP, relative to the base, manufacture�s

share rises by 1.3 percent initially, while agriculture�s decreases by 3 percent. However, the

transport sector�s share in GDP rises substantially (by 5.2 percent in 2011) as these services

are now provided more cheaply, stimulating growth in other sectors which in turn increase

the demand for transport services. Growth in the output of the service sector is positively

a¤ected as well, but less so than the other sectors so that its share in GDP falls by 1 percent

in 2001 and falls by two percent in the long run, in 2051.

1.5.4 Discussion

In conclusion, all three simulations raise GDP per worker compared to the base solu-

tion, a summary can be found in table 1.16. The e¤ects of each simulation on structural

transformation and growth depends on relative factor intensities of each sector, yet they

yield the same long-run level of wellbeing. The reduction in the cost of domestic �nancial

intermediation has the biggest e¤ect on growth in GDP (4 percentage points higher than

the base in 2011), while the increase in transportation sector productivity has the smallest

e¤ect growth in GDP (0.79 percantage points higher than the base), similarly, increasing

the economy�s share of skill labor raises growth in GDP by 0.89 percentage points relative

to the base. However, our results suggest that neither of the three constraints, if relaxed

individually, o¤er the potential for substantially increasing economic growth.

A fourth simulation was thus performed in which all three shocks were implemented

in the initial period (table 1.16, colum 4). The results showed a greater e¤ect in GDP per
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worker than the sum of individual reforms, raising growth in GDP by 5.84 percentage points

relative to the base. GDP doubled in 30 years initially, now it doubles in 26 years. On a

per worker basis, income doubled in 79 years initially as opposed to 68 years in the latter

simulation.

Table 1.16: E¤ect of each simulation on GDP growth.

Year Financial
cost

Transport Human
Capital

All
together

2011 4.01% 0.79% 0.86% 5.84%
2021 1.75% 0.35% 0.38% 2.51%
2031 0.82% 0.17% 0.17% 1.17%
2041 0.40% 0.08% 0.08% 0.57%
2051 0.20% 0.04% 0.04% 0.28%

Growth in GDP
(Simulation Base)

In earlier periods, the industry and service sectors increase their shares in GDP compared

to the base. In the long run, capital deepening e¤ects bene�t agriculture causing its long-run

share in GDP to exceed that of the base solution. Consequently, agriculture also increases

its share in factors of production relative to the base. The service sector�s share of skilled

workers exceeds base levels since this resource accounts for a large share of total costs. The

lower costs per unit of transport caused by investment in transport infrastructure have the

e¤ect of lowering this sector�s share of resources employed. Last, industry�s share of skilled

labor is also higher than base shares. Of course, capital to labor ratios are higher than base

line ratios.

We conclude that while the factors considered impede growth, other factors remain that

constrain the country�s growth potential. An endogenous growth model providing insights

into the resources and institutions a¤ecting the countries rate of total factor productivity

growth may o¤er potential for providing insights in this regard.
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1.6 Conclusion

Disenchantment with the traditional guidelines provided by the Washington Consensus

has led to an emphasis on growth diagnostics as a �rst step to guide the focus of policy

makers on the most daunting constraints to growth. Rodrik (2006) suggests that growth

strategies are likely to di¤er according to domestic opportunities and constraints. Hausmann

et al. (2005) (HRV from now on), argue that Brazil has eliminated some policies distorting

her economy, but she has not addressed the binding constraints.

Following Rodrik�s growth diagnostic approach, HRV suggest two key constraints that

slow Brazil�s rate of growth. They conclude that a low rate of domestic savings (17 percent

of GDP compared to 30 percent for countries in East Asia) and a low stock of human

capital (only 20 percent of the labor force is skilled) are likely major causes of the country�s

poor growth performance. Following HRV�s growth diagnostics, Blyde et al. (2008) adds

a third binding constraint, inadequate transportation infrastructure. They show that the

slowdown in economic growth coincided with a signi�cant drop in the pace of expansion in

infrastructure stock and that political reforms (over the 1990s) clearly failed to reverse this

process.

The unique contribution of this study is to analytically and empirically derive the inter-

temporal implications of relaxing some of the constraints to growth that Brazil encounters.

Our study �ts to Brazilian data a Ramsey model with four sectors, depicting interconnec-

tions of the economy through various channels. The study also provides insights into what

extent the structure of the economy changes over time, and whether such transition forces

di¤er from the base solution given di¤erent initial conditions.

The baseline model result shows Gross Domestic Product per worker increases mar-

ginally over the �fty year period 2001-2051, from 5,297 to 6,606 constant 2001 USD. This

increase suggests the country�s potential to increase household�s real income per capita from

transition growth is somewhat limited requiring 79 years to double income, thus suggesting
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that impediments to growth are embodied in the data and hence in the model�s parameters.

The basic underlying economic forces of transition growth are such that the agricultural

sector�s share in GDP increases, while the industry sector�s share decreases.

Accompanying this transition is capital deepening in all sectors of the economy, rising

wages and land rents. Land rent (or farm pro�ts) rise as the cost of capital declines (a cost

of production in agriculture). The rise in the prices of non-traded (service and transport)

goods contributes to a decline in the internal terms of trade for the two internationally

traded goods, thus inducing the non-traded good sectors of the economy to pull some

resources from these sectors.

Three simulations are performed: decreasing the domestic cost of �nancial intermedia-

tion, increasing the skill labor share in the economy, and increasing productivity in the use

of intermediate factors of production associated with transportation, which is modeled as

one of the home goods. Second, the level of each shock is chosen such that each yields the

same long-run (or steady-state) level of utility. In this way, the level of the shock studied

is neutral in the sense that they lead to the same long-run level of wellbeing.

Decreasing the domestic cost of �nancial intermediation increases the incentive for house-

holds to save which in turn increases the country�s rate of capital deepening causing wages

to rise. While capital deepening induces all sectors to increase output, the most capital

intensive sectors tend to increase output over base line values to the largest degree. This

Ry-like e¤ect is dampened by the home good - relatively labor intensive - sector markets�

response of increasing home good prices.

Competition for resources causes the share of the agricultural sector in GDP to increase

(since it is relatively capital intensive), while the share in service and transportation in

GDP declines (as they are relatively labor intensive) and the industry sector share of GDP

�rst increases but as capital deepening occurs it falls below the base values

The increase in the supply of the skill labor force contributes to the expansion of the

service and industrial sector by increasing the share of the economy�s resources that are
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allocated to these sectors. Also, higher skilled labor increases the productivity of capital

and land as well, so that GDP growth increases by 3 percent in the short to medium run.

Investment in transport infrastructure decreases the unit cost of supplying intermediate

inputs to all sectors. Therefore, �rms supplying transport services experience a lower evolu-

tion of their output price for these services compared to the base. This increase in e¢ ciency

is "spread broadly" to gains in all factor payments and increases industry�s share in GDP

in earlier periods. Nevertheless, in the long run, we can see that the basic underlying

economic forces of transition growth remain unchanged, the agricultural sectors�share in

GDP increase as capital deepening comes about, pulling some resources out of the industry

and service sectors.

A fourth simulation was performed to assess the combined e¤ect of a simultaneous relax-

ation of the impediments to growth at the same level as assumed in the previous simulations.

The results showed a greater e¤ect in GDP per worker than the sum of individual reforms,

raising GDP per worker in the short run by 2.2 percent over the base line, and by 12.7

percent in the long run. In conclusion, addressing any one of these constraint in isolation of

the others, or simultaneously clearly bene�ts the economy, but it does not o¤er a panacea,

i.e., it does not launch the economy to a substantially higher growth path.
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Chapter 2

Growth of the Brazilian biofuel

sector: an inter-temporal general

equilibrium analysis

2.1 Introduction

Approximately 90% of the world�s commercially produced energy is obtained from

non-renewable fossil fuels (Birur et al. 2008). In order to enhance energy security and

independence, many countries, such as Brazil, have supported the production and use of

renewable energy sources. According to Martines-Filho et al. (2006), Brazil is the only

country in the world able to produce ethanol from sugarcane at su¢ ciently low costs to be

competitive with conventional fuels on a BTU1 basis. This cost advantage is partially due to

her endowment of cultivatable land and favorable climatic conditions for the production of

sugarcane (FAO, 2008). Brazil accounted for 34%, 19% and 37% of the world�s production

of sugarcane, sugar and ethanol, respectively. The country ranks as the world�s second

largest producer and world�s largest exporter of ethanol (ANFAVEA, 2006).

As Brazilian ethanol production is sugarcane based, sugar industry developments are

now increasingly linked to policy initiatives in ethanol markets. Together, these two sub-

1BTU stands for British thermal unit and it is a traditional unit of energy.
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sectors contribute about 2% to national gross domestic product (Valdes, C. 2007). The

country�s relatively long history as a leading sugar producer and exporter reveals a complex

linkage between the production of sugarcane, and the production of sugar and ethanol that

has evolved as world energy prices have increased. Sugarcane production increased by an

annual average of 4.9 percent over the 2003-06 period and by 15.9 percent per year over the

2006-08 period. Ethanol production has grown from an annual average of 8.6 percent over

the 2003-05 period to an annual average of 19.3 percent over the 2006-08 period while sugar

production has grown by 5.6 and 6.4 percent per year over the same respective periods

(ANP, 2010).

Based on wdi data, this pace of sugarcane and ethanol production has exceeded the

average annual growth rate of real agricultural value added, which in turn has exceeded

the growth rate of real value added by the country�s industrial and service sectors over the

same time intervals.

An apparent paradox is the relatively high rate of growth in sugarcane production that

occurred in spite of a downward trend in the real price of sugarcane received by farmers.

This price trended downwards by an average rate of about 1.6 percent per year over the

1992-2009 period2.

Two major factors are felt to contribute to this performance. First, as we show later,

sugarcane production is relatively capital intensive which can cause the sector�s cost of

production to fall over time, all else constant, as capital deepening occurs in the broader

economy. Capital deepening can cause the real opportunity cost of capital to decline and

wages to rise which induces a substitution of capital for labor resulting in a decline in

production costs for the more capital intensive sectors of the economy. This e¤ect can be

stronger to the extent that the cost of �nancial intermediation between savers and borrowers

2These data were compiled by Fundação Getúlio Vargas (FGV) and are available at Ipeadata

(www.ipeadata.gov.br).
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can be reduced.

Second, a factor mitigating the extent of the decline in sugarcane price is the growth of

the biofuel sector, induced in part, by the rise in fossil fuel prices. Trostle (2008) discusses

the possible causes of the increase of 60 percent in world market prices for major food

commodities in the span of only two years (2007-08). He attributes this rise to an increase

in demand for biofuels feedstock�s, as well as weather and other less important factors.

Others tend to place greater emphasis on the growth in biofuels production for the rise in

food prices. Mitchell�s World Bank paper (2008) argues that of the 140 percent increase in

the World Bank�s index of food prices from January 2002 to February 2008, three-quarters

of this increase was due to biofuels and the related consequences of other associated factors.

Thus, it appears that, at least in part, the countervailing e¤ects of these two factors,

one of which emanates from the broader economy, the other from the world market, caused

the growth in the supply of sugarcane to exceed the growth in derived demand for the

production of ethanol and sugar. Of course, other factors such as growth in total factor

productivity and changes in the domestic terms of trade likely played a role in a¤ecting the

relative growth in sugarcane supply and demand.

Though there is a plethora of literature modeling the economics of biofuels, most employ

cost-accounting procedures and/or partial equilibrium frameworks (for example, Zuurbier

et al. (2009) or Birur et al. (2008) to name a few). More recently, static computable

general equilibrium models have appeared that depict the biofuel sector in considerable

detail (Reilly et al. 2007, Banse et al. 2007 and Al-Ri¤ai et al. 2010 to name a few).

One major problem with these CGE studies is that they do not provide a validating

exercise of their models� forecasts. Moreover, they disaggregate the economy to such a

degree that it is di¢ cult to reach a causation conclusion. In addition, they fail to depict the

economic forces of structural transformation in which sectors of the economy compete for

economy-wide resources in the process of economic growth, and hence these models poorly

capture, if at all, the e¤ects of possible impediments to growth on the biofuel sector or the
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dynamic e¤ects of changes in a countries terms of trade over time.

This paper presents a theoretical framework as well as an empirical examination of the

Brazilian biofuel sector and its links to sugarcane, sugar and fossil fuel production as the

broader economy transitions toward long-run equilibrium. The model�s basic structure has

as its roots the endogenous saving structure of Ramsey (1928), Cass (1965) and Koopmans

(1965).

The model features four fundamental advancements over other models of economic

growth appearing in the literature, for example, Echevarria (1995, 1997, 2000) and more

recently, Gollin et al. (2004). First, it expands these models by including seven sectors.

These sectors are industry, agriculture, services, sugar cane, sugar, ethanol and fossil fuels.

Second, intermediate inputs of production are modeled, which captures sectoral linkages,

as noted years ago by Hirschman (1958). Jones (2007) introduces intermediate inputs into

a Solow economy and shows the multiplier e¤ects of a productivity shock far exceed the

same shock without intermediates.

Third, the model�s state variable, capital stock, is modeled as a composite of the outputs

of the various sectors of the economy as suggested by the data. This feature causes the price

of the capital asset to be endogenous, which in turn gives rise to a no arbitrage condition

that a¤ects households�holding of capital and land assets. This condition is used to impute

the price households are willing to pay for sector speci�c assets, such as land devoted to

the production of sugar cane and land devoted to the production of other agricultural

goods. Fourth, the model also accounts for di¤erences in labor skills since some sectors of

the economy tend to be relatively labor skill intensive and others relatively unskilled labor

intensive.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the following section discusses the background

of the ethanol industry in Brazil. Two issues are highlighted. The �rst focuses on the

sugarcane-ethanol-sugar nexus. The growth in world demand for energy and biofuels in

particular is expected to rise. Given the nature of the ethanol sector in Brazil, a price
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rise of ethanol will likely be correlated with changes in fossil fuel and sugar prices (Valdes,

C. 2007), with the e¤ect on production of these commodities depending upon the relative

magnitude of these changes as well as the market feedback from the rest of the economy.

The second issue is the slow rate of growth in GDP experienced during the last two

decades. Several papers have identi�ed the cost of �nancial intermediation as an impediment

to growth (Hausmann, R. et al. 2005, and Beck, T. 2000). If this impediment is addressed,

it is of interest to analyze how higher economic growth would a¤ect the energy sector, since

as noted, the production of sugarcane is relatively capital intensive.

Next, we discuss the �tting of the model to data, calibration and a growth accounting

exercise. In appendix B and C, the model�s forecast is contrasted to data where a validation

exercise is added to assess the model�s �t to the data both backward and forward from the

point the model is �t to the economy�s transition path; there it is shown that the model

�ts the data surprisingly well. The model is also shown to track the decline in the price of

sugarcane at the farm level.

Third, the model is presented where intra and inter-temporal equilibrium is characterized

and special features of the model are highlighted. In appendix A a derivation of the inter-

temporal equations can be found. In appendix D the mathematica code3 used to solve the

system of equations of the model is added. Fourth, the comparative statics are summarized

so that in the following section can be used to analyze the baseline results.

The remainder of the paper uses the model to address the two issues highlighted in the

background section. First, the implication of a reduction in the cost of �nancial interme-

diation in the economy is analyzed, since this is one of the reasons for the slow Brazilian

growth rates. In this case, the most capital intensive sectors (agriculture, cane and ethanol)

experience more rapid growth than the base solution, and increase their shares in GDP,

3Mathematica is a high-performance computational software program used in scienti�c �elds and other

areas of technical computing.
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while sugar cannot compete for resources and decreases its production over time relative to

the base. Higher factor income stimulates both intermediate and �nal demand for service

goods, and the stronger e¤ects of capital deepening dominate the more negative domestic

terms of trade for industry and fossil fuels, for which growth exceeds the base solution. We

also obtain an estimate of the average value of land devoted to production of agricultural

goods which we contrast to the value of land allocated to cane production.

The second question addressed is how the economy and more speci�cally the cane-

sugar-ethanol nexus, responds to an increase in energy prices. Given the strong correlation

between the prices of energy and sugar, which we report in the background section, an

increase of 2.6 percent in the ethanol price corresponds to an increase in the fossil fuel price

of 2.06 percent and 1.4 percent for sugar. The direct e¤ect of these price increases is the

expansion of the economy�s production of ethanol and fossil fuel while sugar production

declines due to counter veiling forces (own price rise versus cane price rise). The indirect

e¤ect of these price changes is the increase in derived demand for cane causing its price to

rise, relative to path of base period prices.

In all cases, the model replicates and explains the paradox suggested by the data where

cane prices decline over time while production rises. Depending on the simulation, cane

price may be higher than the base, but ultimately, it always declines over time. This e¤ect

is consistent with the data, and only a general equilibrium model is able to capture this

e¤ect. As capital deepening occurs, cane production expands since it is relatively capital

intensive. This allows for its price to decline, even though the derived demand for cane

increases over time.

2.2 Background

While most of the world is initiating new ethanol research and development programs,

Brazil already had a long and successful history with biofuels. This experience dates from
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about 1975 when, according to Outlaw et al. (2007), the sharp rise in oil prices threatened

the military dictatorship�s ability to rule. At that time, 90% of national gasoline consump-

tion was imported. The energy shock caused fuel shortages, contributed to in�ation, current

account de�cits, and diminished hard currency reserves.

These e¤ects led the government to launch the Proalcohol program. Its purpose was to

stimulate the production of ethanol from sugarcane. However, as discussed by Regaldo and

Fan (2007), and reported by Portaria no.64 (1996), the ethanol industry had a setback in the

1990s when relatively low world prices of crude oil induced the government to deregulate the

sugarcane and ethanol sectors by allowing market forces to determine their prices. When

oil prices began to soar in the recent years, ethanol became a more attractive alternative to

gasoline, aided by the launch of �ex-fuel vehicles (FFVs) in 2003.

The growth in world demand for biofuels is stimulated by policies in advanced countries.

In 2005, the EU mandated a 2% blend of ethanol in gasoline. According to Martines-Filho

et al. (2006), this proportion is expected to increase to 5.75% by 2011. Sweden, an importer

of Brazilian ethanol, now o¤ers consumers a 20% tax break to purchase �ex-fuel cars, special

parking privileges, and no congestion charge for urban �ex-fuel drivers. Japan is expected

to require a 3% ethanol-gasoline blend. This implies an increase in ethanol demand of about

0.45 billion gallons per year will be created if this law is passed. Germany intends to add

2% blend to its gasoline. Negotiations are also evolving with China for ethanol exports from

Brazil.

According to the US Energy Information Administration (2010), these forces are ex-

pected to cause ethanol prices to increase by 2.6%, and depend in part on the evolution of

fossil fuel prices. The correlation between sugar, ethanol and gasoline prices can be seen

from �gure 2-1. The price index for ethanol and gasoline appear on the left axes, while

the right axis measures sugar. These data support the notion that Brazil experienced an

improvement in her terms of biofuel trade in recent years. The data also suggest that an

analysis of these e¤ects should consider the correlation between price changes.
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Figure 2-1: Brazilian ethanol, gasoline & sugar average real prices 1999-2008

Another interesting aspect of the evolution of the ethanol sector in Brazil is that even

though the ethanol production has shown impressive growth rates since 2000 (14% per year

on average), the Brazilian economy has exhibited a relatively slow rate of economic growth

overall since 1980s, with growth rates in real GDP per capita �uctuating in the two to three

percent range. A substantial body of literature has tried to explain the reasons behind this

stagnation. Recently, using a growth diagnostic approach, Hausmann et al. (2005) identi�ed

the cost of �nancial intermediation as one of the country�s major impediment to growth. If

this impediment is addressed, the impact on the energy sectors may be expansionary since

sugarcane and ethanol production are relatively capital intensive, while the e¤ect on sugar

production could be negative.

2.3 Data and Calibration

A snapshot of the economy, aggregated to the level of the model presented in the next

section, appears in table 2.1. The model has capitalized on available input-output data from

the ERS, and from the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) database, and is organized

into a social accounting matrix (SAM) for the year 2004. Brie�y, agriculture accounts for 9.6

percent of the country�s GDP, employs about 20 percent of the work force, but only accounts
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for 5 percent of total wage payments, which it is mostly unskilled labor. Unskilled labor

is de�ned according to ILO�s occupation 4�9 (tradespersons, clerks, salespersons, machine

operators, laborers, and farm workers) and skill workers are those in ILO occupations 1�3

(managers, professionals, and para-professionals). Sugarcane, sugar, ethanol and fossil fuels

account for 0.31, 0.2, 0.65 and 0.93 percent respectively of the country�s GDP. All together

these sectors account for 0.8 percent of total wage payments, where the dominant share of

this labor is unskilled.

Brazil has the third most advanced industrial sector in The Americas, accounting for

17 percent of the country�s GDP, and employs 15 percent of the wage payments. About

13 percent of workers are classi�ed as unskilled and 2 percent skilled. The country�s service

sector accounts for the remaining 71.5 percent of GDP. This sector employs about 79 percent

of the total labor force, where 46 percent is unskilled and 33 percent is unskilled.

The country spends 78 percent of the income, and therefore saves 22 percent. Labor is

the main source of factor income with 36 percent of total factor income accruing to unskilled

labor and 20 percent to skilled labor. Capital accounts for the next major share of income,

equaling about 43 percent with most of the reminder of domestic income accruing to land.

Intermediate inputs account for 70.5 percent of manufactures gross output, and 63,

45, 79 and 42 percent of gross output for agriculture, cane, sugar and ethanol sectors,

respectively. While own output accounts for the largest share of each sector�s gross output

(for industry, agriculture and service sectors), the service sector has the second largest share

as an intermediate in each sector�s gross output.

In table 2.2, the relative sector factor intensities are also reported, showing that the

ethanol, agriculture and cane sectors are relative capital intensive, sugar is unskilled labor

intensive and the service sector is skill labor intensive. Factor intensities are important

because they a¤ect the evolution of �rm level costs in transition growth and consequently

di¤erences in sectoral output.
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The data, upon which the parameters and initial conditions of the empirical model

are based, are taken from three major sources, the WDI, ERS and GTAP7 data bases. First,

using WDI data, a growth accounting exercise, based on perpetual inventory method, yields

an estimate of the country�s capital stock K (0) for the base year, 2004. From an estimate of

Solow�s residual we obtain an estimate of the Harrod rate of factor productivity growth x,

and trivially, the rate of growth of the labor force n. The rate of time preference parameter

� is set to 0:04; a value that falls within the range commonly found in the literature4.The

estimated values are described in table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Parameters and initial conditions

δ τ ρ θ x n K(0) in 2004 Reais
0.04 0.115 0.05 1.00 0.0014 0.0194

Source: Author estimates and calculations using WDI, ERS and GTAP
2 x 10¹²

This exercise also provides a breakdown of observed growth in GDP into factor contri-

butions. If we accept the predicted long-run rate of growth of the model�s level variables,

we can calculate the long-run contributions of factors to GDP growth and contrast them

with estimates obtained from the data. This comparison suggests �how far�the economy

is from its long-run equilibrium (SS). These results are shown in table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Contributions to GDP growth.

Capital change Contribution
Labor change Contribution
Technical change Contribution

Contribution at t<SS Contribution at SS
0.4932
0.3520
0.1548

0.4225
0.5316
0.0459

The �rst column reports the contribution of capital, labor and Solow�s residual to growth

in GDP for the 1975-2005 period. The last column shows the contributions if the economy

were in steady-state equilibrium. This comparison suggests that the country is not in long-

run equilibrium so additional capital deepening needs to occur in order to lower capital�s

contribution and to raise the contribution of labor.

4See Agénor, Pierre (2005).
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The second main source of data, Center for Global Trade Analysis or GTAP 7, is used

to construct the social accounting matrix (table 2.1). However, since GTAP7 lacks more

detailed data on ethanol and sugar, we use data from the Market and Trade Economics

Division (ERS, USDA)5 for these activities and for their use in intermediate factor demand.

We assume Cobb-Douglas functional forms for all of the model�s production functions,

the household utility function as well as the composite capital function. Data reported in

table 2.1 are used to estimate the parameters of these functions, including the input-output

coe¢ cients for intermediate inputs. The model is �t to these data so as to reproduce the

social accounting matrix values as though they re�ect the economy at this point on the

transition path for the year 2004 with initial conditions given by these data.

2.4 The model

2.4.1 De�nition of the model

The modeled environment is a small open economy that produces seven goods, industry

or manufacture (Qm), agriculture (Qa), service (Qs), sugar (Qz), sugarcane (Yc), ethanol

(Y") and fossil fuel (Yg). Industry, agriculture, sugar, ethanol and fossil fuels are traded in

domestic and international markets while sugarcane and the service good are only traded

in the domestic economy. Sugarcane and fossil fuel are intermediate goods. Households

are endowed with the economy�s resources which include skilled (Ls), unskilled (Lu) labor,

capital (K), and sector speci�c resources Hj ;where j = a; c; " associated with agriculture

(a) ; sugarcane (c), ethanol (") and fossil fuel (g) : Labor and capital evolve over time.

Capital is a composite, as suggested by data, of industrial, agricultural and service good

components. The sector speci�c resources remain constant over time and their asset value

adjusts so as to satisfy arbitrage conditions. The services of these sector speci�c resources

5Market and Trade Economics Division, Economic Research Service, United States Department of Agri-

culture.
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are traded competitively among �rms within but not between sectors. Households exchange

the services of labor, capital and sector speci�c resources Hj for wages wu (unskilled), and

ws (skilled), capital rents r, and sector speci�c resource rents �j ; respectively.

2.4.2 Behavior of households and �rms

Households

Households are viewed as an immortal extended family with �nite lives that take ac-

count of the welfare and resources of their prospective descendents. The representative

household receives utility u : R4++ ! R+ from the sequence fqm; qa; qs; qzgt2[0;1) expressed

as a weighted sum of all future �ows of utilityZ
t2[0;1)

u(qm; qa; qs; qz)e
(n��)tdt

which it discounts at rate � > 0: The function u(�) is increasing and strictly concave in qj ;

is everywhere continuous, and twice di¤erentiable, and it is homothetic. The number of

households�members is assumed to be proportional to the number of workers, to grow at

the exogenously given positive rate n.

The household�s intra-temporal problem is to choose (qm; qa; qs; qz) to minimize the cost

� of composite consumption q per worker

� = E (pm; pa; ps; pz) q � min
qm;qa;qs;qz

8<: X
j=qm;qa;qs;qz

pjqj j q � u(qm; qa; qs; qz)

9=;
where (pm; pa; ps; pz) are the respective prices of each good. At each instant in time,

E (pm; pa; ps; pz) represents the price (cost) of aggregate consumption q: Shephard�s lemma

gives the Hicksian demand,

qj = q
j(pm; pa; ps; pz)q j = m;a; s; z

which is homogeneous of degree zero in prices pj .
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The representative household�s budget constraint expressed in per worker terms is given

by

_k =
1

pk
(wulu + wsls + kr

k(1� �) + �aHa + �cHc +

�"H" + �gHg � E (pm; pa; ps; pz) q)� k (n+ �) + T

where pk; de�ned below, is the price of a unit of capital stock k; and � � 0 is a tax on

capital, the reasons for which we point out later. At the end of each period the tax revenue

T is returned to the household in lump sum. This constraint is derived based on the

assumption that the no arbitrage condition between the returns received by households

from loans and returns to capital is satis�ed, as well as the no arbitrage condition between

a unit of composite capital k, and a unit of land

r =
rk(1� �)

pk
� � + _pk

pk
=
�j
pLj

+
_pLj
pLj

+ n (2.1)

where phj = pLj=pk is the price of the j � th sector�s speci�c resource per worker, pLj ;

relative to the unit of capital pk;where j = a; c; "; g: This condition assures that capital

and land prices adjust throughout transition growth so that agents have no incentive to

exchange one asset for another at any point in time.

Household�s problem of maximizing the discounted present value of utility subject to

the budget constraint and a transversality condition, leads to the Eurler condition

_�

�
=
1

�

�
rk(1� �)

pk
� � � �� (1� �) _ps

ps
+
_pk
pk

�
where here we assume unitary inter-temporal elasticity of substitution so that � = 1: Since

below our variables are expressed in e¤ective labor units, it is convenient to express this

condition in e¤ective units as well, which results in the condition, for � = 1;

�
�̂

�̂
=
rk(1� �)

pk
� � � �� x+ _pk

pk
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Composite capital

Recognizing that a country�s stock of capital is composed of more than industrial goods,

capital is modeled as a composite of the output of industrial, agriculture and services goods.

These goods are presumed to be combined in a least cost manner to produce a unit of capital

stock at each t: Following Roe et al. (2010), the problem is

pk = c
k (pm; pa; ps) � min

ymk;yak;ysk

0@ X
j=m;a;s

pj ŷjk j 1 � F (ŷmk; ŷak; ŷsk)

1A
where for purposes here F (�) is a neoclassical Cobb-Douglas function that is CRS in its

arguments. Thus, at each instant in time, we have the result that the total cost of capital

provision from savings
�
k̂ + k̂ (x+ n+ �) is

pk

"
�
k̂ + k̂ (x+ n+ �)

#

where Shephard�s lemma applied to ck (pm; pa; ps) retrieves the components ymk; yak; ysk of

composite capital: Finally, note that

_pk
pk
= �sk

_ps
ps

(2.2)

where �sk is the cost share of ysk in the total cost of producing an increment of capital

stock in each t: Thus, the Euler condition can be restated as

�
�̂

�̂
=

rk(1� �)
ck (pm; pa; ps)

� � � �� x+ �sk
_ps
ps

Firms

Firms in each sector are atomistic and identical. Firms producing industrial, service

and sugar goods employ technology f j : R3++ ! R+ de�ned as

Min

�
f j(A (t) luj ; A (t) lsj ; kj);

ymj
�mj

;
yaj
�aj

;
ysj
�sj
;
yzj
�zj

�
j = m; s; z:
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where A (t) = ext and x is the Harrod rate of growth in e¤ective labor services, luj ; and

lsj denote the quantity of skilled and unskilled workers, respectively, �mj are input-output

coe¢ cients and yij denotes the amount of the i� th sector output employed as an interme-

diate input in sector j. The corresponding sectoral total cost functions, expressed in units

per e¤ective economy-wide worker, are given by:

TCj =

0@Cj(ŵu; ŵs; rk) + X
i=m;a;s;c;z;";g

pi�ij

1A ŷj j = m; s; z:

where ŷj is sector j0s gross output per e¤ective worker.

Agricultural, sugarcane, ethanol and fossil fuel technologies are represented by the rep-

resentative �rm production functions f j : R4++ ! R+, de�ned as

min

�
f j(A (t) luj ; A (t) lsj ; kj ;B (t)hj);

ymj
�mj

;
yaj
�aj

;
ysj
�sj
;
yzj
�zj

�
j = a; c; "; g:

where hj is the quantity of the sector speci�c resource employed by the representative �rm,

and B (t) = e�t is the exogenous growth of land productivity6.

GivenHj �xed, and given f j is linearly homogeneous in all inputs, the sectoral aggregate

technology, denoted F j(A (t)Luj ; A (t)Lsj ;Kj ;B (t)Hj); exhibits decreasing returns to scale

in inputs Luj ; Lsj ; and Kj :

The corresponding value added functions (in units per e¤ective worker) for these sectors

are given by

�j(pvj ; ŵu; ŵs; r
k)Hj ; j = a; c; "; g

where pvj is the j � th value added price of gross output, and Hj is not treated as a

choice variable at the sector level. By Hotelling�s lemma, sectors�partial equilibrium supply

functions are given by

yj(pvj ; ŵu; ŵs; r
k)Hj = �

j
pj (pvj ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k)Hj j = a; c; "; g:

6To maintain an autonomous system of di¤erential equations it is necessary that � = x+ n: We refer to

this restriction as a sustainability condition which assures balanced growth in the long-run.
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A perfectly competitive market for the services of the each sector�s speci�c resource

among sector producers implies that the shadow price �j(pj ; wu; wh; r) is also the rental

price that causes the market for these services to clear among individual producers. Thus,

the representative �rm in this sector makes zero pro�ts since, in equilibrium, the value of

output is exhausted by payments to factors,

pvj ŷj = ŵulua + ŵslsa + r
kk̂j + �

j(pvj ; ŵu; ŵs; r
k)hj j = a; c; "; g:

2.4.3 Equilibrium characterization

Restricting analysis to the case where all sectors are open, i.e. Yj > 0 j = m;a; c; s; z; "; g

a competitive equilibrium is de�ned by the positive prices fŵu; ŵs; rk; pc; psgt2[0;1)of inputs

and output, household consumption plans


h � fq�m; q�a; q�s ; q�zgt2[0;1)

and production plans


m � fŷ�m; ŷ�a; ŷ�c ; ŷ�s ; ŷ�z ; ŷ�" ; ŷ�g ; k̂�m; k̂�a; k̂�c ; k̂�s ; k̂�z ; k̂�" ; k̂�g ; l�um; l�ua; l�uc;

l�us; l
�
uz; l

�
u"; l

�
ug; l

�
sm; l

�
sa; l

�
sc; l

�
ss; l

�
sz; l

�
s"; l

�
sggt2[0;1)

given initial resource endowments {k̂(0); Lu(0); Ls(0);Hj} such that the discounted present

value of household utility is maximized, �rms maximize pro�t subject to their technology

at each instant of time t, and markets clear for all inputs and the outputs. In addition,

the no-arbitrage condition between the values of capital and land, and the transversality

condition are satis�ed.

Intra-temporal equilibrium

Given the endogenous sequence fk̂; �̂g
t2[0;1)

,intra-temporal equilibrium is given by the

sequence of positive values 
 � fŵu; ŵs; rk; ŷm; ŷs; ŷz; ps; pcgt2[0;1) satisfying the following

eight equations for each t:
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� Zero pro�t conditions in sector m; s; z

Cm
�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�

= pvm (ps)

Cs
�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�

= pvs (ps)

Cz
�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�

= pvz (pc; ps)

where pvj is the value added price of sector j:

� Unskilled labor market clearing,

X
j2m;s;z

Cjŵu

�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
ŷj � �aŵu

�
pva (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Ha �

�cŵu

�
pvc (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Hc � �"ŵu

�
pv" (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k;
�
hH"�

�gŵu

�
pvg (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Hg = `u

� Skilled labor market clearing,

X
j2m;s;z

Cjŵs

�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
ŷj � �aŵs

�
pva (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Ha �

�cŵs

�
pvc (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
hc � �"ŵs

�
pv" (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
H"�

�gŵs

�
pvg (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Hg = `s

� Capital market clearing,

X
j2m;s;z

Cj
rk

�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
ŷj � �ark

�
pva (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Ha �

�crk
�
pvc (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
hc � �"rk

�
pv" (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k;
�
H"�

�g
rk

�
pvg (pc; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Hg = k̂

� Clearing of the domestic market for home good including the intermediate demands,

�s�̂

ps
= ys �

X
j�m;a;c;s;z;";g

�sj ŷj � ŷsk

"
�
k̂ + k̂ (x+ n+ �)

#
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where `u is the unskilled share of the total work force which remains constant because

both labor categories grow at the same rate.

� Derived demand-supply of sugarcane7:

�cz ŷz �
@�"

�
pv"; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
H"

@pv"

@pv"
@pc

� �cpc
�
ŵu; ŵs; r

k; pc

�
Hc = 0

To derive the inter-temporal system of equations, it is useful to reduce the dimensionality

of the intra-temporal system by replacing the supply variables ŷj with their functional forms,

see appendix A for the steps to solve the system of equations for three variables, ps; pc and

k̂.

Inter-temporal equilibrium

Inter-temporal equilibrium can be reduced to three �rst order and autonomous di¤eren-

tial equations that express closed form functions of
�
k̂; _ps; _pc in terms of the level equivalents:

These variables can be obtained from the:

� Euler equation

E (ps; pc; _ps) �
�
�̂ = �̂

�
~r(ps; pc)(1� �)
ck (pm; pa; ps)

� � � �� x+ �sk
_ps
ps

�

� Budget Constraint

~K
�
ps; pc; k̂

�
�

�
k̂ =

1

ck (pm; pa; ps)
[ ~wu (pc; ps) `u + ~ws (pc; ps) (`s)+

7Recall that the cost of sugar production is

TCz =

"
Cz
�
ŵ; ŵh; r

k
�
+

X
i�m;a;s;e;g

�izpi + �czpc

#
ŷz

and rents to ethanol production is given by �" = �"
�
pv"; ŵ; ŵh; r

k
�
H". Then, market clearing is given

by
@TCz
@pc

+
@TC"
@pc

=
@�c (�)Hc

@pc
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~r(ps; pc)(1� �)k̂ + ~�a (ps; pc)Ha + ~�c (ps; pc)Hc + ~�" (ps; pc)H"+

~�g (ps; pc)Hg � E (pm; pa; ps; pz) q]� k̂ (n+ � + x) + T

� Service goods market clearing condition

�̂ =
ps
�s
[ys �

X
j�m;s;z

�sj ~y
j
�
ps; pc; k̂

�
�

X
j=a;c;";g;

�sj ~y
j (ps; pc)

�~ysk (ps; pc)
 
�
k̂ + k̂ (x+ n+ �)

!
]

where

~�j (ps; pc) � �j(pvj (pt; ps) ; ~wu (ps; pc) ; ~ws (ps; pc) ; ~r(ps; pc))

These equations are linear in variables _ps;
�
k̂ and

�
�̂: The equations are easily rearranged

to yield one closed-form di¤erential equation for each dot variable as a function of their

corresponding level variables. To solve for the steady state, (if it exists) we set _ps;
�
k̂ ,and

�
�̂ to zero, and solve empirically for the endogenous level variables pssc ; p

ss
s ; k̂

ss. Given these

values, the intra-temporal system permits the determination of the steady state values of

the remaining endogenous variables, 
ss; and consequently, 
hss and 

m
ss:

The time elimination method8 is used to obtain values for the sequence fpc; ps; k̂gt2[0;1)
:

The dimensionality of the model permits the calculation of the remaining endogenous vari-

ables

n

;
h;
m

o
t2[0;1)

(2.3)

8See Chapter 9, Roe et al. (2010)
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2.5 Comparative statics

The comparative static properties of the model are similar to properties discussed in

the simpler model presented by Roe et al. (2010), Chapter 5,and are thus brie�y stated.

The intra-temporal conditions admit to a comparative static analysis along the lines of the

Stopler-Samuelson (Sto-Sa) and Rybcyznski (Ry) theorems of the static 2x2 model of a

small open economy9. The reduced form factor rental rate equations obtained from solving

the zero pro�t conditions are homogenous of degree one in output prices, and hence Sto-

Sa-like results can be obtained. That is, Sto-Sa-like in the sense that if the price of a �nal

good that employs a factor intensively rises, it is not necessarily the case that the rental

rate of this factor will rise in greater proportion to the increase in price.

The supply functions are homogeneous of degree zero in prices and of degree one in factor

endowments. Consequently, Ry-like qualitative results can be obtained. When capital

deepening occurs, the unit cost of capital declines, while the marginal product of labor

increases in all sectors, but relatively more so in sectors that are most capital intensive

(agriculture, sugarcane and ethanol in our case, see table 2 for relative factor intensities).

These sectors then experience a growth in output while the sector employing labor most

intensively will experience a decline in output, all else constant. However, the proportional

change in output may be less than the proportional change in capital stock.

In the case of home good sectors where the domestic markets must clear, growth in total

factor income causes an increase in the price of the service good that is necessary in order

for the sector to compete for resources that would otherwise be pulled into the traded good

sectors. This e¤ect can be viewed as having Sto-Sa-like a¤ects on factor rental rates10.

9See Woodland (1982) for the statement and proof of these theorems when the 2x2 model is expressed

in dual form or Feenstra (2004).

10This prediction depends upon the relative capital intensity of the service sector. If the service sector

is the most capital intensive, price of the service good falls which in turn can also result in improving the
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We rely on the well known properties of the indirect pro�t function �j (�) to explain the

supply and factor demand behavior of sectors employing a sector speci�c resource. Overall,

this logic forms the basis of our explanation below of the model�s solution showing the

structural transformation as the economy approaches long-run equilibrium.

To provide insights into the incentives for households to change the level of the sector

speci�c resource Hj ; we draw upon the di¤erential equation given by the no arbitrage

condition (2.1): Solving this di¤erential equation yields11.

p̂hj (t) =

Z 1

t
e
�
R �
t (r(v)�x�n�

_pk
pk
)dv �̂j
pk
d� (2.4)

where p̂hj (t) is the value of the j�th sector speci�c resource per worker at time t relative to

the price of capital pk (t) required for households to have no incentive to exchange one asset

for another at any t12.If the price of capital pk was unity throughout transition, the price of

land phj (t) indicates the amount of capital that could be exchanged for one hectare of land.

However, since prices are adjusting to satisfy the no arbitrage condition, agents have no

incentive to make such a trade. These asset values are likely to evolve di¤erently because

the evolution of sector rent �j (t) is not necessarily monotonic, factor intensities vary among

domestic terms of trade for traded goods.

11From the no arbitrage condition and solving for
�bphjwe get: �bphj = bphj [r � _pk

pk
� n� x]� c�j

pk

Solving the di¤erential equation we get:

bphj(t) = eR t0 (r(�)�n�x� _pk
pk

)d�
[bphj(0)� Z t

0

e
�
R t
0 (r(�)�n�x�

_pk
pk

)d�c�j
pk
dt]

This equation can be solved for any T = 0;and then taking the limit as T !1, and using the transversality

condition, the equation, for any t, becomes:

bphj(t) = Z 1

t

e
�
R �
t (r(v)�n�x�

_pk
pk

)dvc�j
pk
d�

12See Nichols (1970) for one of the earlier derivations of this result and Roe et al. (2010) for a more recent

treatment. This equation is the solution to (2.1)
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sectors and domestic terms of trade e¤ects also vary depending upon intermediate input

demand. The "un-normalized" value of phj (t) is given by phj (t) pk (t)L (0) e
nt=Hj :This is

the unit value the representative household is willing to pay to acquire an additional unit

of the sector speci�c resource Hj ; all else constant. For the case of agriculture or sugarcane

production where resources are likely required to convert one type of land use to another

or to "harvest" other lands to make them suitable for cultivation, the evolution of phj (t)

provides insights into the e¤ect of economic growth on incentives to expand or contract the

quantity of cultivatable lands.

2.6 Base model results

We present an overview of results with an emphasis �rst on levels of key endogenous

variables and then an explanation of the underlying forces of transition growth giving rise

to these results. We place relatively more emphasis on our main focus; the sugarcane -

ethanol - sugar -fossil fuel sectors of the economy.

2.6.1 An economy-wide overview

The main results are presented in four tables. The model predicts a GDP rate of growth

of 2.40 percent for the year 2005 (in constant 2004 USD), which is close to the 2.3 percent

reported in the WDI for that year and close to the average annual rate over the 2000-05

period of 2.56 percent. Total GDP doubles in 30 years. However, over the �fty year period

2004-54, GDP per capita only increases from 2,972 to 3,217 in constant 2004 USD (table

2.5, col. 1). This relatively small increase is due to the country�s population growth rate in

the neighborhood of 1.94 percent per annum. This increase suggests the country�s potential

to increase households�real income from transition growth is limited with about 79, years

required to double GDP per capita, assuming the average annual rate of population growth

remains at the 2004-06 average of 1.94 percent per annum. The result stands in contrast to
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Chile. Her GDP per capita will double in about 22 years if the rate of growth in real GDP

per capita remains at the 2004-06 average while for Latin America and the Caribbean the

corresponding number of years is about 32.

The evolution of factor earnings is reported in table 2.5. Over the 2004-14 period, per

worker earnings increased from $2,636 to $2,684 for unskilled workers and from $6,717 to

$6,842 for skilled workers, (table 2.5, columns 3 and 4). This increase averages about 1.9

percent for each category. The stock of capital per worker increases by 2.4 percent.

Table 2.5: Evolution of GDP, factor earnings per worker and savings to GDP in constant

2004 USD, model results.

GDP /cap. K /wkr
U wage
/wkru

S wage
/swkr

K
earnings Exp /wkr Sav /GDP

2004 2972 26305 2636 6717 2595 4428 0.270
2014 3029 26942 2684 6842 2645 4522 0.268
2024 3079 27452 2728 6954 2688 4601 0.268
2034 3126 27904 2769 7059 2729 4673 0.267
2044 3171 28329 2810 7162 2769 4743 0.267
2054 3217 28744 2850 7265 2809 4811 0.267

AG.Farm Earn
/(farm wkr)

S.C.Farm Earn
/(farm wkr)

Ethnaol earn
/(E. wkr)

FF. Earn
/(f.f. wkr)

Price of
S.C.

Price of
Service

2004 928 1794 5232 3397 1.000 1.000
2014 947 1827 5329 3459 0.998 1.001
2024 964 1857 5415 3515 0.998 1.001
2034 979 1885 5497 3568 0.997 1.001
2044 993 1912 5577 3620 0.997 1.001
2054 1008 1939 5657 3672 0.997 1.001

The level of gross output of all sectors relative to the year 2004 is shown in the top

panel of table 2.6. Gross output of the economy�s major sectors, industry, agriculture, and

service, double within the 2034 to 2044 time range.

The bottom panel of the table shows these sectors maintain their shares of about 16

percent, 9 percent and 71 percent of GDP, respectively, over time, and hence the change in

the structure of the economy is relatively modest.

For most countries, primary agriculture�s share in GDP typically decline as GDP grows.

Brazilian agriculture seems not typical of other countries. Over the 2000-08 period, primary

agriculture as a share of GDP has fallen for Chile (from 6.1 to 4.2 percent), Mexico (from
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4.2 to 3.7 percent), the US (from 1.2 to 1.1 percent), as well as on average for middle

income countries (from 11.0 to 9.6 percent), while for Brazil, primary agriculture has trended

upward from 6.5 to 6.7 percent over this period (WDI).

Table 2.6: Evolution of sectoral production and share in GDP

Year Industry
Agricu

lture Cane Services Sugar Ethanol
Fossil
Fuel

2004 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2014 1.23 1.25 1.23 1.24 1.21 1.25 1.23
2024 1.52 1.55 1.51 1.53 1.48 1.54 1.52
2034 1.87 1.92 1.86 1.88 1.81 1.90 1.88
2044 2.30 2.36 2.29 2.32 2.22 2.35 2.31
2054 2.84 2.91 2.82 2.86 2.74 2.89 2.85

Year Industry
Agricu

lture Cane Services Sugar Ethanol
Fossil
Fuel

2004 0.168 0.096 0.003 0.715 0.002 0.006 0.009
2014 0.167 0.097 0.003 0.715 0.002 0.007 0.009
2024 0.167 0.097 0.003 0.715 0.002 0.007 0.009
2034 0.167 0.097 0.003 0.715 0.002 0.007 0.009
2044 0.167 0.098 0.003 0.715 0.002 0.007 0.009
2054 0.167 0.098 0.003 0.715 0.002 0.007 0.009

Relative to 2004: Gross production of

Sector share in GDP

The model�s agricultural sector, which includes food processing (and hence a larger share

in GDP than reported by WDI) appears consistent with these data. Owing to the relatively

high growth rate of output, ethanol increases its share in GDP from 0.6 percent in 2004 to

0.7 percent in 2054, and doubles output by the year 2034. The growth in ethanol production

exceeds the growth in production of sugar, which indicates that a greater proportion of cane

production, over time, is being allocated to ethanol than to the production of sugar.

The growth rates in sectoral gross output of the major sectors of the economy (industry,

agriculture and services) are not markedly di¤erent, although agriculture shows a higher

annual rate of growth than all other sectors (table 2.7 and 2.8).

Since the model features balanced growth, all sectors converge to the same rate of growth

in the long-run. Four sectors converge to this long-run rate from above; from the highest to

the lowest rate of convergence these are agriculture, ethanol, service and fossil fuels. From

the highest to the lowest rate of convergence from below are Sugar, sugarcane and industry.
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Table 2.7: Growth decomposition for industry, agriculture and services.

Industry

Year
Growth in

Gross
Output

Value
added
price

Capital
Stock

Effective
Labor

2004 0.0209 0.0121 0.1941 0.1610
2014 0.0209 0.0059 0.1887 0.1619
2024 0.0209 0.0028 0.1861 0.1624
2034 0.0209 0.0014 0.1848 0.1626
2044 0.0209 0.0007 0.1842 0.1627
2054 0.0209 0.0003 0.1839 0.1627

Agriculture

Year
Growth in

Gross
Output

Value
added
price

Unskilled
wage

Skilled
wage

Interest
rate

Technical
change

2004 0.0228 0.0003 0.0015 0.0001 0.0038 0.0209
2014 0.0218 0.0001 0.0007 0.0001 0.0018 0.0209
2024 0.0213 0.0001 0.0003 0.0000 0.0009 0.0209
2034 0.0211 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0004 0.0209
2044 0.0210 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0002 0.0209
2054 0.0209 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0209

Service

Year
Growth in

Gross
Output

Value
added
price

Capital
Stock

Effective
Labor

2004 0.0214 0.0006 0.0000 0.0209
2014 0.0211 0.0003 0.0000 0.0209
2024 0.0210 0.0001 0.0000 0.0209
2034 0.0209 0.0001 0.0000 0.0209
2044 0.0209 0.0000 0.0000 0.0209
2054 0.0209 0.0000 0.0000 0.0209

Contribution of

Contribution of

Contribution of

These patterns of growth are determined by contributing factors shown in the tables.

They are calculated using the model�s supply functions. The factors are internal terms

of trade, capital stock, labor force growth, and technical change e¤ects. For sector with

speci�c factors, we �nd it useful to measure the resource e¤ects through their e¤ects on

wages and capital rents.
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Table 2.8: Growth decomposition for cane, sugar, ethanol and fossil fuel sectors.

Sugarcane

Year
Growth in

Gross
Output

Value
added
price

Unskilled
wage

Skilled
wage

Interest
rate

Technical
change

2004 0.0204 0.0023 0.0009 0.0000 0.0027 0.0209
2014 0.0206 0.0011 0.0004 0.0000 0.0013 0.0209
2024 0.0207 0.0005 0.0002 0.0000 0.0006 0.0209
2034 0.0208 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.0003 0.0209
2044 0.0208 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0209
2054 0.0208 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0209

Sugar

Year
Growth in

Gross
Output

Value
added

price wrt
cane

Value
added

price wrt
services

Capital
Stock

Effective
Labor

2004 0.0184 0.9345 0.2178 11.4408 10.7425
2014 0.0196 0.4591 0.1067 11.3069 10.9741
2024 0.0202 0.2240 0.0520 11.2414 11.0896
2034 0.0206 0.1089 0.0253 11.2096 11.1465
2044 0.0207 0.0529 0.0123 11.1941 11.1742
2054 0.0208 0.0256 0.0059 11.1866 11.1877

Ethanol

Year
Growth in

Gross
Output

Value
added
price

Unskilled
wage

Skilled
wage

Interest
rate

Technical
change

2004 0.0223 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0016 0.0209
2014 0.0215 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0007 0.0209
2024 0.0212 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0004 0.0209
2034 0.0210 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0209
2044 0.0209 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0209
2054 0.0209 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0209

F.F.

Year
Growth in

Gross
Output

Value
added
price

Unskilled
wage

Skilled
wage

Interest
rate

Technical
change

2004 0.0211 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 0.0008 0.0209
2014 0.0210 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0004 0.0209
2024 0.0209 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0002 0.0209
2034 0.0209 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0209
2044 0.0209 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0209
2054 0.0209 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0209

Contribution of

We next use these results to explain the main economic forces determining the country�s

growth path.
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2.6.2 Major economic forces of transition growth

The basic economics of transition growth can be explained as follows. As capital deep-

ening occurs13, the relatively most capital intensive sectors of the economy (e.g., agriculture,

ethanol, sugarcane) experience a Rybczynski-like (Ry) e¤ect by employing proportionately

more capital, which increases the productivity of labor in these sectors relative to the labor

intensive sectors of the economy (service for skilled labor and industry and sugar for the

unskilled labor).

The rise in the productivity of labor in the capital intensive sectors, all else constant,

causes these sectors to increase the quantity of labor demanded which can only be obtained

by an increase in the wage rates. Labor intensive sectors thus experience a rise in production

costs in spite of the decline in the rental rate of capital. The e¤ect of these forces dampens,

as the economy reaches its long-run equilibrium. Because of price changes for the service

good and sugarcane, these capital deepening e¤ects can be dampened or outweighed by

changes in the domestic terms of trade.

The terms of trade e¤ect arise from domestic changes in intermediate input and �nal

good demand. The rise in factor income from growth in wages, the stock of capital and

sector speci�c factor rents, augments the quantity demanded of all �nal goods, as well

as the quantity for intermediate inputs employed in production. In order for the service

sector�s market to clear, its price must rise (table 2.5), as shown by the contribution of an

increase in the sector�s value added price to growth in service sector output (table 2.7), to

compete for the resources that would otherwise be employed in the capital intensive sectors.

The price of the service good therefore also converges from below to its long-run value.

If a sector is capital intensive and its output price is determined in the domestic market,

as is the case with sugarcane, then it is possible for capital deepening to lower the cost of

13 In transition growth, the growth in capital stock exceeds the rate of growth in the labor force. All else

equal, these Rybczynski e¤ects exceed the same e¤ects from the growth in the labor supply.
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production to such a degree that the domestic market for sugarcane clears at a lower price

(table 2.5). In this case, the price of sugarcane declines and converges from above to its

long-run value. This e¤ect lowers the cost of sugarcane as an input into the processing of

ethanol and sugar.

For agriculture, industry and ethanol, the positive e¤ects of capital deepening dominate

the e¤ects of growth in labor services (as can be seen for these sectors by contrasting the

capital stock column with the e¤ective labor column and the interest rate e¤ect column

with the wage e¤ect column, table 2.7 and 2.8). Ethanol receives an additional positive

e¤ect from price e¤ects due to the decline in sugarcane prices, which accounts for about

25 percent of the total cost of ethanol production. These are the major e¤ects causing the

growth of these sectors to converge from above to their long-run rate of output growth.

The service sector�s main source of growth is due to growth in e¤ective labor supply

followed by the positive terms of trade e¤ect while capital e¤ect is virtually null. Fossil

fuel production�s convergence from above to its long-run equilibrium, though only slightly

higher than that of industry, is due to its capital intensity and hence the lowering of cost

due to the decline in capital rents tending to dominate the negative e¤ects of the rise in

wages for skilled and unskilled workers.

Like industry, agriculture and ethanol�s domestic terms of trade e¤ects are negative.

The magnitude of these e¤ects depend upon the share of service good, as an intermediate

input, in their total production costs. Ethanol producers also pay for sugarcane, whose

price is endogenous. Since the price paid for sugarcane falls, as discussed below, this tends

to dampen the negative e¤ect of the rise in price of the service good that ethanol producers

must purchase as an intermediate input.

Only sugarcane and sugar experience output growth convergence from below to their

long-run growth rate. Brazil is one of the world�s major sugarcane producers, and data show

cane production to be capital intensive. The rise in the price of the service sector (a non-

traded good) contributes to a decline in the internal terms of trade for the internationally
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traded goods.

In the case of sugarcane, its price declines over time, while its production rises. The

model validates well the observed decline in cane price, appendix C, �gure C-9. This

apparent paradox is due to the fact that cane is a relatively capital intensive sector, cane

production expands as capital deepening occurs, which puts downward pressure on cane

price. On the other hand, the increase in cane demand from ethanol and sugar sectors

pressure the cane price to rise. The net e¤ect is a decline in cane price because the capital

deepening e¤ect outweighs the demand e¤ect. Hence the negative e¤ects reported in table

2.8, column 3. The positive e¤ect of capital deepening on cane production (table 2.8, column

6) outweighs the negative sugarcane price e¤ect on production.

Over time, the negative e¤ect from the decline in sugarcane price dampens relative to

the positive e¤ect of capital accumulation. The net result of these e¤ects causes increasing

growth in cane production.

For the sugar sector, the decline in cane prices has positive e¤ects on its production

but this is dampened by the increase in the service good price (table 2.8, column 3 and

4). The net e¤ect is positive since cane accounts for 29.3 percent of the total cost of sugar

production versus about 25 percent for services as an intermediate input. The growth in

labor services has also a positive e¤ect since sugar is unskilled labor intensive. These e¤ects

dominate the e¤ect of capital deepening (which is negative, since sugar is the least capital

intensive). The net dampening e¤ect of these forces causes an increase in the growth of

sugar production over time.

Capital deepening has also an e¤ect on the value of sector speci�c resource as given by

equation (2.4). The results reported in table 2.9 are expressed in terms of value per hectare

for the case of agriculture and sugarcane. These are the prices that need to prevail so that

agents have no incentive to sell one asset in exchange for another. These sector speci�c

resources are mostly embodied by land, although they also include pasture land and other

resources speci�c to just that sector. table 2.9 shows that over time, land in these sectors
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is becoming scarce relative to the capital asset.

Table 2.9: Price of land evolution for agriculture and sugarcane.

Year
Ag. value of

land/Ha

Cane
value of
land/Ha

Growth
rate

Growth
rate

2004 485 1221
2014 596 1491 22.94% 22.07%
2024 725 1807 21.62% 21.20%
2034 872 2170 20.30% 20.09%
2044 1035 2572 18.62% 18.52%
2054 1202 2987 16.19% 16.14%

Since returns to capital are falling in the presence of capital deepening, while returns

to land remain relatively constant over the transition path (table 2.10), the price of land in

either sector rises in order to sustain the no arbitrage condition (table 2.9).

Land in agriculture has a di¤erent price from that in cane because they really are

di¤erent resources. From equation 2.4, one can see that the di¤erences in land values

between agriculture and sugarcane are largely determined by the di¤erences between the

returns to land of each sector (�a (t) � �c (t)) since the rest of the variables are the same

for each sector. table 2.10 shows the evolution of the returns to land for agriculture and

sugarcane and their respective growth rates.

The positive growth rates for agriculture signal that the returns to agriculture land

converge from above the steady state, on the other hand, the negative growth rates for cane

signal that cane returns to land converge from bellow to its steady state values14. Given

these growth rates it follows that growth in cane land price is smaller than the growth in

agricultural land price (table 2.10).

14Total di¤erentiation of agriculture and cane rents will determine convergency:
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Table 2.10: Returns to land evolution for agriculture and sugarcane.

Year πa/Ha πc/Ha Growth
rate

Growth
rate

2004 18.18 47.00
2014 18.44 46.68 1.40% 0.68%
2024 18.56 46.53 0.67% 0.33%
2034 18.62 46.46 0.33% 0.16%
2044 18.65 46.42 0.16% 0.08%
2054 18.66 46.40 0.08% 0.04%

Last, the evolution of land prices also suggests how much a household is willing to pay

for an incremental increase in the stock of the sector speci�c resource, all else constant.

To convert other lands to agricultural or to cane land almost surely requires resources to

carry out. So it is unknown whether the results suggest incentives for "harvesting" of other

otherwise unused lands. If so, one might expect incentives exist to expand land areas in

cane and agriculture.

2.6.3 E¤ects of a decrease in the cost of domestic �nancial intermediation

The cost of �nancial intermediation is reported to be 11.5 percent in Brazil (Caprio

and Levine, 2001), which it is signi�cantly higher than the average for many other Latin

American and upper middle income grouping of countries. In order to analyze the e¤ect of

this tax in the Brazilian energy sectors, this is reduced to 8.5 percent with respect to the

base. Table 2.11 reports the results of this simulation relative to the base solution.

Table 2.11: E¤ects of a capital cost reduction relative to the baseline on GDP, savings

and home good prices.

GDP Real exp. Savings Cane Price Service Price Cane to Sugar Cane to Ethanol
2004 1.000 0.974 1.071 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
2014 1.015 0.995 1.052 0.995 1.002 0.943 1.032
2024 1.022 1.006 1.043 0.993 1.003 0.913 1.048
2034 1.025 1.011 1.039 0.991 1.003 0.899 1.056
2044 1.027 1.013 1.036 0.991 1.003 0.891 1.059
2054 1.028 1.014 1.035 0.991 1.004 0.888 1.061
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Lowering intermediation costs increases the capital interest received by households while

lowering the capital rental payments of �rms, for each t. Those sectors that are most

capital intensive experience more rapid growth than in the base solution. The e¤ects on the

economy thus modify the forces discussed for the base solution, but do not reverse them.

Discussion is focused on the degree these forces are modi�ed.

Now, households have an incentive to save more, but still are able to increase the real

expenditure�s relative to the base solution (table 2.11, column 3 and 4). At the same time,

GDP results in a higherlevel, 2.2 percent higher by 2024, but the rate of growth converges

to the same rate as the base, x+n. Consequently, growth rates are higher in the earlier

periods of transition than the base.

The capital intensive sectors ( agriculture and ethanol in this case) experience stronger

Ry-like e¤ects, increasing output compared to the base line results by 6.4 percent for agri-

culture and by 4.8 percent for ethanol by 2024 (table 2.12). At the same time, their shares

in GDP increase at a higher rate than the base (table 2.12, column 3, 4 and 7).

Table 2.12: E¤ects of a capital cost reduction for each sector relative to base.

Year Industry
Agricu

lture
Cane Services Sugar Ethanol

Fossil
Fuel

2004 1.001 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.998
2014 1.002 1.043 0.989 1.012 0.943 1.032 1.002
2024 1.002 1.064 0.983 1.018 0.913 1.048 1.004
2034 1.002 1.075 0.980 1.021 0.899 1.056 1.005
2044 1.002 1.080 0.979 1.022 0.891 1.059 1.006
2054 1.002 1.082 0.978 1.023 0.888 1.061 1.006

Year Industry
Agricu

lture
Cane Services Sugar Ethanol

Fossil
Fuel

2004 1.001 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.983
2014 0.987 1.028 0.966 1.000 0.934 1.020 0.972
2024 0.979 1.041 0.949 1.000 0.900 1.029 0.967
2034 0.976 1.048 0.941 1.000 0.884 1.034 0.965

2044 0.974 1.051 0.937 1.000 0.876 1.036 0.964
2054 0.973 1.052 0.936 1.000 0.872 1.037 0.963

Share of sector value added in GDP

Relative to baseline: Gross production of

The case of cane is special, because even though it is capital intensive, its production
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increases at a decreasing rate of growth with respect to the base over time; this is due to

its price declining at a higher rate than the base. Growth in cane production is 1.7 percent

lower by 2024 than in the base (table 2.12, column 4). The decline in cane prices "o¤-sets"

the positive e¤ect of capital deepening.

The decline in cane prices lowers the cost of ethanol and sugar production relative to

the base. However, the di¤erences in the cost of ethanol and sugar production cause the

growth in ethanol production to rise faster than base and sugar production to rise slower

than base. Hence, relative to base, intermediate demand for cane in the production of

ethanol rises and it falls for sugar (table 2.11, column 7 and 8). Ethanol production rises

relative to base because of the positive e¤ects of capital deepening and a decline in cane

prices that dominate, to a greater extent than that of the base, the larger negative terms

of trade e¤ect and the rise in wage e¤ects. All these e¤ects together cause ethanol and

agriculture�s production to exceed the growth in output of the rest of the sectors.

Thus, agriculture, cane and ethanol�s increased competition for resources again comes

at the expense of the relatively labor intensive sectors, sugar and service, which experience

an even higher rise in production costs compare to the base. The service sector competes

for resources by increasing its price even more now, 0.3 percent more than the base by 2024

(table 2.11, column 6).

On the other hand, the sugar sector cannot increase its price, so it is less able to compete

for these resources relative to the base solution. At the same time, sugar production costs

have raised compared to the base, since the price of services and wages increased relative

to base. Therefore, sugar production increases over time at a decreasing rate compare to

the base, by 2024 it is 8.7 percent lower now than the base (table 2.12, column 6).

The only positive e¤ect on sugar production cost is the decline on cane prices but this

e¤ect is not su¢ cient to outweigh the negative e¤ects. E¤ectively, sugar has to compete

for cane with the ethanol sector, which has become relatively more competitive due to the

mentioned e¤ects.
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Industry and fossil fuel sectors cannot increase their prices to compete for resources.

Nevertheless, relative to base, the "stronger" Ryb e¤ects of capital deepening dominate

the more negative terms of trade e¤ects so growth in their gross outputs exceed the base

solution.

Reducing the cost of �nancial intermediation thus increases agriculture, cane and ethanol

production, while higher factor income stimulates both intermediate and �nal demand for

service goods (table 2.12).

Last, the decrease in the cost of capital intermediation also has an e¤ect on the land value

for agriculture and cane. The results in table 2.13 are expressed relative to the base values,

and can be observed that land value competitiveness of agricultural and cane increases as

well as the rate e¤ects. This is due to the fact that now capital deepening occurs more

rapidly and since both sectors are relatively capital intensive, their land prices now need to

increase more relative to the base in order to hold the no-arbitrage condition.

Agriculture�s land price rises then by 10.9 percent in earlier years and up to 14.4 percent

in the long run relative to the base. In the case of cane, the land price raises by around 2

percent compare to the base for all periods, this increase is more modest than in agricul-

ture because the capital deepening e¤ect is dampened by the cane price e¤ect, which now

decreases more rapidly than in the base.

Table 2.13: Price of land evolution for agriculture and sugarcane relative to the base.

Year
Ag. value
of land/Ha

Cane
value of
land/Ha

Growth
rate

Growth
rate

2004 1.109 1.023
2014 1.138 1.029 2.63% 0.58%
2024 1.150 1.029 1.03% 0.04%
2034 1.152 1.026 0.22% 0.27%
2044 1.150 1.021 0.23% 0.47%
2054 1.144 1.015 0.52% 0.64%

The results in table 2.14 are expressed relative to the base values as well. Agriculture and

cane �rms have more command over the economy�s resources, so the returns to agricultural
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land rises by 4.2 percent in 2014, but increases up to 8 percent in the long run with respect

to the base. In the case of cane, since the price of cane is falling more rapidly now, this is

not overcome by capital deepening and therefore, returns to cane land decrease with respect

to the base by 2 percent in earlier periods and up to 4 percent in the long run.

Table 2.14: Returns to land evolution for agriculture and sugarcane.

Year πa/Ha πc/Ha Growth
rate

Growth
rate

2004 1.000 1.000
2014 1.042 0.980 4.25% 2.05%
2024 1.063 0.969 2.00% 1.03%
2034 1.073 0.965 0.96% 0.51%
2044 1.078 0.962 0.47% 0.25%
2054 1.081 0.961 0.23% 0.12%

2.6.4 E¤ects of a price increase in the ethanol sugar and fossil fuel sectors

The world demand for Brazilian ethanol is expected to increase since many countries are

changing their policies to encourage the substitution of biofuels for fossil fuels (Martines-

Filho et al., 2006). While it is well known that primary commodity prices are highly

correlated (Krichene 2008), the production of ethanol has been one of the factors linking

the increase in world corn and sugar prices to the rise in the price of fossil fuels (Trostle

2008, Mitchell, 2008).

The correlation between Brazilian ethanol, sugar and gasoline prices are shown in �gure

2-1. A report from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (2010) expects the real

price of ethanol to increase by 2.6% next year. Therefore, increasing the price of ethanol in

the model requires that we also account for the correlation with real market prices of sugar

and petroleum. Using the correlation coe¢ cients reported in �gure 2-1, implies that an

increase in the real price of ethanol of 2.6 percent is likely to be associated with an increase

in the price of sugar of 1.4 percent and an increase in the real price of fossil fuel of 2.06

percent.
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The impact of these price changes on the economy and on the sugarcane - ethanol -

sugar - fossil fuel markets in particular, depend mostly on the following fours factors: �rst,

the positive external terms of trade e¤ect of a rise in the price of ethanol and sugar, which

Brazil exports. Second, the negative terms of trade e¤ect of the rise in fossil fuel prices,

which Brazil imports. Third, the domestic terms of trade e¤ects from the change in the

cane prices (non-internationally traded good), and last, the relative factor intensities of the

various sectors as factor markets re-equilibrate and sectoral production costs change.

The resulting net e¤ect of these four features in some cases are counter veiling, as they

move in opposite directions; in the case of sugar the positive external terms of trade is

dampened by the domestic terms of trade, which are explained below.

Nevertheless, the fundamental forces of transition growth of the base model remain

unchanged, only changes in their magnitudes are altered, and in terms of GDP and other

macro-aggregates, little change is found. We thus begin the discussion of the results by

focusing on the sectors most strongly a¤ected by the price changes. These results are

reported in table 2.15 and 2.16

Table 2.15: E¤ects of a price increase in ethanol, sugar and fossil fuels sectors on gross

production and sector shares relative to base.

Year Industry
Agricu

lture Cane Services Sugar Ethanol
Fossil
Fuel

2004 0.994 1.001 1.052 1.000 0.980 1.122 1.023
2014 0.994 1.001 1.052 1.000 0.978 1.122 1.023
2024 0.994 1.001 1.052 1.000 0.977 1.122 1.022
2034 0.994 1.001 1.052 1.000 0.977 1.122 1.022
2044 0.994 1.001 1.052 1.000 0.976 1.122 1.022
2054 0.994 1.001 1.052 1.000 0.976 1.122 1.022

Year Industry
Agricu

lture
Cane Services Sugar Ethanol

Fossil
Fuel

2004 0.994 1.001 1.063 0.999 0.980 1.170 1.020
2014 0.994 1.001 1.063 0.999 0.978 1.170 1.019
2024 0.994 1.001 1.063 0.999 0.977 1.170 1.019
2034 0.994 1.001 1.063 0.999 0.976 1.170 1.019
2044 0.994 1.001 1.063 0.999 0.976 1.170 1.019
2054 0.994 1.001 1.063 0.999 0.976 1.170 1.019

Share of sector value added in GDP

Relative to baseline: Gross production of
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The direct e¤ects of raising ethanol, sugar and fossil fuel prices are the expansion of the

economy�s production of ethanol, and fossil fuel relative to the base solution, while sugar

production declines (due to the net e¤ect of the four factors mentioned above). Ethanol

increases gross output production by 12.2 percent per annum, fossil fuel increases by about

2.3 percent per annum, while sugar production decreases by 2 percent per annum initially

and by 2.4 percent in later years ( table 2.15).

Cane is employed in the production of ethanol and sugar. One of the indirect e¤ects of

these price changes is an increase in derived demand for cane causing its price to rise by 0.5

percent relative to base, and to remain above its base for all t (table 2.16). Nevertheless,

as in the base solution, the cane price converges to its long-run equilibrium from above.

Table 2.16: E¤ects of a price increase in ethanol, sugar and fossil fuels sectors on GDP

and homegood prices relative to base.

GDP Cane Price Service Price Cane to Sugar Cane to Ethanol
2004 1.000 1.005 1.000 0.980 1.122
2014 1.000 1.005 1.000 0.978 1.122
2024 1.000 1.005 1.000 0.977 1.122
2034 1.000 1.005 1.000 0.977 1.122
2044 1.000 1.005 1.000 0.976 1.122
2054 1.000 1.005 1.000 0.976 1.122

The e¤ect of a cane price rise relative to the base can be divided into the direct and

the indirect e¤ect on the domestic internal terms of trade. The direct e¤ect is that the rise

in cane price relative to unchanging prices of the rest of the goods motivates producers to

increase sugarcane production ( gross output is 5.2 percent above base values for all t, table

2.15).

The indirect e¤ect is to dissuade the employment of cane as an intermediate factor of

production in ethanol and sugar. However, these e¤ects are greater for sugar than ethanol

since cane accounts for 29% of the gross value added for sugar compared to 25 % for ethanol

( table 2.16, column 5 and 6). The 1.4 percent rise in sugar price is insu¢ cient to cover

the rise in costs of production, resulting in a decrease in sugar production by 2 percent
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with respect to the base, while the ethanol sector�s price increase overcomes these costs and

raises production by 12.2 percent. Hence, relative to the base, intermediate demand for

cane in the production of ethanol rises and it falls for sugar, in spite of the increase in the

price of sugar ( table 2.15, column 6 and 7).

The last major factor contributing to the economy-wide e¤ects of these price changes is

the relative factor intensities of the various sectors as factor markets re-equilibrate. In order

for ethanol�s gross output to increase relative to the base, the sector must pull resources

from the rest of the economy. Given that ethanol is capital intensive, the sector increases

the quantity of capital employed relative to the base for all t, and consequently the quantity

of both skilled and unskilled labor increase (see table 2.15).

Industry�s unit cost of production rise primary due to the raise on energy prices, which

account for 5 percent of total cost of production. Therefore, its gross output declines

relative to the base by 0.6 percent for all t. Industry and sugar thus release capital and

labor resources to the other sectors relative to the base solution.

The services and agriculture sectors are barely a¤ected by the change in prices, the

service sector price is the same as in the base solution, and rises as capital deepening

occurs. Agriculture�s gross output rises by 0.1 percent with respect to the base for all t:

This result obtains because the rise in energy prices and countervailed by the decline in

labor and capital costs.

Last, the energy prices change also has an e¤ect on the value of land for agriculture and

cane. The results in table 2.17 are expressed relative to the base values.

In this case, the price of agricultural land and its returns to land barely change, increas-

ing both by a 0.1 percent relative to the base. On the other hand, the competitiveness of the

cane land increases but the rate e¤ects remain mostly unchanged. Cane �rms have more

command over the economy�s resources, so the returns to cane land rises by 6.2 percent

with respect to the base. The price of cane land also rises by 6.2 percent with respect to the

base, which re�ects that, all else constant, there is an increased incentive to convert other
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lands to cane.

Table 2.17: E¤ect of a price increase in ethanol, sugar and fossil fuels on the evolution of

prices and returns to land relative to the base.

Land prices

Year
Ag. value
of land/Ha

Cane
value of
land/Ha

Growth
rate

Growth
rate

2004 1.001 1.062
2014 1.001 1.062 0.01% 0.01%
2024 1.001 1.062 0.01% 0.01%
2034 1.001 1.062 0.00% 0.00%
2044 1.001 1.063 0.00% 0.00%
2054 1.001 1.063 0.00% 0.00%

Returns to land

Year πa/Ha πc/Ha
Growth

rate
Growth

rate
2004 1.001 1.062
2014 1.001 1.062 0.02% 0.01%
2024 1.001 1.062 0.01% 0.01%
2034 1.001 1.063 0.00% 0.00%
2044 1.001 1.063 0.00% 0.00%
2054 1.001 1.063 0.00% 0.00%

2.7 Conclusion

Approximately 90% of the world�s commercially produced energy is obtained from non-

renewable fossil fuels such as crude oil, coal, and gas (Birur et al. 2008). In order to

enhance energy security and independence, many countries, such as Brazil, have supported

the production and use of renewable energy sources such as biofuels.

According to Martines-Filho et al. 2006, Brazil is the only country in the world able to

produce ethanol from sugarcane at su¢ ciently low costs to be competitive. As ethanol in

Brazil is made from sugarcane, sugar industry developments are now increasingly linked to

policy initiatives in ethanol markets. Sugar represents a particularly important component

of Brazil�s economy, with the sugar/ethanol industry contributing 2% to national gross

domestic product (Valdes, C. 2007) which places Brazil as the world�s largest exporter
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of sugar and ethanol (ANFAVEA, 2006). A complex linkage between the production of

sugarcane, sugar and ethanol has evolved as per capita income has grown and capital

deepening has occurred.

Two major factors are felt to contribute to the growth of biofuels, one of which is due

to the fundamental forces of capital deepening and the other to the improvement in the

external terms of trade, induced indirectly by the rise in fossil fuel prices and the complex

inter-linkages with the sugar sector.

Though there is a plethora of literature modeling the economics of biofuels, one major

problem of these studies is that they do not provide a validating exercise of their models�

forecasts. In addition, they fail to depict the economic forces of structural transformation

in which sectors of the economy compete for economy-wide resources in the process of

economic growth, and hence these models poorly capture, if at all, the e¤ects of possible

impediments to growth on the biofuel sector or the dynamic e¤ects of changes in a countries

terms of trade over time.

The unique contribution of this study is to analytically and empirically examine the

interaction between Brazil�s economic growth and the evolution of the biofuel sector and

its links to sugar cane, sugar and fossil fuel production as the economy transitions toward

long-run equilibrium. The study �ts to Brazilian data to a Ramsey-like model with seven

sectors, depicting interconnections of the economy through various channels. The study

also provides insights into what extent the structure of the economy changes over time, and

whether such transition forces di¤er from the base solution given di¤erent initial conditions.

The baseline model result shows Gross Domestic Product per capita increases marginally

over the �fty year period 2004-2055, 2,972 to 3,217 in constant 2004 USD. This increase

suggests the country�s potential to increase household�s real income per capita from transi-

tion growth is somewhat limited requiring 79 years to double income, thus suggesting that

impediments to growth are embodied in the data and hence in the model�s parameters.

Brazilian agriculture seems not typical of other countries, as it is capital intensive. The
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basic underlying economic forces of transition growth are such that increase the agricultural

and ethanol sectors�share in GDP, while the rest of the sectors�share decrease or remain

unchanged. Accompanying this transition is capital deepening in all sectors of the economy,

rising wages and sector speci�c rents.

More speci�cally, for the case of agriculture and cane, the sector speci�c is mainly land,

the evolution of land price is evaluated for each sector, and both are expected to rise as

capital deepening occurs. Land prices also suggest how much a household is willing to pay

for an incremental increase in the stock of land, all else constant. To convert other lands to

agricultural or to cane land almost surely requires resources to carry out. So it is unknown

whether the results suggest incentives for "harvesting" of other otherwise unused lands. If

so, one might expect incentives exist to expand land areas in cane and agriculture.

The rise in the price of the service sector (a non-traded good) contributes to a decline

in the internal terms of trade for the internationally traded goods. In the case of sugarcane,

the other non-traded good, its price declines over time, while its production rises. Only a

general equilibrium model is able to see that due to the fact that cane is a relatively capital

intensive sector, cane production expands as capital deepening occurs to such an extent that

the growth in derived demand for cane from ethanol and sugar cause the market clearing

price of cane to fall, as the capital deepening e¤ect outweighs the demand e¤ect.

At the same time, the decline in cane prices lowers the cost of sugarcane as an input into

the processing of ethanol and sugar. Therefore, for ethanol, the positive e¤ect of capital

deepening and decline of cane prices dominate the negative e¤ect of service sector rise in

price. In the case of sugar, the net e¤ect of price changes in the nontraded goods is positive

as cane accounts for a higher percent of sugar�s production than the service sector, but

given that sugar is relatively unskilled labor intensive, its share in GDP declines over time.

Two simulations are performed: decreasing the domestic cost of �nancial intermediation

and increasing the price of ethanol, sugar and fossil fuels. Decreasing the domestic cost of

�nancial intermediation increases the incentive for households to save which in turn increases
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the country�s rate of capital deepening. While capital deepening induces all sectors to

increase output, the most capital intensive sectors tend to increase output over base line

values to the largest degree. Competition for resources causes the share of the agricultural

and ethanol sectors in GDP to increase (since they are relatively capital intensive), while

sugar cannot compete for resources and decreases its production relative to the base. Higher

factor income stimulates both intermediate and �nal demand for service goods, and the

stronger e¤ects of capital deepening dominate the more negative terms of trade for Industry

and fossil fuels, for which growth exceeds the base solution.

The case of cane is special, because even though it is capital intensive, its production

increases at a decreasing rate of growth with respect to the base over time; this is due to

its price declining at a higher rate than the base. Last, land competitiveness for agriculture

and cane increases as well as the rate e¤ects in order to hold the no arbitrage condition.

The direct e¤ect of increasing ethanol, sugar and fossil fuel prices are the expansion of

the economy�s production of ethanol and fossil fuel while sugar production declines due to

counter veiling forces (own price rise versus cane price rising). Therefore, the indirect e¤ect

of these price changes is the increase in derived demand for cane causing its price to rise.

Last, land competitiveness for cane increases while the rate e¤ects are unchanged.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Derivation of inter-temporal equations

A.1 Brazilian constraints to growth

To derive the inter-temporal system of equations, it is useful to reduce the dimension-

ality of the intra-temporal system by replacing the supply variables ŷj with their functional

forms.

From zero pro�t we obtain

ŵ = ~wu (pt; ps) �W u(pvm; pvt; pvs)

ŵh = ~ws (pt; ps) �W s(pvm; pvt; pvs)

rk = ~r(pt; ps) � R(pvm; pvt; pvs)

These equations are homogeneous of degree zero in prices, however, ps and pt are en-

dogenous variables. Nevertheless, these equations can be substituted into the factor market

clearing equations for W u (pvm; pvt; pvs) ;W
s (pvm; pvt; pvs) and R (pvm; pvt; pvs) : Since the

resulting equations are linear in output, we easily obtain the supply functions

ŷj = ~y
j
�
pt; ps; k̂

�
; j = m; t; s

The supply function for agriculture can be expressed in output price alone by substitut-

ing the rental rate equations into the partial equilibrium supply function.

ŷa = ~y
a (pt; ps) � ya

�
pva; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Ha �

@�a(pva (pt; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r
k)Ha

pva (pt; ps)

Thus, the home good market clearing condition can be expressed as
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�̂ = ~�(pt; ps; k̂) �
ps
�s
(~ys(pt; ps; k̂)�

X
j�m;t;s

�sj ~y
s
j (pt; ps; k̂)�

�sa~y
s
a(pt; ps)� �skŷsk (pm; pa; ps)

"
�
k̂ + k̂ (x+ n+ �)

#

At the same time, the transportation market clearing condition can be expressed also

as

�̂= ~�(pt; ps; k̂) �
pt
�t
(~yt(pt; ps; k̂)�

X
j�m;t;s

�tj ~y
s
j (pt; ps; k̂)� �ta~ysa(pt; ps)

A.2 Brazilian biofuel sector

Again, to derive the inter-temporal system of equations, it is useful to reduce the

dimensionality of the intra-temporal system by replacing the supply variables ŷj with their

functional forms.

From zero pro�t we obtain

ŵu = ~wu (ps; pc) �W u(pvm; pvs; pvz)

ŵs = ~ws (ps; pc) �W s(pvm; pvs; pvz)

rk = ~r(ps; pc) � R(pvm; pvs; pvz)

These equations are homogeneous of degree zero in prices; however, ps and pc are endogenous

variables. Nevertheless, these equations can be substituted into the factor market clearing

equations for W u (pvm; pvs; ws) ;W
s (pvm; pvs; ws) and R (pvm; pvs; ws) : Since the resulting

equations are linear in output, we easily obtain the supply functions

ŷj = ~y
j
�
ps; pc; k̂

�
; j = m; s; z

The supply function for agriculture, sugarcane, ethanol and fossil fuels can be expressed

in output price alone by substituting the rental rate equations into the partial equilibrium
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supply function for j = a; c; "; g to obtain

ŷa = ~y
a (ps; pc) � ya

�
pva; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Ha �

@�a(pva (pt; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r
k)Ha

pva

ŷc = ~y
c (ps; pc) � yc

�
pvc; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Hc �

@�c(pvc (pt; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r
k)Hc

pvc

ŷ" = ~y
" (ps; pc) � y"

�
pv"; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
H" �

@�"(pv" (pt; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r
k)H"

pv"

ŷg = ~y
g (ps; pc) � yg

�
pvg; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Hg �

@�g(pvg (pt; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r
k)Hg

pvg

Thus, the home good market clearing condition can be expressed as

�̂ = ~�(ps; pc; k̂) �
ps
�s
(~ys(ps; pc; k̂)�

X
j�m;s;z

�sj ~y
s
j (ps; pc; k̂)�

X
j�a;c;";g

�sj ~y
s
j (ps; pc)� �skŷsk (pm; pa; ps)

"
�
k̂ + k̂ (x+ n+ �)

#

The clearing condition for the ethanol sector becomes,

"mk
�
ps; pc; k̂

�
� �cz~yz

�
ps; pc; k̂

�
�
@�"

�
pv" (pt; ps) ; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
H"

@pv"

=�c"z }| {
@pv"
@pc

�

�cpc

�
pc; ŵu; ŵs; r

k
�
Hc
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Appendix B: Measures of the model�s forecast accuracy

Numerical measures of the model�s forecast accuracy are reported in table B.1 for the

chapter on Brazilian constraints to growth and in table B.2 for the chapter on Brazilian

biofuel sector. Pearson�s correlation coe¢ cient provides a linear measure of the correlation

between the data and the forecast without accounting for di¤erences in the level of the

variables in the two series. As can be seen in both tables, the correlation in each sector and

GDP is extremely high for each model.

Lin�s (1989) concordance correlation measure is bounded between zero and unity, and

accounts for discrepancies between the means of the two series. The result of this measure

for both cases tells us that the Economy�s agricultural sector has the lowest correlation

and GDP has the lowest correlation. Theil�s U statistic is unbounded from above with

smaller values indicating a closer �t to the data. This measure also tends to show the

predicted values for GDP to be lower than in the case of the other sectors, agriculture is

again relatively high.

In the case of the chapter on constraints to growth, the mean absolute error is relatively

lower for the GDP�s forecast and pretty high for Agriculture ( table B.1), but for the case

of the chapter on biofuel production, the service sector�s absolute error is relatively lower

than the rest and industry sector�s is relatively high ( table B.2). Overall, these measures

show that both models�forecast accuracy is pretty high.

Table B.1: Forecast accuracy measures on the Brazilian constraints to growth model,

1995-2005.
Economy Agriculture Industry Service

Measure GDP GDP GDP GDP

Correlation Coefficient 0.9868 0.9858 0.9315 0.9891

Concordance Correlation
Coefficient 0.0102 0.1036 0.0136 0.0816

Theil's U Statistic 0.0451 0.6457 0.4823 0.4001

Mean Absolute Error (%) 4.26 64.95 48.19 39.67
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Table B.2: Forecast accuracy measures on the Brazilian biofuel model, 1995-2005.

Economy Agriculture Industry Service
Measure GDP GDP GDP GDP

Correlation Coefficient 0.9874 0.9876 0.9314 0.9888

Concordance Correlation
Coefficient 0.0071 0.0836 0.0038 0.3505

Theil's U Statistic 0.2461 0.6007 0.7065 0.1353

Mean Absolute Error (%) 24.65 61.50 70.64 13.36
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Appendix C: Confronting model forecasts to data, validation

results

The reluctance to validate structural models has been one of the main critiques leading

to some skepticism as to their value in explaining and predicting economic events. Many

early practitioners of applied general equilibrium models dismissed the need for validation.

Kehoe (2003) suggests ex-post performance evaluations of applied general equilibrium mod-

els are essential if policy makers are to have con�dence in the results produced by them.

Typically, the model provides the trajectory for a larger set of variables than are available

in the form of time series data. We limit our comparison of both models predictions to

economy and sectoral GDP which we contrast with data taken from the WDI.

The models predictions are indicated by the dashed line in �gures C-1 to �gure C-8.

The models are �t to data such that the initial year is 2001 and then solved to provide

predictions backward to 1995 and forward. In the case of �gures C-1 and C-5, they show

the model�s forecast of GDP value added in terms of GDP�s value in the base year 2001.

The remaining charts express sector value added in terms of the respective sector value in

the base year 2001. The reason for this normalization is because of di¤erences in GDP and

sector�s de�nitions.

Brie�y, the problem is that the International Standard Industrial Classi�cation (ISIC)

de�ning the sectors in the WDI data are not the ideal classi�cation needed for the model.

For example, agriculture corresponds to ISIC divisions 1-5 in the WDI data. This division

includes crop and animal agriculture, hunting and related service activities, forestry, �shing

and mining of coal. Food products are included in manufacturing. Thus, the ISIC 1-5

aggregation for agriculture is not an appropriate characterization of the sector�s output, if

in the modeled economies, the sector�s output is treated as a �nal good. The additional

subsectors in agriculture cause the models�agriculture GDP to exceed that of the WDI by

about 23 percent in the initial year 2001.
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Similar adjustments are made to the GDP, industrial and service sectors, which cause

industrial sector GDP to exceed that of the WDI by 17 percent, while the service sector

and GDP are underestimated by the model by 35 percent and 17 percent respectively.

Additionally, the evolution of cane�s price is validated in �gure C-9, the model is �t to

data such that the inicial year is 2004 and it is solved to provide predictions backward to

1985 and forward up to 2009.

In spite of the di¤erences between the WDI and model�s de�nition of sectoral GDP, the

predicted values should show a similar trend to the data if the model captures some of the

fundamental structural features of the economy. In this case, validation was done on two

of the working models against data, and as it can be seen in �gures C-1 to C-9, the models

predict extremely well the trends in the data.

Figure C-1: Brazilian constraints to growth, GDP validation
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Figure C-2: Brazilian constraints to growth, industrial sector validation

Figure C-3: Brazilian constraints to growth, agricultural sector validation
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Figure C-4: Brazilian constraints to growth, services sector validation

Figure C-5: Brazilian biofuel production, GDP validation
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Figure C-6: Brazilian biofuel production, industrial sector validation

Figure C-7: Brazilian biofuel production, agricultural sector validation
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Figure C-8: Brazilian biofuel production, services sector validation

Figure C-9: Brazilian biofuel production, cane price validation
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Appendix D: Mathematica code

D.1 Brazilian constraints to growth

Reference to basic model Roe,
T. L., R. W. Smith, D. Sirin Saracoglu,
Multisector Growth Models: Theory and Application,
Springer, 2010

The key functions in effective units of labor are tc1

1
a1

wu 1ws 2rk 3
j m,a,t,spjajm y1, a2

1

4 p2
1

4 wu
1

4 ws
2

4 rk
3

4 T,

tc3 1 a3 wu 1 ws 2 rk 3
j m,a,t,spjajm y3 and tc4

1 a4 wu 1 ws 2 rk 3
j m,a,t,spjajm y4

is the production elasticity
for labor in manufacturing, jj
1 Unskilled labor 2 Skilled labor 3 capital 4 land ,

and is the elasticity of labor in 
the production of services. ...

Off General::spell, General::spell1

1. Four sectors: Manufacture,
Agriculture, Transportation and Servises,
2. Intermediate factors of production,
3. Log preferences,
4. Depreciation,
5. Four Factors, 
Labor is divided into skilled and unskilled,
K and fix factor,
6. Composite capital,
7. Tax on financial transactions,
7. Growth accounting

 Notation
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TT is the length of time 
over which model is to be solved,

j 1 Manufacture, 2 Agriculture, 3 Transportation,
4 Service, mn Number used to normalize data,
T Land which we can treat as 

unity without affecting model solutions ,
LL number of workers given by data,Lu Unskilled labor,
Ls Skilled labor,L Lu Lh, 
p1 and p2 border prices sector 1 and 2, 
inclusive of trade taxes and normalized to unity

thus, e.g., world price p2
w p2 1

1
where is the tax rate,

a total land rent for Agriculture sector, 
KK stock of capital from growth accounting, 
k0 is initial capital stock typically set equal to KK,
C j consumption in t 0 , i.e., value of consumption ,
Lu j Labor payments to unskilled workers in sector j,
Ls j and labor payments to skilled

workers in sector j in t 0 .In the code skilled
is described with an h for highly skilled,

K j capital in t 0 , i.e., value of capital services ,
Y j value of output in t 0 ,
M j ,E j Value of imports and exports, respectively,

,x,n, d rate of time discount, 
Harrod rate of exog. tech. change, 
rate growth of the work force, 
depreciation, respectively, rk r d,

tax on financial transaction 
from Hausmann Rodrik and Velasco 2005

yrcal 2001; yr calibrated to data

yrstart 1991; yr start validation

yr1 1975; yr data starts

TT 100;
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I. GIVEN PARAMETERS & DATA FROM SAM
Data from Sam are in millions of USD, base period 2001

T 1, p1 1, p2 1, 0.045, x .0014, 
n 0.0194520669, d 0.04, 0.115, TM 100, mn 1 ;

C1 73 728.45 mn, C2 50 842.93 mn,
C3 11 639.05 mn, C4 264 762.09 mn, sav 90 118.73 mn,
M1 11 983.161 mn, E2 11 983.161 mn ;

Composite capital stock and sav 3

j 1
ckj

c1k 27 944.17 mn, c2k 291.30 mn, c3k 0,
c4k 61 883.26 mn, sav c1k c2k c3k c4k,
ctkdt c1k c2k c3k c4k N;

In millions of workers 
since sam values are in millions

LL 84 819 811.3516431 mn 1 000 000 ;

wkr t_ LL Exp n t ;
WDI 7.2 of work force with tertiary education skill

wkrh t_ wkr t 0.1806;
Remaining work force unskilled

wkru t_ wkr t 1 0.1806 ;
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wkr 0 , wkrh 0 , wkru 0

84.8198, 15.3185, 69.5014

Work force, value of labor services & land rent

L1 42 165.32 mn, Lh1 6883.59 mn, L2 13 308.55 mn,
Lh2 1390.72 mn, L3 7927.79 mn, Lh3 1498.83 mn,
L4 115 121.32 mn, Lh4 88 099.05 mn, a 4248.44 mn ;

K1 51 006.50 mn, K2 26 493.05 mn, K3 1770.71 mn,
K4 131 177.37 mn, KK 3 080 505.35 mn 0.65 ;

Payment on capital services

Value of intermediate inputs, sector i to j

MatrixForm
i11 123 632.08 mn, i12 11 477.91 mn, i13 8666.68 mn,
i14 41 845.53 mn , i21 4204.93 mn, i22 38 291.55 mn,
i23 124.79 mn, i24 7748.49 mn , i31 4762.63 mn,
i32 2173.55 mn, i33 3627.70 mn, i34 5408.06 mn ,
i41 42 656.62 mn, i42 16 103.39 mn,
i43 3994.47 mn, i44 82 450.25 mn

Value of output
Y1 L1 Lh1 K1 i11 i21 i31 i41, 

Y2 L2 Lh2 K2 a i12 i22 i32 i42,
Y3 L3 Lh3 K3 i13 i23 i33 i43, 
Y4 L4 Lh4 K4 i14 i24 i34 i44 ;

Compute input output coefficients, 
amount of sector i input used per unit of j output

Normally we look at the off diagonal values to see
which input is used most intensively in each sector
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MatrixForm
ai11 i11 Y1, ai12 i12 Y2, ai13 i13 Y3, ai14 i14 Y4 ,
ai21 i21 Y1, ai22 i22 Y2, ai23 i23 Y3, ai24 i24 Y4 ,
ai31 i31 Y1, ai32 i32 Y2,
ai33 i33 Y3, ai34 i34 Y4 , ai41 i41 Y1,
ai42 i42 Y2, ai43 i43 Y3, ai44 i44 Y4

0.449062 0.101138 0.313885 0.088684
0.0152733 0.337409 0.00451958 0.0164215
0.017299 0.0191524 0.131386 0.0114614
0.154939 0.141896 0.14467 0.174738

The meaning of these numbers if for example, 
the 0.101138 means that Ag is paying off 10 of Ind ,
or that Ind is 10 of the agriculture gross

output value you need to read it as a column ,
in the SAM if we look at the first ag column,
then the sum is equal to Y2 and then here we find

the inputs shares of this gross output value,
and of course they sum to one

ai12 ai22 ai32 ai42 L2 Y2 Lh2 Y2 K2 Y2 a Y2

1.

Total payments to capital & labor, from SAM

K K1 K2 K3 K4 , L L1 Lh1 L2 Lh2 L3 Lh3 L4 Lh4

210 448., 276 395.

Economy capital intensity or alpha

K1 K2 K3 K4 K1 K2 K3 K4 L a

0.428531

Economy labor intensity or 1 alpha

L K1 K2 K3 K4 L a

0.562818

Lu L1 L2 L3 L4, Lh Lh1 Lh2 Lh3 Lh4

178 523., 97 872.2
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R K KK Implied R, KK comes from growth accounting

0.105101

d x

0.0864

K KK, k0 KK ;

II. Calibrate the composite capital function
See Chapter 5, section 5.3 of Roe et al

Compute composite production function parameters

1 c1k ctkdt, 2 c2k ctkdt, 4 1 1 2,

AC
ctkdt

c1k 1 c2k 2 c4k 4
, ak

1 1 2 2 4 4

AC
;

This is price of K in notes pk

cpk p1_, p2_, p4_ ak p1 1 p2 2 p4 4 ;

pk should equal one
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cpk 1, 1, 1

1.

Use shephard's lemma to specify
UNIT composite cappital function

ymk p1_, p2_, p4_ p1 cpk p1, p2, p4 ;

yak p1_, p2_, p4_ p2 cpk p1, p2, p4 ;

ysk p1_, p2_, p4_ p4 cpk p1, p2, p4 ;

Rewrite to express as function of endogenous variables

ysK p4_ ysk 1, 1, p4 ;
Cpk p4_ cpk 1, 1, p4 ;
ymK p4_ ymk 1, 1, p4 ;
yaK p4_ yak 1, 1, p4 ;

Calibrate utility and production 
function and initial capital stock from Data

CC C1 C2 C3 C4, 1 C1 CC,

2 C2 CC, 3 C3 CC, 4 1 1 2 3 ;
Expenditures shares utility function parameters
Factor elasticities
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1
L1

Y1 i11 i21 i31 i41
,

2
Lh1

Y1 i11 i21 i31 i41
, 3 1 1 2,

1
L2

Y2 i12 i22 i32 i42
, 2

Lh2

Y2 i12 i22 i32 i42
,

3
K2

Y2 i12 i22 i32 i42
, 4 1 1 2 3,

1
L3

Y3 i13 i23 i33 i43
, 2

Lh3

Y3 i13 i23 i33 i43
,

3 1 1 2, 1
L4

Y4 i14 i24 i34 i44
,

2
Lh4

Y4 i14 i24 i34 i44
, 3 1 1 2 ;

We want to compare K1 L1 to K2 L2 to determine which
sector is relatively K intensive wrt the other sectors,

when we have more than two sectors 
then we compare all of them. Then 3

K1 Y1 and 1 3 L1 Y1 therefore 3 1 3 K1 L1 and
we can compare this ratio for all four sectors,

whichever is bigger then that sector is K intensive

3 1 3 , 3 1 3 , 3 1 3 , 3 1 3

Sector factor intensities

1.03991, 1.39822, 0.187841, 0.645493

Since in this case we have two types
of labor it is interesting to see which
sector uses more Lu and Ls wrt others,

the first four are the ratios of Lu K unskilled and
the last four are Ls K, the biggest of the four is
the one using more intesevely that type of labor
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1 3 , 1 3 , 1 3 , 1 3 ,

2 3 , 2 3 , 2 3 , 2 3

0.826666, 0.502341, 4.47718, 0.8776,
0.134955, 0.0524938, 0.846457, 0.671603

Calculate production function scale parameters
Two calculations are made.
1 We first determine the number 

of workers in each sector. Since labor
in each category receives the same wage,

dividing the values L1 Lu gives the share of unskilled
workers in sector 1. Then multiply by the total
number of unskilled workers wkru 0 gives the number
employed in sector one. Do this for all sectors.

2 We normalize the production function in such a
way that the value of gross output Y1 is per unit of
total normalized labor where this labor is normalized
to unity. This is done by only dividing LL1 wkr 0
and LLh1 wkr 0 but not dividing the capital stock or
gross output Y1 by wkr 0 . Do this for all sectors.

3 When we obtain the cost function, 
the wage values w and wh that satisfy the zero profit

conditions are NOT wage per worker. To retrieve the
total wage bill for unskilled and skilled workers 
is w wkru 0 wkr 0 and wh wkrh 0 wkr 0 .

4 Last K is really K r and r equals R so we need
to divide K by R to get the K from the theory.

Calcualte the number of workers
in millions by skill in each sector
LL1 wkru 0 L1 Lu, LL2 wkru 0 L2 Lu,
LL3 wkru 0 L3 Lu, LL4 wkru 0 L4 Lu

16.4155, 5.18119, 3.08639, 44.8182
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LLh1 wkrh 0 Lh1 Lh, LLh2 wkrh 0 Lh2 Lh,
LLh3 wkrh 0 Lh3 Lh, LLh4 wkrh 0 Lh4 Lh

1.07738, 0.217668, 0.234589, 13.7888

A1
Y1

LL1 LL 1 LLh1 LL 2 K1 R 3
,

A2
Y2

LL2 LL 1 LLh2 LL 2 K2 R 3 T 4
,

A3
Y3

LL3 LL 1 LLh3 LL 2 K3 R 3 T 4
,

A4
Y4

LL4 LL 1 LLh4 LL 2 K4 R 3
;

Calculate net scale parameters See .Tex file for more
information this is to make calculations easier

a1 A1 1 1 2 2 3 3 , a2 A2 1 1 2 2 3 3 4
4 ,

a3 A3 1 1 2 2 3 3 , a4 A4 1 1 2 2 3 3 ;

III. Dual functions

Ag sector GDP, supply & factor demand

Ag value added

pf2 p2_, w_, wh_, rk_ a2

1

4 p2
1

4 w
1

4 wh
2

4 rk
3

4 T;

ys2 p2_, w_, wh_, rk_ p2 pf2 p2, w, wh, rk ;
ls2 p2_, w_, wh_, rk_ w pf2 p2, w, wh, rk ;
lhs2 p2_, w_, wh_, rk_ wh pf2 p2, w, wh, rk ;
ks2 p2_, w_, wh_, rk_ rk pf2 p2, w, wh, rk ;

NOTE: in t 0, w L total labor service payments ,
r 0 R, labor share of total labor

expressed as share of total labor payments and
capital stock in ag is payments to agr.'s capital
stock per worker which is normilized to unity

p1 1, p2 1 ; For taxes and tariffs,
replace these with formula
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Value added prices

P1 p3_, p4_ p1 p1 ai11 p2 ai21 p3 ai31 p4 ai41;

P2 p3_, p4_ p2 p1 ai12 p2 ai22 p3 ai32 p4 ai42;

P3 p3_, p4_ p3 p1 ai13 p2 ai23 p3 ai33 p4 ai43;

P4 p3_, p4_ p4 p1 ai14 p2 ai24 p3 ai34 p4 ai44;

IV. Eqtns necessary for obtaining the steady state

4.1. From the zero profit conditions, 
rental rates as a function of home good prices p3 and p4

First we try to find the equations of w, 
wh and rk as funtions of p4, 
but the nature of the aquetions make it impossible

to do it with mathematica, so later we take logs

tc1 p3_, p4_, w_, wh_, rk_
1 a1 w 1 wh 2 rk 3 p1 ai11 p2 ai21 p3 ai31 p4 ai41;

tc3 p3_, p4_, w_, wh_, rk_
1 a3 w 1 wh 2 rk 3 p1 ai13 p2 ai23 p3 ai33 p4 ai43;

tc4 p3_, p4_, w_, wh_, rk_
1 a4 w 1 wh 2 rk 3 p1 ai14 p2 ai24 p3 ai34 p4 ai44;

sx Solve tc1 p3, p4, w, wh, rk p1, tc3 p3, p4, w, wh, rk
p3, tc4 p3, p4, w, wh, rk p4 , w, wh, rk ;

Solve::ifun :
Inverse functions are being used by Solve, so some

solutions may not be found; use Reduce 
for complete solution information.

Solve::svars :
Equations may not give solutions for all "solve"

variables.

Now instead of using Solve function, 
I try findroot and I get the right answer, 
so I know the equations are written correctly
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sx FindRoot tc1 1, 1, w, wh, rk 1, tc3 1, 1, w, wh, rk 1,
tc4 1, 1, w, wh, rk 1 , w, L , wh, L , rk, R

w 217 870., wh 541 928., rk 0.105101

Next we make sure that the solution
reached above makes the cost functions 1

Just checking there are no typos, 
and the equations are equal to 1 as I specified above
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tc1 1, 1, w, wh, rk . sx,
tc3 1, 1, w, wh, rk . sx, tc4 1, 1, w, wh, rk . sx

1., 1., 1.

I am doing a monotone transformation 
of tc functions by taking log which ln

logtc1 w_, wh_, rk_
Log 1 a1 1 Log w 2 Log wh 3 Log rk ;

logtc3 w_, wh_, rk_ Log 1 a3

1 Log w 2 Log wh 3 Log rk ;
logtc4 w_, wh_, rk_ Log 1 a4

1 Log w 2 Log wh 3 Log rk ;

sx Solve
logtc1 w, wh, rk Log pv1 , logtc3 w, wh, rk Log pv3 ,
logtc4 w, wh, rk Log pv4 , Log w , Log wh , Log rk ;

I am defining w, wh and rk as functions of p3 and p4

Ww pv1_, pv3_, pv4_ E Log w .sx 1 ;
Wwh pv1_, pv3_, pv4_ E Log wh .sx 1 ;
rrk pv1_, pv3_, pv4_ E Log rk .sx 1 ;

Need to redifine w and rk with pv1, 
pv3 and pv4 sub into them, 
we know a cost function with intermidiates is equal to

1 a1 w 1 wh 2 rk 3 p1 ai11 p2 ai21 p3 ai31 p4 ai41
p1 or we could say also that 1 a1 w 1 wh 2 rk 3

p1 p1 ai11 p2 ai21 p3 ai31 p4 ai41 ,
the RHS is pv1 or P1 p4 as defined earlier

w p3_, p4_ Ww P1 p3, p4 , P3 p3, p4 , P4 p3, p4 ;
wh p3_, p4_ Wwh P1 p3, p4 , P3 p3, p4 , P4 p3, p4 ;
rk p3_, p4_ rrk P1 p3, p4 , P3 p3, p4 , P4 p3, p4 ;

Check consistency of zero profit

Below, the z's are unskilled & skilled wages,
and R, respectively
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Exp logtc1 z1, z2, z3 P1 1, 1 ;
Exp logtc3 z1, z2, z3 P3 1, 1 ;
Exp logtc4 z1, z2, z3 P4 1, 1 ;

Check wage payments

z1 w 1, 1 , z2 wh 1, 1 , z3 rk 1, 1
These should be same as SAM values and thus

tell us the model's measurement of "wages"

217 870., 541 928., 0.105101
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z1 wkru 0 wkr 0 Lu,
z2 wkrh 0 wkr 0 Lh, Lu wkru 0 , Lh wkrh 0

To retrive wage per worker we need to
multiply by the ratio of skill to total

2.91038 10 10, 1.1205 10 9, 2568.63, 6389.17

Reduced Forms

Redefine ag in terms of value added prices

pf22 p3_, p4_
pf2 P2 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 , wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ys22 p3_, p4_ ys2 P2 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ls22 p3_, p4_ ls2 P2 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

lhs22 p3_, p4_ lhs2 P2 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ks22 p3_, p4_ ks2 P2 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

Net ag supply

Y22neT p3_, p4_ 1 ai22 ys22 p3, p4 ;

4.2. Define the elements and the
supply equations using the factor market

clearing equations cw
j w,wh,rk Yj L...

Now, find manually the partial
derivatives of the cost functions wrt w, wh,

rk. Where A11 is the partial wrt w and the tc1,
A31 partial wrt rk of tc1...

for tc1
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Mnf. demand for Lu unit of output

A11 p3_, p4_
1

a1
w p3, p4 1 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3;

Mnf. demand for Lh unit of output

A21 p3_, p4_
2

a1
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 1 rk p3, p4 3;

Mnf. demand for k unit of output

A31 p3_, p4_
3

a1
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3 1;

for tc3

Transp. demand for Lu unit of output

A13 p3_, p4_
1

a3
w p3, p4 1 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3;

Transp. demand for Lh unit of output

A23 p3_, p4_
2

a3
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 1 rk p3, p4 3;

Transp. demand for k unit of output

A33 p3_, p4_
3

a3
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3 1;

for tc4
Service demand for Lu unit of output

A14 p3_, p4_
1

a4
w p3, p4 1 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3;

Service demand for Lh unit of output

A24 p3_, p4_
2

a4
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 1 rk p3, p4 3;

Service demand for k unit of output

A34 p3_, p4_
3

a4
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3 1;
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Check with data, 
to see if Shepard's Lemma is satisfied: A11 Y1 L1 L.... ,
should equal zero A11 1, 1 Y1 LL1 LL,

A21 1, 1 Y1 LLh1 LL, A31 1, 1 Y1 K1 R,
A13 1, 1 Y3 LL3 LL , A23 1, 1 Y3 LLh3 LL ,
A33 1, 1 Y3 K3 R , A14 1, 1 Y4 LL4 LL ,
A24 1, 1 Y4 LLh4 LL , A34 1, 1 Y4 K4 R

4.44089 10 16, 1.38778 10 16, 2.32831 10 10,

9.71445 10 17, 3.25261 10 17, 4.36557 10 11,
2.33147 10 15, 1.33227 10 15, 2.09548 10 9

4.3. Derive supply equations & ag GDP in reduced form,
from MKT clearing conditions.

Labor market clearing
La p3_, p4_, y1_, y3_, y4_ A11 p3, p4 y1 ls22 p3, p4

A13 p3, p4 y3 A14 p3, p4 y4 wkru 0 LL;
Lha p3_, p4_, y1_, y3_, y4_ A21 p3, p4 y1 lhs22 p3, p4

A23 p3, p4 y3 A24 p3, p4 y4 wkrh 0 LL;
Capital mkt clearing

Ka k_, p3_, p4_, y1_, y3_, y4_ A31 p3, p4 y1
ks22 p3, p4 A33 p3, p4 y3 A34 p3, p4 y4 k;

Checking equations are correct
La 1, 1, Y1, Y3, Y4 ,
Lha 1, 1, Y1, Y3, Y4 , Ka K, 1, 1, Y1, Y3, Y4

3.21965 10 15, 1.55431 10 15, 1.86265 10 9

We have three equations La, Lha and Ka, 
we need to solve for three variables y1 y3 and y4

sy
Solve La p3, p4, y1, y3, y4 0, Lha p3, p4, y1, y3, y4 0,

Ka k, p3, p4, y1, y3, y4 0 , y1, y3, y4 ;

yY1 k_, p3_, p4_ y1 . sy 1 ,
yY3 k_, p3_, p4_ y3 . sy 1 ,
yY4 k_, p3_, p4_ y4 . sy 1 ;
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yY1 K, 1, 1 Y1, yY3 K, 1, 1 Y3, yY4 K, 1, 1 Y4

1.02445 10 8, 2.73576 10 9, 6.8103 10 9

4.4 Calculate intermediate demand

Calculate Y1 ij , and net y1

y111 k_, p3_, p4_ ai11 yY1 k, p3, p4 ;

y112 p3_, p4_ ai12 ys22 p3, p4 ;

y113 k_, p3_, p4_ ai13 yY3 k, p3, p4 ;

y114 k_, p3_, p4_ ai14 yY4 k, p3, p4 ;

y1net k_, p3_, p4_ yY1 k, p3, p4 y111 k, p3, p4
y112 p3, p4 y113 k, p3, p4 y114 k, p3, p4 ;

y1net K, 1, 1 , Y1 i11 i12 i13 i14 check

89 689.5, 89 689.5

Calculate Y2 ij , and net y2

y221 k_, p3_, p4_ ai21 yY1 k, p3, p4 ;

y222 p3_, p4_ ai22 ys22 p3, p4 ;

y223 k_, p3_, p4_ ai23 yY3 k, p3, p4 ;

y224 k_, p3_, p4_ ai24 yY4 k, p3, p4 ;

y2net k_, p3_, p4_ ys22 p3, p4 y221 k, p3, p4
y222 p3, p4 y223 k, p3, p4 y224 k, p3, p4 ;

y2net K, 1, 1 , Y2 i21 i22 i23 i24 ck

63 117.4, 63 117.4
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ys22 1, 1 i12 i22 i32 i42, L2 Lh2 K2 a

45 440.8, 45 440.8

Calculate Y3 ij , and net y3

y331 k_, p3_, p4_ ai31 yY1 k, p3, p4 ;

y332 p3_, p4_ ai32 ys22 p3, p4 ;

y333 k_, p3_, p4_ ai33 yY3 k, p3, p4 ;

y334 k_, p3_, p4_ ai34 yY4 k, p3, p4 ;

y3net k_, p3_, p4_ yY3 k, p3, p4 y331 k, p3, p4
y332 p3, p4 y333 k, p3, p4 y334 k, p3, p4 ;

y3net K, 1, 1 , Y3 i31 i32 i33 i34 ck

11 639., 11 639.

yY3 K, 1, 1 i13 i23 i33 i43, L3 Lh3 K3

11 197.3, 11 197.3

Calculate Y4 ij , and net y4

y441 k_, p3_, p4_ ai41 yY1 k, p3, p4 ;

y442 p3_, p4_ ai42 ys22 p3, p4 ;

y443 k_, p3_, p4_ ai43 yY3 k, p3, p4 ;

y444 k_, p3_, p4_ ai44 yY4 k, p3, p4 ;

y4net k_, p3_, p4_ yY4 k, p3, p4 y441 k, p3, p4
y442 p3, p4 y443 k, p3, p4 y444 k, p3, p4 ;

y4net K, 1, 1 , Y4 i41 i42 i43 i44 ck

326 645., 326 645.

GDP and Check macro balance

GD k_, p3_, p4_ w p3, p4 wkru 0 LL
wh p3, p4 wkrh 0 LL rk p3, p4 k pf22 p3, p4 ;

ckm k_, p3_, p4_
y1net k, p3, p4 p3 y3net k, p3, p4 p4 y4net k, p3, p4

y2net k, p3, p4 w p3, p4 wkru 0 LL
wh p3, p4 wkrh 0 LL rk p3, p4 k pf22 p3, p4 ;
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ckm K, 1, 1

1.16415 10 9

4.5 Euler Equation at the ss,
Expenditure equation at the ss and Budget 

constraint and demand for each sector

Tt k_, p3_, p4_ rk p3, p4 k ;

4.5.1. Home good mkt clearing

hom k_, p3_, p4_, e1_ y4net k, p3, p4

ysK p4
1

Cpk p4
w p3, p4 wkru 0 LL

wh p3, p4 wkrh 0 LL rk p3, p4 1 k

pf22 p3, p4 e1 Tt k, p3, p4 ;

4.5.2. Expenditure function, derive eqtn e k,pt,ps

eE k_, p3_, p4_, e1_
p4

4
hom k, p3, p4, e1 ;

sE Solve eE k, p3, p4, e1 e1 0, e1 ;

solve for expenditure

ex k_, p3_, p4_ e1 . sE 1 ;

4.5.3. The steady state euler equation

EEss k_, p3_, p4_

ex k, p3, p4
rk p3, p4 1

Cpk p4
x d ;

4.5.4. The budget constraint involving the no
arbitrage condition

the income from the tax on financial transactions
is given back to HH through a transfer T
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Kkdot k_, p3_, p4_
1

Cpk p4
w p3, p4 wkru 0 LL wh p3, p4 wkrh 0 LL

rk p3, p4 1 k pf22 p3, p4 ex k, p3, p4
k x n d Tt k, p3, p4 ;

4.5.5. The transportation trade
balance sec 3 which it is not traded

eet k_, p3_, p4_
p3 y3net k, p3, p4

3
;

4.6. define consumption for each sector and savings

c1 k_, p3_, p4_ 1 eet k, p3, p4 ;

c2 k_, p3_, p4_
eet k, p3, p4 2

p2
;

c3 k_, p3_, p4_
eet k, p3, p4 3

p3
;

c4 k_, p3_, p4_
eet k, p3, p4 4

p4
;

ct k_, p3_, p4_ eet k, p3, p4 1 1 p2 2 p3 3 p4 4 ;

Savings

sv k_, p3_, p4_ GD k, p3, p4 eet k, p3, p4 ;

4.7. Maket clearing conditions and Trade Balance

Manufacture market clearing sec 1 ,
sv kdot k x d n

ymanf k_, p3_, p4_ y1net k, p3, p4

ymK p4
1

Cpk p4
w p3, p4 wkru 0 LL

wh p3, p4 wkrh 0 LL rk p3, p4 1 k

pf22 p3, p4 ex k, p3, p4 Tt k, p3, p4 ;

Mm k_, p3_, p4_ ymanf k, p3, p4 c1 k, p3, p4 ;
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Agriculture trade balance sec2

yag k_, p3_, p4_ y2net k, p3, p4

yaK p4
1

Cpk p4
w p3, p4 wkru 0 LL

wh p3, p4 wkrh 0 LL rk p3, p4 1 k

pf22 p3, p4 ex k, p3, p4 Tt k, p3, p4 ;

EXa k_, p3_, p4_ yag k, p3, p4 c2 k, p3, p4 ;

Brazil's Trade Balance

TB k_, p3_, p4_ EXa k, p3, p4 Mm k, p3, p4 ;

EEtx k_, p3_, p4_ eet k, p3, p4 ex k, p3, p4 ;

4.8. Solution to the SS

Possible equations: EEss p3,p4 0,
Kkdot k,p3,p4 0,TB k,p3,p4 0 ckm k,p3,p4 0

ssy FindRoot EEss k, p3, p4 0,
Kkdot k, p3, p4 0, EEtx k, p3, p4 0 ,
k, K , p3, 1 , p4, 1 , MaxIterations 100 000

FindRoot::lstol : 
The line search decreased the step size to within 

tolerance specified by AccuracyGoal and
PrecisionGoal but was unable to find a
sufficient decrease in the merit function. You
may need more than MachinePrecision digits of 
working precision to meet these tolerances.

k 2.28514 106, p3 1.02046, p4 1.00955
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Save these values as the ss values to these variables
kss k . ssy, p3ss p3 . ssy, p4ss p4 . ssy

2.28514 106, 1.02046, 1.00955

To check we know that at ss 
these equations must be equal to zero

EEss k, p3, p4 , Kkdot k, p3, p4 , EEtx k, p3, p4 . ssy ;

V. FINDING FOUR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Edot k_, p3_, p4_, p4dot_, e1_

e1
rk p3, p4 1

Cpk p4
x d 4

p4dot

p4
;

Solve the differential equations for the dot variables

Now we will solve the three differential
equations with undefined coefficients,

we are doing this so that mathematica can solve
the three differential equations for the three
dot variables in an easy way, then we will
substitute the coefficients into the equations

sd Solve f11 kdot f12 p3dot f13 p4dot
Edot k, p3, p4, p4dot, e1 0, kdot KC 0,

f31 kdot f32 p3dot f33 p4dot 0 , kdot, p3dot, p4dot ;

From sd we get five differential equations,
then we want to separate the equations, 
so we define them. We use 1 to get rid of whiguels

P4dot f11_, f12_, f13_, f31_, f32_, f33_, k_, p3_, p4_, KC_,
e1_ p4dot . sd 1 , Kdot KC_ kdot . sd 1 ,

P3dot f11_, f12_, f13_, f31_, f32_, f33_, k_,
p3_, p4_, KC_, e1_ p3dot . sd 1 ;

f11 k_, p3_, p4_ k ex k, p3, p4 ;
f12 k_, p3_, p4_ p3 ex k, p3, p4 ;
f13 k_, p3_, p4_ p4 ex k, p3, p4 ;
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f31 k_, p3_, p4_ k EEtx k, p3, p4 ;
f32 k_, p3_, p4_ p3 EEtx k, p3, p4 ;
f33 k_, p3_, p4_ p4 EEtx k, p3, p4 ;

kdot k_, p3_, p4_ Kdot Kkdot k, p3, p4 ;

Pp4dot k_, p3_, p4_ P4dot f11 k, p3, p4 , f12 k, p3, p4 ,
f13 k, p3, p4 , f31 k, p3, p4 , f32 k, p3, p4 ,
f33 k, p3, p4 , k, p3, p4, Kkdot k, p3, p4 , ex k, p3, p4 ;

Pp3dot k_, p3_, p4_ P3dot f11 k, p3, p4 , f12 k, p3, p4 ,
f13 k, p3, p4 , f31 k, p3, p4 , f32 k, p3, p4 ,
f33 k, p3, p4 , k, p3, p4, Kkdot k, p3, p4 , ex k, p3, p4 ;
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Pp4dot kss, p3ss, p4ss , Pp3dot kss, p3ss, p4ss ,
Kkdot kss, p3ss, p4ss Check

7.98023 10 16, 1.75764 10 15, 2.54076 10 8

VI. Process to Solve the differential
equations using the Time Elimination method

6.1 Compute the Jacobian since now we have 3
diffr. equat. the jacobian must be 3x3 dimension

a11 D Kkdot k, p3, p4 , k .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a12 D Kkdot k, p3, p4 , p3 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a13 D Kkdot k, p3, p4 , p4 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a21 D Pp3dot k, p3, p4 , k .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a22 D Pp3dot k, p3, p4 , p3 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a23 D Pp3dot k, p3, p4 , p4 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a31 D Pp4dot k, p3, p4 , k .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a32 D Pp4dot k, p3, p4 , p3 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a33 D Pp4dot k, p3, p4 , p4 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

m a11, a12, a13 , a21, a22, a23 , a31, a32, a33

3.81805, 4.17975 107, 2.14831 108 ,

2.64129 10 7, 2.89202, 14.8616 ,

1.19916 10 7, 1.31239, 6.74748

MatrixForm m ;

6.2 Compute Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of Jacobian
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1, 2, 3 Eigenvalues m

0.110469, 0.0730557, 9.06431 10 15

v11, v12, v13 , v21, v22, v23 , v31, v32, v33
Eigenvectors m

1., 6.88112 10 8, 3.16744 10 8 ,

1., 6.974 10 8, 3.10009 10 8 ,

1., 5.60577 10 9, 1.66817 10 8

6.3 The slope of the policy function 
at ss is the slope of the eigenvector
corresponding to the negative eigenvalue,

w2 w1 is the y axis x axis for slope,
depends on how Jacobian is organized

In this case it seems as we have thwo
negative eugenvalues, but really we only 
have one because the other is basically zero,

so I am forcing the model to take 2 bc I
can see it is the correct eigenvalue,

later I may want to change the code to
generalize it to any scenario possible

If 1 0, p3slope v12 v11,p4slope v13 v11
If 2 0, p3slope v22 v21, p4slope v23 v21

If 3 0, p3slope v32 v31,p4slope v33 v31

6.974 10 8, 3.10009 10 8

6.4 Solve policy function p4 k & p3 k
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s2 NDSolve pt3 ' k If k kss, p3slope,

Pp3dot k, pt3 k , pt4 k

Kkdot k, pt3 k , pt4 k
, pt4 ' k

If k kss, p4slope,
Pp4dot k, pt3 k , pt4 k

Kkdot k, pt3 k , pt4 k
,

pt3 kss p3ss , pt4 kss p4ss ,

pt3, pt4 , k, k0, kss

pt3 InterpolatingFunction

2.00233 106, 2.28514 106 , , pt4

InterpolatingFunction 2.00233 106, 2.28514 106 ,

pp3 k_ pt3 k . s2 1, 1 ;
pp4 k_ pt4 k . s2 1, 2 ;

6.5 Intigrate forward kdot using policy function

st2 NDSolve k ' t Kkdot k t , pt3 k t . s2 1, 1 ,
pt4 k t . s2 1, 2 , k 0 k0 , k, t, 0, TT

k InterpolatingFunction 0., 100. ,

VII. NOW WE CAN COMPUTE REST OF ENDOG VARIABLES
Express endog. var. as functions of time

kk t_ k t . st2 1 ;
p3 t_ pp3 kk t ;
p4 t_ pp4 kk t ;

FROM HERE ON WE SUBSTITUTE BACK TO THE REST OF
FUNCTIONS AND FIND THE REST OF ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES
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D.2 Brazilian biofuel sector

Reference to basic model Roe,
T. L., R. W. Smith, D. Sirin Saracoglu,
Multisector Growth Models: Theory and Application,
Springer, 2010

The key functions in effective units of labor are tc1
1
a1

wu 1ws 2rk 3
j m,a,c,s,z, ,gpjajm y1, a

a2

1

4 p2
1

4 wu
1

4 ws
2

4 rk
3

4 T and c a3
1

4 p3
1

4 wu
1

4 ws
2

4 rk
3

4 T,

and tc4 1 a4 wu 1 ws 2 rk 3
j m,a,c,s,z, ,gpjajm y4,

tc5 1 a5 wu 1 ws 2 rk 3
j m,a,c,s,z, ,gpjajm y5,

tc6 1 a6 wu 1 ws 2 rk 3
j m,a,c,s,z, ,gpjajm y6,

g a7
1

4 p3
1

4 wu
1

4 ws
2

4 rk
3

4 T
is the production elasticity

for labor in manufacturing, jj
1 Unskilled labor 2 Skilled labor 3 capital 4 land ,

and is the elasticity of labor in the
production of services. ...........

Off General::spell, General::spell1

1. Seven sectors: Manufacture, Agriculture,
Sugar Cane, Servises, Sugar, Ethanol, Fossil Fuel g ,
2. Intermediate factors of production,
3. Log preferences,
4. Depreciation,
5. Four Factors, 
Labor is divided into skilled and unskilled, K and T,
6. Composite capital,
7. Growth accounting

Notation
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TT is the length of time 
over which model is to be solved,

j 1 Manufacture, 2 Agriculture, 3 Sugar Cane,
4 Service, 5 Sugar, 6 Ethanol, 
7 Fossil fuel,mn Number used to normalize data,
T Land which we can treat as 

unity without affecting model solutions ,
LL number of workers given by data, 
Lu Total wage payments to unskilled labor,
Ls Total wage payments to skilled labor,
L Lu Lh total wage payments , p2,
p3,p7 border prices sector 2,3 and 7,
inclusive of trade taxes and normalized

to unity thus, e.g., world price p2
w p2 1

1

where is the tax rate, a
total land rent for Agriculture sector or farm profits ,
c total land rent for Sugar cane sector,
g rent from deposits stock of fossil fuel, 

KK stock of capital from growth accounting, 
k0 is initial capital stock typically set equal to KK,
C j Value of consumption of good j in t 0 ,
Lu j Labor payments to unskilled workers in sector j,
Ls j and labor payments to

skilled workers in sector j in t 0 ,
K j Payments to capital employed in sector j in t 0 ,

i.e., value of capital services ,
Y j Value of output in t 0 ,
M j ,E j Value of imports and exports, respectively,
1 , ,x,n, d Inter temoral elasticity of substitution,
rate of time discount, Harrod rate of exog. tech. change,
rate growth of the work force, depreciation, respectively,
rk r d

yrcal 2004; yr calibrated to data

yrstart 1994; yr start validation
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yr1 1975; yr data starts

TT 100;

I. GIVEN PARAMETERS & DATA FROM SAM
Data from Sam are in millions of USD, base period 2001

T 1, p1 1, p2 1, p5 1, p6 1, p7 1, 1, 0.045,
x .0014, n 0.0194520669, d 0.04, TM 100, mn 1 ;

C1 69 903.0 mn, C2 59 384.0 mn, C3 0 mn,
C4 294 089.8 mn, C5 1321.5 mn, C6 0 mn, C7 0 mn,
sav 121 977.0 mn, M1 18 831.8 mn, E2 14 744 mn,
E5 3896.8 mn, E6 2811.5 mn, M7 2620.7 mn ;

Composite capital stock and sav 3

j 1
ckj

c1k 38 362.3 mn, c2k 895.2 mn, c3k 0 mn,
c4k 82 719.5 mn, c5k 0 mn, c6k 0 mn,
c7k 0 mn, sav c1k c2k c3k c4k c5k c6k c7k,
ctkdt c1k c2k c3k c4k c5k c6k c7k N

In millions of workers 
since sam values are in millions

LL 90 112 346.5031885 mn 1 000 000 ;
wkr t_ LL Exp n t ;
wkrh t_ wkr t 0.1806;

GTAP 18.06 of work force with “skilled”
category if they are in ILO occupation 1–3

managers,professionals,and para professionals
wkru t_ wkr t 1 0.1806 ;

Work force with ILO occupations 4–9
tradespersons,clerks,salespersons,machine operators,

laborers,and farm workers .

Work force, value of labor services & land rent
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L1 38 981.0 mn, Lh1 6403.8 mn, L2 14 138.5 mn,
Lh2 1224.0 mn, L3 395.1 mn, Lh3 13.9 mn,
L4 138 791.9 mn, Lh4 101 295.6 mn, L5 662.7 mn,
Lh5 108.8 mn, L6 709.4 mn, Lh6 136.4 mn,
L7 1769.7 mn, Lh7 290.4 mn, a 5867.5 mn,
c 272.6 mn, 143.0 mn, g 173.9 mn N ;

K1 46 375.4 mn, K2 31 231.4 mn, K3 1022.7 mn,
K4 150 903.9 mn, K5 333.7 mn, K6 2556.8 mn,
K7 2873.2 mn, KK 3 000 505.35 0.79 mn ;

Payment on capital services

Value of intermediate inputs,
sector i to sector j, see SAM

MatrixForm
i11 134 237.7 mn, i12 12 166.8 mn, i13 526.3 mn,
i14 49 521.4 mn, i15 1117.2 mn, i16 178.8 mn,
i17 24 122.6 mn , i21 4444.0 mn, i22 52 271.9 mn,
i23 267.1 mn, i24 9895.6 mn, i25 70.5 mn,
i26 0.02 mn, i27 11.6 mn ,
i31 0 mn, i32 0 mn, i33 0 mn, i34 0 mn,
i35 1528.2 mn, i36 1580.5 mn, i37 0 mn ,
i41 64 992.8 mn, i42 21 337.4 mn, i43 424.5 mn,
i44 113 012.4 mn, i45 1324.3 mn, i46 427.5 mn,
i47 2590.3 mn , i51 0 mn, i52 0 mn, i53 0 mn,
i54 0 mn, i55 0 mn, i56 0 mn, i57 0 mn ,
i61 1137.6 mn, i62 113.4 mn, i63 8.1 mn,
i64 1858.4 mn, i65 2.6 mn, i66 4.2 mn,
i67 228.5 mn , i71 14 731.7 mn,
i72 3633.3 mn, i73 178.5 mn, i74 15 639.4 mn,
i75 70.5 mn, i76 427.6 mn, i77 9413.1 mn ;
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Y1 L1 Lh1 K1 i11 i21 i31 i41 i51 i61 i71, 
Y2 L2 Lh2 K2 a i12 i22 i32 i42 i52 i62 i72,
Y3 L3 Lh3 K3 c i13 i23 i33 i43 i53 i63 i73,
Y4 L4 Lh4 K4 i14 i24 i34 i44 i54 i64 i74, 
Y5 L5 Lh5 K5 i15 i25 i35 i45 i55 i65 i75, 
Y6 L6 Lh6 K6 i16 i26 i36 i46 i56 i66 i76,
Y7 L7 Lh7 K7 g i17 i27 i37 i47 i57 i67 i77

Compute input output coefficients, 
amount of sector i input used per unit of j output

Normally we look at the off diagonal values to see
which input is used most intensively in each sector,

this affects the internal terms of
trade in the process of growth
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MatrixForm ai11 i11 Y1, ai12 i12 Y2, ai13 i13 Y3,
ai14 i14 Y4, ai15 i15 Y5, ai16 i16 Y6, ai17 i17 Y7 ,
ai21 i21 Y1, ai22 i22 Y2, ai23 i23 Y3, ai24 i24 Y4,
ai25 i25 Y5, ai26 i26 Y6, ai27 i27 Y7 ,
ai31 i31 Y1, ai32 i32 Y2, ai33 i33 Y3,
ai34 i34 Y4, ai35 i35 Y5, ai36 i36 Y6,
ai37 i37 Y7 , ai41 i41 Y1,
ai42 i42 Y2, ai43 i43 Y3, ai44 i44 Y4,
ai45 i45 Y5, ai46 i46 Y6, ai47 i47 Y7 ,
ai51 i51 Y1, ai52 i52 Y2, ai53 i53 Y3,
ai54 i54 Y4, ai55 i55 Y5, ai56 i56 Y6,
ai57 i57 Y7 , ai61 i61 Y1, ai62 i62 Y2,
ai63 i63 Y3, ai64 i64 Y4, ai65 i65 Y5,
ai66 i66 Y6, ai67 i67 Y7 , ai71 i71 Y1,
ai72 i72 Y2, ai73 i73 Y3, ai74 i74 Y4,
ai75 i75 Y5, ai76 i76 Y6, ai77 i77 Y7

0.431211 0.0856912 0.169294 0.0852467 0.214085 0.

0.0142754 0.368153 0.0859174 0.0170344 0.0135096 3.2
0 0 0 0 0.292843 0

0.208776 0.15028 0.136548 0.194541 0.25377 0.
0 0 0 0 0

0.00365431 0.00079868 0.00260551 0.00319907 0.000498227 0.0
0.0473226 0.0255895 0.0574177 0.0269218 0.0135096 0.

in the SAM if we look at the first ag column,
then the sum is equal to Y2 and then here we

find the inputs shares of this gross output value,
and of course they sum to one

ai12 ai22 ai32 ai42 ai52
ai62 ai72 L2 Y2 Lh2 Y2 K2 Y2 a Y2

1.

Total payments to capital & labor, from SAM
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K K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 K7 ,
L L1 Lh1 L2 Lh2 L3 Lh3

L4 Lh4 L5 Lh5 L6 Lh6 L7 Lh7

235 297., 304 921.

Economy capital intensity or alpha in Borro and Sala
i Martin Chapter 2

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 K7
K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 K7 L a c g

0.430415

Economy labor intensity or 1 alpha

L K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 K7 L a c g

0.557774

Lu L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7, 
Lh Lh1 Lh2 Lh3 Lh4 Lh5 Lh6 Lh7

Equals value in SAM

195 448., 109 473.

R K KK Implied R, KK comes from growth accounting

0.0992648
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d x The long run social rate of return

0.0864

K KK, k0 KK ;

II. Calibrate the composite capital function
See Chapter 5, section 5.3 of Roe et al

Compute composite capital
production function parameters

1 c1k ctkdt, 2 c2k ctkdt, 4 1 1 2,

AC
ctkdt

c1k 1 c2k 2 c4k 4
, ak

1 1 2 2 4 4

AC
;

This is price of K in notes pk,
the unit value of assets

cpk p1_, p2_, p4_ ak p1 1 p2 2 p4 4 ;

pk should equal one
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cpk 1, 1, 1

1.

Use shephard's lemma to specify
UNIT composite capital function

ymk p1_, p2_, p4_ p1 cpk p1, p2, p4 ,
yak p1_, p2_, p4_ p2 cpk p1, p2, p4 ,
ysk p1_, p2_, p4_ p4 cpk p1, p2, p4 ;

Rewrite to express as function of endogenous variables

ysK p4_ ysk p1, p2, p4 ;
Cpk p4_ cpk p1, p2, p4 ;
ymK p4_ ymk p1, p2, p4 ;
yaK p4_ yak p1, p2, p4 ;

Calibrate utility and production 
function and initial capital stock from Data

CC C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7, 1 C1 CC,

2 C2 CC, 3 C3 CC, 4 C4 CC, 5 C5 CC,

6 C6 CC, 7 1 1 2 3 4 5 6

Expenditures shares utility function parameters

Calculate production function factor elasticities

1
L1

Y1 i11 i21 i31 i41 i51 i61 i71
,

2
Lh1

Y1 i11 i21 i31 i41 i51 i61 i71
,

3 1 1 2, 1
L2

Y2 i12 i22 i32 i42 i52 i62 i72
,
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2
Lh2

Y2 i12 i22 i32 i42 i52 i62 i72
,

3
K2

Y2 i12 i22 i32 i42 i52 i62 i72
,

4 1 1 2 3, 1
L3

Y3 i13 i23 i33 i43 i53 i63 i73
,

2
Lh3

Y3 i13 i23 i33 i43 i53 i63 i73
,

3
K3

Y3 i13 i23 i33 i43 i53 i63 i73
,

4 1 1 2 3, 1
L4

Y4 i14 i24 i34 i44 i54 i64 i74
,

2
Lh4

Y4 i14 i24 i34 i44 i54 i64 i74
,

3 1 1 2, 1
L5

Y5 i15 i25 i35 i45 i55 i65 i75
,

2
Lh5

Y5 i15 i25 i35 i45 i55 i65 i75
,

3 1 1 2, 1
L6

Y6 i16 i26 i36 i46 i56 i66 i76
,

2
Lh6

Y6 i16 i26 i36 i46 i56 i66 i76
,

3
K6

Y6 i16 i26 i36 i46 i56 i66 i76
,
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4 1 1 2 3, 1
L7

Y7 i17 i27 i37 i47 i57 i67 i77
,

2
Lh7

Y7 i17 i27 i37 i47 i57 i67 i77
, 3

K7

Y7 i17 i27 i37 i47 i57 i67 i77
, 4 1 1 2 3 ;

We want to compare K1 L1 to K2 L2 to determine which
sector is relatively K intensive wrt the other sectors,

when we have more than two sectors 
then we compare all of them. Then 3

K1 Y1 and 1 3 L1 Y1 therefore 3 1 3 K1 L1 and
we can compare this ratio for all four sectors,

whichever is bigger then that sector is K intensive

3 1 3 , 3 1 3 , 3 1 3 , 3 1 3 , 3 1 3 ,

3 1 3 , 3 1 3 Sector factor intensities

1.02183, 1.4711, 1.50044,
0.628537, 0.432534, 2.58576, 1.28612

Since in this case we have two types of labor 
it is interesting to see which sector uses more Lu
and Ls wrt others. The first seven are the ratios
of Lu K unskilled and the last seven are Ls K,

the biggest of the seven is the one more intesively
using that type of labor. Intensivity is important
because it informs us how cost of production
evolves in one sector relative to another
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1 3 , 1 3 , 1 3 , 1 3 ,

1 3 , 1 3 , 1 3 , 2 3 , 2 3 ,

2 3 , 2 3 , 2 3 , 2 3 , 2 3

0.840553, 0.452701, 0.38633, 0.919737,
1.98592, 0.277456, 0.615933, 0.138086, 0.0391913,
0.0135915, 0.671259, 0.326041, 0.0533479, 0.101072

Calculate production function scale parameters
Two calculations are made.
1 We first determine the number of workers in each

sector. Since labor in each category receives the same
wage dividing the values L1 Lu gives the share of
unskilled workers in sector 1. Then multiply by the
total number of unskilled workers wkru 0 gives the
number employed in sector one. Do this for all sectors.

2 We normalize the production function in such a
way that the value of gross output Y1 is per unit of
total normalized labor where this labor is normalized
to unity. This is done by only dividing LL1 wkr 0
and LLh1 wkr 0 but not dividing the capital stock or
gross output Y1 by wkr 0 . Do this for all sectors.

3 When we obtain the cost function the wage
values w and wh that satisfy the zero profit
conditions are NOT wage per worker. To retrieve the
total wage bill for unskilled and skilled workers 
is w wkru 0 wkr 0 and wh wkrh 0 wkr 0 .

4 Last K is really K r and r equals R so we need
to divide K by R to get the K from the theory.

Calcualte the number of workers
in millions by skill in each sector
LL1 wkru 0 L1 Lu, LL2 wkru 0 L2 Lu, LL3 wkru 0 L3 Lu,

LL4 wkru 0 L4 Lu, LL5 wkru 0 L5 Lu,
LL6 wkru 0 L6 Lu, LL7 wkru 0 L7 Lu ;
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LLh1 wkrh 0 Lh1 Lh,
LLh2 wkrh 0 Lh2 Lh, LLh3 wkrh 0 Lh3 Lh,
LLh4 wkrh 0 Lh4 Lh, LLh5 wkrh 0 Lh5 Lh,
LLh6 wkrh 0 Lh6 Lh, LLh7 wkrh 0 Lh7 Lh ;

Calculate production function scale parameters

A1
Y1

LL1 LL 1 LLh1 LL 2 K1 R 3
,

A2
Y2

LL2 LL 1 LLh2 LL 2 K2 R 3 T 4
,

A3
Y3 1.3

LL3 LL 1 LLh3 LL 2 K3 R 3 T 4
,

A4
Y4

LL4 LL 1 LLh4 LL 2 K4 R 3
,

A5
Y5

LL5 LL 1 LLh5 LL 2 K5 R 3
,

A6
Y6

LL6 LL 1 LLh6 LL 2 K6 R 3 T 4
,

A7
Y7

LL7 LL 1 LLh7 LL 2 K7 R 3 T 4
;

Calculate net scale parameters See .Tex file for more
information this is to make calculations easier

a1 A1 1 1 2 2 3 3 , a2 A2 1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4 ,

a3 A3 1 1 2 2 3 3 4
4 , a4 A4 1 1 2 2 3 3 ,

a5 A5 1 1 2 2 3 3 , a6 A6 1 1 2 2 3 3 4
4 ,

a7 A7 1 1 2 2 3 3 4
4 ;

III. Dual functions

Ag sector GDP, supply & factor demand
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Value added by sector specific
resources or sector profits

pf2 pv2_, w_, wh_, rk_ a2

1

4 pv2
1

4 w
1

4 wh
2

4 rk
3

4 T;

ag

pf3 pv3_, w_, wh_, rk_ a3
1

4 pv3
1

4 w
1

4 wh
2

4 rk
3

4 T;
cane

pf6 pv6_, w_, wh_, rk_ a6
1

4 pv6
1

4 w
1

4 wh
2

4 rk
3

4 T;

ethanol

pf7 pv7_, w_, wh_, rk_ a7
1

4 pv7
1

4 w
1

4 wh
2

4 rk
3

4 T;
Other fuels

From the Dual we obtain supply and factor demand
functions in value added prices and factor rental rates
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ys2 pv2_, w_, wh_, rk_ pv2 pf2 pv2, w, wh, rk ;
Ag. supply & factor demand

ls2 pv2_, w_, wh_, rk_ w pf2 pv2, w, wh, rk ;
lhs2 pv2_, w_, wh_, rk_ wh pf2 pv2, w, wh, rk ;
ks2 pv2_, w_, wh_, rk_ rk pf2 pv2, w, wh, rk ;

ys3 pv3_, w_, wh_, rk_ pv3 pf3 pv3, w, wh, rk ;
Cane supply & factor demand

ls3 pv3_, w_, wh_, rk_ w pf3 pv3, w, wh, rk ;
lhs3 pv3_, w_, wh_, rk_ wh pf3 pv3, w, wh, rk ;
ks3 pv3_, w_, wh_, rk_ rk pf3 pv3, w, wh, rk ;

ys6 pv6_, w_, wh_, rk_ pv6 pf6 pv6, w, wh, rk ;
Ethonal supply & factor demand

ls6 pv6_, w_, wh_, rk_ w pf6 pv6, w, wh, rk ;
lhs6 pv6_, w_, wh_, rk_ wh pf6 pv6, w, wh, rk ;
ks6 pv6_, w_, wh_, rk_ rk pf6 pv6, w, wh, rk ;

ys7 pv7_, w_, wh_, rk_ pv7 pf7 pv7, w, wh, rk ;
Other fuel supply & factor demand

ls7 pv7_, w_, wh_, rk_ w pf7 pv7, w, wh, rk ;
lhs7 pv7_, w_, wh_, rk_ wh pf7 pv7, w, wh, rk ;
ks7 pv7_, w_, wh_, rk_ rk pf7 pv7, w, wh, rk ;

Value added prices

p1 1, p2 1, p5 1, p6 1, p7 1 ;
For taxes and tariffs,

replace these with formula also change p1, p2

P1 p4_ p1 p1 ai11 p2 ai21
p3 ai31 p4 ai41 p5 ai51 p6 ai61 p7 ai71;

P2 p4_ p2 p1 ai12 p2 ai22
p3 ai32 p4 ai42 p5 ai52 p6 ai62 p7 ai72;
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P3 p3_, p4_ p3 p1 ai13 p2 ai23
p3 ai33 p4 ai43 p5 ai53 p6 ai63 p7 ai73;

P4 p4_ p4 p1 ai14 p2 ai24
p3 ai34 p4 ai44 p5 ai54 p6 ai64 p7 ai74;

P5 p3_, p4_ p5 p1 ai15 p2 ai25
p3 ai35 p4 ai45 p5 ai55 p6 ai65 p7 ai75;

P6 p3_, p4_ p6 p1 ai16 p2 ai26
p3 ai36 p4 ai46 p5 ai56 p6 ai66 p7 ai76;

P7 p4_ p7 p1 ai17 p2 ai27
p3 ai37 p4 ai47 p5 ai57 p6 ai67 p7 ai77;

IV. Eqtns necessary for obtaining the steady state

4.1. From the zero profit conditions, 
rental rates as a function of home good price p4

I am doing a monotone transformation 
of tc functions by taking log which ln

logtc1 w_, wh_, rk_
Log 1 a1 1 Log w 2 Log wh 3 Log rk ;

logtc4 w_, wh_, rk_ Log 1 a4

1 Log w 2 Log wh 3 Log rk ;
logtc5 w_, wh_, rk_ Log 1 a5

1 Log w 2 Log wh 3 Log rk ;

sxx Solve
logtc1 w, wh, rk Log pv1 , logtc4 w, wh, rk Log pv4 ,
logtc5 w, wh, rk Log pv5 , w, wh, rk ;

I am defining w, wh skilled wage and rk 
as functions of home good prices p3 and p4

Ww pv1_, pv4_, pv5_ w . sxx 1 ;

Wwh pv1_, pv4_, pv5_ wh . sxx 1 ;

rrk pv1_, pv4_, pv5_ rk . sxx 1 ;
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Need to redifine w and 
rk with pv1 and pv4 sub into them,

we know a unit cost function with intermidiates is equal to
1 a1 w 1 wh 2 rk 3 p1 ai11 p2 ai21 p3 ai31 p4 ai41

p1 or we could say also that 1 a1 w 1 wh 2 rk 3 p1
p1 ai11 p2 ai21 p3 ai31 p4 ai41 as the marginal cost

marginal return, the RHS is pv1 or P1 p4
as defined earlier

Now substitute the value 
added price functions defined above

w p3_, p4_ Ww P1 p4 , P4 p4 , P5 p3, p4 ;
wh p3_, p4_ Wwh P1 p4 , P4 p4 , P5 p3, p4 ;
rk p3_, p4_ rrk P1 p4 , P4 p4 , P5 p3, p4 ;
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Check start: consistency of zero profit condition

Below, the z's are unskilled & skilled wages,
and R, respectively

Exp logtc1 z1, z2, z3 P1 1 ;
Exp logtc4 z1, z2, z3 P4 1 ;
Exp logtc5 z1, z2, z3 P5 1, 1 ;

Check wage payments, 
set p3 and p4 equal to unity implied value in sam

z1 w 1, 1 , z2 wh 1, 1 , z3 rk 1, 1 ;

z1 wkru 0 wkr 0 Lu,
z2 wkrh 0 wkr 0 Lh, Lu wkru 0 , Lh wkrh 0

To retrive wage per worker we need to multiply
by the ratio of skill type to total workers

End check

2.56114 10 9, 1.74623 10 10, 2646.99, 6726.74

Reduced forms

Redefine ag in terms of value added prices

pf22 p3_, p4_
pf2 P2 p4 , w p3, p4 , wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ys22 p3_, p4_ ys2 P2 p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ls22 p3_, p4_ ls2 P2 p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

lhs22 p3_, p4_ lhs2 P2 p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ks22 p3_, p4_ ks2 P2 p4 , w p3, p4 , wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

pf22 1, 1 a , ls22 1, 1 LL2 LL,
lhs22 1, 1 LLh2 LL, ks22 1, 1 K2 R, ys22 1, 1 Y2 ;
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Cane

pf33 p3_, p4_
pf3 P3 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 , wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ys33 p3_, p4_ ys3 P3 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ls33 p3_, p4_ ls3 P3 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

lhs33 p3_, p4_ lhs3 P3 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ks33 p3_, p4_ ks3 P3 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

pf33 1, 1 c , ls33 1, 1 LL3 LL,
lhs33 1, 1 LLh3 LL, ks33 1, 1 K3 R, ys33 1, 1 Y3 ;

Ethanol

pf66 p3_, p4_
pf6 P6 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 , wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ys66 p3_, p4_ ys6 P6 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ls66 p3_, p4_ ls6 P6 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

lhs66 p3_, p4_ lhs6 P6 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ks66 p3_, p4_ ks6 P6 p3, p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

pf66 1, 1 , ls66 1, 1 LL6 LL,
lhs66 1, 1 LLh6 LL, ks66 1, 1 K6 R, ys66 1, 1 Y6 ;

Other fuels
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pf77 p3_, p4_
pf7 P7 p4 , w p3, p4 , wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ys77 p3_, p4_ ys7 P7 p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ls77 p3_, p4_ ls7 P7 p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

lhs77 p3_, p4_ lhs7 P7 p4 , w p3, p4 ,
wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

ks77 p3_, p4_ ks7 P7 p4 , w p3, p4 , wh p3, p4 , rk p3, p4 ;

pf77 1, 1 g , ls77 1, 1 LL7 LL,
lhs77 1, 1 LLh7 LL, ks77 1, 1 K7 R, ys77 1, 1 Y7 ;

Net ag supply defined as gross 
output less own intermediate input use

Y22neT p3_, p4_ 1 ai22 ys22 p3, p4 ;

Net cane supply

Y33neT p3_, p4_ 1 ai33 ys33 p3, p4 ;

Net ethanol supply

Y66neT p3_, p4_ 1 ai66 ys66 p3, p4 ;

Net other fuel supply

Y77neT p3_, p4_ 1 ai77 ys77 p3, p4 ;

4.2 Define the elements and the
supply equations using the factor market

clearing equations cw
j w,wh,rk Yj L...

Now, find manually the partial
derivatives of the cost functions wrt w, wh,

rk. Where A11 is the partial wrt w and the tc1,
A31 partial wrt rk of tc1... NOTE

we could use Mathematica's operator

for tc1
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Mnf. demand for Lu unit of output

A11 p3_, p4_
1

a1
w p3, p4 1 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3;

Mnf. demand for Lh unit of output

A21 p3_, p4_
2

a1
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 1 rk p3, p4 3;

Mnf. demand for k unit of output

A31 p3_, p4_
3

a1
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3 1;

for tc4
Ser. demand for Lu unit of output

A14 p3_, p4_
1

a4
w p3, p4 1 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3;

Ser. demand for Lh unit of output

A24 p3_, p4_
2

a4
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 1 rk p3, p4 3;

Ser. demand for k unit of output

A34 p3_, p4_
3

a4
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3 1;

for tc5
Sugar demand for Lu unit of output

A15 p3_, p4_
1

a5
w p3, p4 1 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3;

Sugar demand for Lh unit of output

A25 p3_, p4_
2

a5
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 1 rk p3, p4 3;

Sugar demand for k unit of output

A35 p3_, p4_
3

a5
w p3, p4 1 wh p3, p4 2 rk p3, p4 3 1;
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Check with data, 
to see if Shepard's Lemma is satisfied: A11 Y1 L1 L....,
should equal zero A11 1, 1 Y1 LL1 LL,

A21 1, 1 Y1 LLh1 LL, A31 1, 1 Y1 K1 R,
A14 1, 1 Y4 LL4 LL , A24 1, 1 Y4 LLh4 LL ,
A34 1, 1 Y4 K4 R , A15 1, 1 Y5 LL5 LL ,
A25 1, 1 Y5 LLh5 LL , A35 1, 1 Y5 K5 R

2.35922 10 15, 8.67362 10 18, 5.06407 10 9,

7.66054 10 15, 3.60822 10 16, 1.81608 10 8,
2.42861 10 17, 1.11131 10 18, 5.0477 10 11

4.3. Derive supply equations & ag GDP in reduced form,
from MKT clearing cond.

Labor market clearing
La p3_, p4_, y1_, y4_, y5_

A11 p3, p4 y1 ls22 p3, p4 ls33 p3, p4 A14 p3, p4 y4
A15 p3, p4 y5 ls66 p3, p4 ls77 p3, p4 wkru 0 LL;

Lha p3_, p4_, y1_, y4_, y5_ A21 p3, p4 y1 lhs22 p3, p4
lhs33 p3, p4 A24 p3, p4 y4 A25 p3, p4 y5
lhs66 p3, p4 lhs77 p3, p4 wkrh 0 LL;

Capital mkt clearing
Ka k_, p3_, p4_, y1_, y4_, y5_

A31 p3, p4 y1 ks22 p3, p4 ks33 p3, p4 A34 p3, p4 y4
A35 p3, p4 y5 ks66 p3, p4 ks77 p3, p4 k;

We have three equations La, 
Lha and Ka linear in three unknowns, y1, y4,
and y5 so solve to obtain supply functions

sy
Solve La p3, p4, y1, y4, y5 0, Lha p3, p4, y1, y4, y5 0,

Ka k, p3, p4, y1, y4, y5 0 , y1, y4, y5 ;
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yY1 k_, p3_, p4_ y1 . sy 1 ,
yY4 k_, p3_, p4_ y4 . sy 1 ,
yY5 k_, p3_, p4_ y5 . sy 1 ;

4.4 Calculate intermediate demand

Calculate Y1 ij , and net y1

y111 k_, p3_, p4_ ai11 yY1 k, p3, p4 ;

y112 p3_, p4_ ai12 ys22 p3, p4 ;

y113 p3_, p4_ ai13 ys33 p3, p4 ;

y114 k_, p3_, p4_ ai14 yY4 k, p3, p4 ;

y115 k_, p3_, p4_ ai15 yY5 k, p3, p4 ;

y116 p3_, p4_ ai16 ys66 p3, p4 ;

y117 p3_, p4_ ai17 ys77 p3, p4 ;

y1net k_, p3_, p4_ yY1 k, p3, p4 y111 k, p3, p4
y112 p3, p4 y113 p3, p4 y114 k, p3, p4
y115 k, p3, p4 y116 p3, p4 y117 p3, p4 ;

Calculate Y2 ij , and net y2

y221 k_, p3_, p4_ ai21 yY1 k, p3, p4 ;

y222 p3_, p4_ ai22 ys22 p3, p4 ;

y223 p3_, p4_ ai23 ys33 p3, p4 ;

y224 k_, p3_, p4_ ai24 yY4 k, p3, p4 ;

y225 k_, p3_, p4_ ai25 yY5 k, p3, p4 ;

y226 p3_, p4_ ai26 ys66 p3, p4 ;

y227 p3_, p4_ ai27 ys77 p3, p4 ;

y2net k_, p3_, p4_ ys22 p3, p4 y221 k, p3, p4
y222 p3, p4 y223 p3, p4 y224 k, p3, p4
y225 k, p3, p4 y226 p3, p4 y227 p3, p4 ;

Calculate Y3 ij , and net y3

y331 k_, p3_, p4_ ai31 yY1 k, p3, p4 ;
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y332 p3_, p4_ ai32 ys22 p3, p4 ;

y333 p3_, p4_ ai33 ys33 p3, p4 ;

y334 k_, p3_, p4_ ai34 yY4 k, p3, p4 ;

y335 k_, p3_, p4_ ai35 yY5 k, p3, p4 ;

y336 p3_, p4_ ai36 ys66 p3, p4 ;

y337 p3_, p4_ ai37 ys77 p3, p4 ;

y3net k_, p3_, p4_ ys33 p3, p4 y331 k, p3, p4
y332 p3, p4 y333 p3, p4 y334 k, p3, p4
y335 k, p3, p4 y336 p3, p4 y337 p3, p4 ;

Calculate Y4 ij , and net y4

y441 k_, p3_, p4_ ai41 yY1 k, p3, p4 ;

y442 p3_, p4_ ai42 ys22 p3, p4 ;

y443 p3_, p4_ ai43 ys33 p3, p4 ;

y444 k_, p3_, p4_ ai44 yY4 k, p3, p4 ;

y445 k_, p3_, p4_ ai45 yY5 k, p3, p4 ;

y446 p3_, p4_ ai46 ys66 p3, p4 ;

y447 p3_, p4_ ai47 ys77 p3, p4 ;

y4net k_, p3_, p4_ yY4 k, p3, p4 y441 k, p3, p4
y442 p3, p4 y443 p3, p4 y444 k, p3, p4
y445 k, p3, p4 y446 p3, p4 y447 p3, p4 ;

Calculate Y5 ij , and net y5

y551 k_, p3_, p4_ ai51 yY1 k, p3, p4 ;

y552 p3_, p4_ ai52 ys22 p3, p4 ;

y553 p3_, p4_ ai53 ys33 p3, p4 ;

y554 k_, p3_, p4_ ai54 yY4 k, p3, p4 ;

y555 k_, p3_, p4_ ai55 yY5 k, p3, p4 ;

y556 p3_, p4_ ai56 ys66 p3, p4 ;

y557 p3_, p4_ ai57 ys77 p3, p4 ;
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y5net k_, p3_, p4_ yY5 k, p3, p4 y551 k, p3, p4
y552 p3, p4 y553 p3, p4 y554 k, p3, p4
y555 k, p3, p4 y556 p3, p4 y557 p3, p4 ;

Calculate Y6 ij , and net y6

y661 k_, p3_, p4_ ai61 yY1 k, p3, p4 ;

y662 p3_, p4_ ai62 ys22 p3, p4 ;

y663 p3_, p4_ ai63 ys33 p3, p4 ;

y664 k_, p3_, p4_ ai64 yY4 k, p3, p4 ;

y665 k_, p3_, p4_ ai65 yY5 k, p3, p4 ;

y666 p3_, p4_ ai66 ys66 p3, p4 ;

y667 p3_, p4_ ai67 ys77 p3, p4 ;

y6net k_, p3_, p4_ ys66 p3, p4 y661 k, p3, p4
y662 p3, p4 y663 p3, p4 y664 k, p3, p4
y665 k, p3, p4 y666 p3, p4 y667 p3, p4 ;

Calculate Y7 ij , and net y7

y771 k_, p3_, p4_ ai71 yY1 k, p3, p4 ;

y772 p3_, p4_ ai72 ys22 p3, p4 ;

y773 p3_, p4_ ai73 ys33 p3, p4 ;

y774 k_, p3_, p4_ ai74 yY4 k, p3, p4 ;

y775 k_, p3_, p4_ ai75 yY5 k, p3, p4 ;

y776 p3_, p4_ ai76 ys66 p3, p4 ;

y777 p3_, p4_ ai77 ys77 p3, p4 ;

y7net k_, p3_, p4_ ys77 p3, p4 y771 k, p3, p4
y772 p3, p4 y773 p3, p4 y774 k, p3, p4
y775 k, p3, p4 y776 p3, p4 y777 p3, p4 ;

GDP and Check macro balance
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GD k_, p3_, p4_ w p3, p4 wkru 0 LL
wh p3, p4 wkrh 0 LL rk p3, p4 k pf22 p3, p4
pf33 p3, p4 pf66 p3, p4 pf77 p3, p4 ;
as sum of returns to inputs

ckm k_, p3_, p4_ y1net k, p3, p4 y2net k, p3, p4
p3 y3net k, p3, p4 p4 y4net k, p3, p4 y5net k, p3, p4
y6net k, p3, p4 y7net k, p3, p4 GD k, p3, p4 ;
as sum of the value of net output less GD ..
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ckm K, 1, 1

2.32831 10 10

See Roe et al book, 
chapter 5 section 5.3 for derivation of following eqtns

4.5. Euler Equation at the ss,
Expenditure equation at the ss and Budget 

constraint and demand for each sector

4.5.1. Home good mkt clearing

hom k_, p3_, p4_, e1_ y4net k, p3, p4

ysK p4
1

Cpk p4
w p3, p4 wkru 0 LL

wh p3, p4 wkrh 0 LL rk p3, p4 k pf22 p3, p4

pf33 p3, p4 pf66 p3, p4 pf77 p3, p4 e1 ;

4.5.2. The steady state euler equation

EEss k_, p3_, p4_, e1_
p4

4
hom k, p3, p4, e1

1 rk p3, p4

Cpk p4
x d ;

Here e1, HH total expenditure p4

4
hom k,p3,p4,e1

4.5.3. Expenditure function, derive eqtn e k,pc,ps

eE k_, p3_, p4_, e1_
p4

4
hom k, p3, p4, e1 ;

sE Solve eE k, p3, p4, e1 e1 0, e1 ;

solve for expenditure

ex k_, p3_, p4_ e1 . sE 1 ;
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ex K, 1, 1 CC ck

70 402.

Sub expenditure back into euler

eess k_, p3_, p4_ EEss k, p3, p4, ex k, p3, p4 ;

4.5.4 The budget constraint involving the no
arbitrage condition

Kkdot k_, p3_, p4_
1

Cpk p4
w p3, p4 wkru 0 LL wh p3, p4 wkrh 0 LL

rk p3, p4 k pf22 p3, p4 pf33 p3, p4 pf66 p3, p4
pf77 p3, p4 ex k, p3, p4 k x n d ;

4.5.5 The sugar cane trade balance
sector 3 which is not consumed by HH

ce p3_, p4_ p3 P6 p3, p4 ;
tbc k_, p3_, p4_

y335 k, p3, p4 ys66 p3, p4 ce p3, p4 ys33 p3, p4 ;

V. SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY

We will use three equations: edot eqtn 0,
BCss and tbc
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ssy FindRoot eess k, p3, p4 0, Kkdot k, p3, p4 0,
tbc k, p3, p4 0 , k, K 1.2 , p3, 1 ,
p4, 1.003088620399290 , MaxIterations 100 000

FindRoot::lstol :

The line search decreased the step size to within tolerance specified

by AccuracyGoal and PrecisionGoal but was unable

to find a sufficient decrease in the merit function.

You may need more than MachinePrecision digits

of working precision to meet these tolerances.

k 3.20148 106, p3 0.95915, p4 1.01562

To check we know that at ss 
these equations must be equal to zero

eess k, p3, p4 , Kkdot k, p3, p4 , tbc k, p3, p4 . ssy

0., 5.23578 10 8, 3.27418 10 11

y1net kss, p3ss, p4ss ,
y2net kss, p3ss, p4ss , y3net kss, p3ss, p4ss ,
y4net kss, p3ss, p4ss , y5net kss, p3ss, p4ss ,
y6net kss, p3ss, p4ss , y7net kss, p3ss, p4ss

13 064.7, 111 475., 3.27418 10 11,

427 365., 7744.36, 43 629., 20 917.9
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are sectors open at ss?
yY1 k, p3, p4 , ys22 p3, p4 , ys33 p3, p4 , yY4 k, p3, p4 ,

yY5 k, p3, p4 , ys66 p3, p4 , ys77 p3, p4 . ssy

237 356., 201 320., 14 373., 644 516., 7744.36, 47 212., 76 139.5

VI. Process to find the differential equations for kdot,
p3dot and p4dot

6.1 Define consumption for each sector and savings

c1 k_, p3_, p4_ 1 ex k, p3, p4 ;

c2 k_, p3_, p4_
ex k, p3, p4 2

p2
;

c3 k_, p3_, p4_
ex k, p3, p4 3

p3
;

c4 k_, p3_, p4_
ex k, p3, p4 4

p4
;

c5 k_, p3_, p4_
ex k, p3, p4 5

p5
;

c6 k_, p3_, p4_
ex k, p3, p4 6

p6
;

c7 k_, p3_, p4_
ex k, p3, p4 7

p7
;

ct k_, p3_, p4_

ex k, p3, p4 1 1 p2 2 p3 3 p4 4 p5
5 p6 6 p7

7 ;

c1 K, 1, 1 C1, c2 K, 1, 1 C2, c3 K, 1, 1 C3,
c4 K, 1, 1 C4, c5 K, 1, 1 C5, c6 K, 1, 1 C6,
c7 K, 1, 1 C7, ct K, 1, 1 CC ;

Savings

sv k_, p3_, p4_ GD k, p3, p4 ex k, p3, p4 ;

6.2 Maket clearing conditions and Trade Balance

Manufacture market clearing sec 1 ,
sv kdot k x d n
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ymanf k_, p3_, p4_ y1net k, p3, p4

ymK p4
1

Cpk p4
w p3, p4 wkru 0 LL wh p3, p4

wkrh 0 LL rk p3, p4 k pf22 p3, p4 pf33 p3,

p4 pf66 p3, p4 pf77 p3, p4 ex k, p3, p4 ;

Mm k_, p3_, p4_ ymanf k, p3, p4 c1 k, p3, p4 ;

Agriculture TB sec2

yag k_, p3_, p4_ y2net k, p3, p4

yaK p4
1

Cpk p4
w p3, p4 wkru 0 LL wh p3, p4

wkrh 0 LL rk p3, p4 k pf22 p3, p4 pf33 p3,

p4 pf66 p3, p4 pf77 p3, p4 ex k, p3, p4 ;

Agriculture TB
EXa k_, p3_, p4_ yag k, p3, p4 c2 k, p3, p4 ;

Sugar TB sec5
EXz k_, p3_, p4_ y5net k, p3, p4 c5 k, p3, p4 ;

Ethanol TB sec6 , which it is not consumed by HH
EXe k_, p3_, p4_ y6net k, p3, p4 ;

Fossil fuel TB sec7 , which it is not consumed by HH
Mg k_, p3_, p4_ y7net k, p3, p4 ;

Brazil's Overall Trade Balance

TB k_, p3_, p4_ EXa k, p3, p4 EXz k, p3, p4
EXe k, p3, p4 Mm k, p3, p4 Mg k, p3, p4 ;

6.3 FOUR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

edot k_, p3_, p4_, p3dot_, p4dot_

k ex k, p3, p4 Kkdot k, p3, p4

p3 ex k, p3, p4 p3dot p4 ex k, p3, p4 p4dot;
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Now use Euler condition to sub for edot
e rk

pk
x d p3dot

p3 sk 1 3 where we

replace e with exp exp k,pp3 rk x d

Edot k_, p3_, p4_, p4dot_
ex k, p3, p4 rk p3, p4

Cpk p4
x d 4

p4dot

p4
;

Sugar cane tb equation

tbcdot k_, p3_, p4_, p3dot_, p4dot_

k tbc k, p3, p4 Kkdot k, p3, p4

p3 tbc k, p3, p4 p3dot p4 tbc k, p3, p4 p4dot;

sdots Solve
Edot k, p3, p4, p4dot edot k, p3, p4, p3dot, p4dot 0,
tbcdot k, p3, p4, p3dot, p4dot 0 , p3dot, p4dot ;

Pp3dot k_, p3_, p4_ p3dot . sdots 1 ;
Pp4dot k_, p3_, p4_ p4dot . sdots 1 ;
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Kkdot kss, p3ss, p4ss ,
Pp3dot kss, p3ss, p4ss , Pp4dot kss, p3ss, p4ss

5.23578 10 8, 1.81918 10 15, 7.20006 10 16

VII. Process to Solve the differential
equations using Time Elimination

7.1 Compute the Jacobian since now we have 3
diffr. equat. the jacobian must be 3x3 dimension

a11 D Kkdot k, p3, p4 , k .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a12 D Kkdot k, p3, p4 , p3 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a13 D Kkdot k, p3, p4 , p4 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a21 D Pp3dot k, p3, p4 , k .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a22 D Pp3dot k, p3, p4 , p3 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a23 D Pp3dot k, p3, p4 , p4 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a31 D Pp4dot k, p3, p4 , k .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a32 D Pp4dot k, p3, p4 , p3 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

a33 D Pp4dot k, p3, p4 , p4 .
k kss , p3 p3ss , p4 p4ss ;

m a11, a12, a13 , a21, a22, a23 , a31, a32, a33

1.98623, 2.77087 108, 8.42674 108 ,

6.90118 10 8, 9.62734, 29.2788 ,

2.73135 10 8, 3.81018, 11.588

MatrixForm m ;

7.2 Compute Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of Jacobian
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1, 2, 3 Eigenvalues m

0.0798822, 0.0543342, 7.53453 10 15

v11, v12, v13 , v21, v22, v23 , v31, v32, v33
Eigenvectors m

1., 3.47149 10 8, 1.36771 10 8 ,

1., 3.47897 10 8, 1.3861 10 8 ,

1., 2.25418 10 10, 2.28293 10 9

7.3 The slope of the policy function 
at ss is the slope of the eigenvector
corresponding to the negative eigenvalue,

w2 w1 is the y axis x axis for slope,
depends on how Jacobian is organized

In this case it seems as we have thwo
negative eugenvalues, but really we only 
have one because the other is basically zero,

so I am forcing the model to take 2 bc I
can see it is the correct eigenvalue,

later I may want to change the code to
generalize it to any scenario possible

If 1 0, p3slope v12 v11,p4slope v13 v11
If 2 0, p3slope v22 v21, p4slope v23 v21

If 3 0, p3slope v32 v31,p4slope v33 v31

3.47897 10 8, 1.3861 10 8

7.4 Solve policy function p4 k & p3 k
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s2 NDSolve pt3 ' k If k kss, p3slope,

Pp3dot k, pt3 k , pt4 k

Kkdot k, pt3 k , pt4 k
, pt4 ' k

If k kss, p4slope,
Pp4dot k, pt3 k , pt4 k

Kkdot k, pt3 k , pt4 k
,

pt3 kss p3ss , pt4 kss p4ss ,

pt3, pt4 , k, k0, kss

pt3 InterpolatingFunction 948 160., 3.20148 106 , ,

pt4 InterpolatingFunction 948 160., 3.20148 106 ,

pp3 k_ pt3 k . s2 1, 1 ;
pp4 k_ pt4 k . s2 1, 2 ;

7.5 Intigrate forward kdot using policy function

st2 NDSolve k ' t Kkdot k t , pt3 k t . s2 1, 1 ,
pt4 k t . s2 1, 2 , k 0 k0 , k, t, 0, TT

k InterpolatingFunction 10., 100. ,

VIII. COMPUTE REST OF ENDOG VARIABLES
Express endog. var. as functions of time

kk t_ k t . st2 1 ;
p3 t_ pp3 kk t ;
p4 t_ pp4 kk t ;

FROM HERE ON WE SUBSTITUTE BACK TO THE REST OF
FUNCTIONS AND FIND THE REST OF ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES
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